ABSTRACT

Linda S. Mann. Model Chemical Waste minimization
at the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences. (Under The Direction of Dr. Alvis G.
Turner)

Chemical waste mi nimization techn iques

applicable to biomedic al research faci lities were
identified and evaluat ed with respect to current
chemical management pr actices at NIEHS
A chemical
waste audit was carrie d out in two pha ses: total
waste management and h igh volume solve nt. Current
practices that enhance waste minimizat ion include
protocol review, subst itution, inciner ation and
waste handling educati on. Audit value s indicate a
high potential to redu ce hazardous was te generation
by also employing solv ent recycling, Further
education of researche rs on the issue of chemical

waste management and c hemical material use
accountability are ide ntified as means to increase
the Institute's waste reduction potent ial.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Hazardous Waste Minimization

Many environmental statutes have been enacted in
response to increasing concerns of waste mismanagement

practices.

As public concern for a quality environment

heightened in the late 1960's to early 1970's, Congress

began taking action to regulate the treatment and disposal
of solid and hazardous waste.

Waste minimization was a

significant focus in the development of waste management
policies.

In order to cope with a concept which has not been

clearly defined by statute or regulation, it is critical to
have a working knowledge of the framework in which waste
reduction is being promoted:
Waste Minimization:

the reduc tion, to the
extent feasible, of hazar dous waste that is
generated or subsequently treated,
stored, or disposed of.
It includes any
source reduction or recy cling activity
undertaken by a generator that results in
either (1) the reduction of total volume or
quantity of hazardous was te or (2) the
reduction of toxicity of hazardous waste,

or both, so long as such reduction is
consistent with the goal of minimizing
present and future treats to human health
and the environment (EPA,

1986c).

Source reduction:

any activity or treatment

that reduces or eliminates the generation
at the source, usually within a process
(EPA, 1986c). Process modifications,
feedstock substitution, housekeeping
measures and recycling within a process are
considered source reductions (Allan, 1987).

Recycling:

the use or reuse of a waste stream

by-product as an effective substitute for a
commercial product, or as an ingredient or
feedstock in an industrial process. It
also refers to the reclamation of useful
constituent fractions within a waste

material or removal of contaminants from a

spent material to allow it to be reused
(Allan, 1987).

The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)
makes

the following clear distinction between minimization

and waste management:

"minimization" is conducted at the

source to reduce or avoid the generation of waste while

"waste management" separates and treats material to reduce
the volume that must be further handled (OTA, 1986).
Waste management is considered pollution control while

waste reduction is pollution prevention.

OTA suggests that

EPA's lack of conviction in promoting waste reduction has
inhibited the drive towards real declines in waste

generation, and that emphasis has been on developing waste
management technologies rather than focusing on pollution
prevention to provide waste reduction.

About 80 million

dollars were spent in 1987 on environmental protection; of
that it is estimated that IX

(Harwood, 1988).

went into waste reduction

Minimization sentiments in the United

States have been characterized as a pollution control
mentality (Schecter, 1988).

Emphasis was placed on reducing hazardous waste at
the source with the promulgation of the Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendments (HSWA) in 1984 to the Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976.

Congressional intent is described in Section 8002 (r) of
HSWA:

"The Congress hereby declares it to be the national
policy of the United States that, wherever feasible,
the generation of hazardous waste is to be reduced,
or eliminated as expeditiously as possible. Waste
that is nevertheless generated shall be treated,
stored, or disposed of so as to minimize the present
and future threat to human health and the
environment".

This policy moved regulatory strategy away from improving
land disposal to controlling waste product ion--treating the
cause rather than the symptom.

It also established a time

table for restricting land disposal of certain waste, and

mandated EPA to specify treatment methods and concentration
levels below which the material would have a reduced chance

of migrating.

The initial phase began November 7, 1986

with the restriction of F001-F005 spent solvent waste and
F020-F023 and F026-F028 dioxin-containing waste.

Most

research facilities generate substantial amounts of waste

within these categories.

Small Quantity Generators' waste

are exempt until November 8, 1988.

Waste minimization

techniques can reduce a facility's amount of spent solvents

requiring alternative treatment and disposal (JACA Corp.,
1988).

Under RCRA and HSWA, generators are required to
certify that they have:

"a program in place to reduce the volume or
quantity and toxicity of such wastes to the
degree determined by the generator to be
economically practicable...the proposed method
of generation, treatment, storage and disposal
is that practical method currently available
to the generator which minimizes the present
and future threat to human health and the
environment"

Section 3002(b) Waste manifests
Section 3005 New TSD permits
Section 3002(a)(6) Biannual reports

HSWA also brought small quantity generators
(those generating between 100 - 1000 Kg RCRA hazardous

waste, or less than 1 Kg acutely toxic waste within any
calendar month) under the hazardous waste regulatory
hammer, though compliance standards are often less

stringent than large quantity generators (LQG).

This is

expected to increase the number of facilities under

regulation from 15,000 to 150,000 (Fields, 1986).

LQG's

(those who generate more than 1000 Kg of RCRA hazardous
waste, or 1 Kg of acutely toxic waste within any calendar

month) must certify that they have implemented a waste
minimization program while small quantity generators must

certify a good faith effort in the use of waste

minimization procedures (U.S. EPA Form 8700-22 item 16, 40
CFR Section 262).

These regulations do not specify waste minimization
activities, but encourage each generator to consider

options feasible to each particular situation.

Currently

the EPA is developing guidance procedures which are
considered "beneficial and desirable" for waste

minimization as well as standard waste audit techniques to
identify additional minimization opportunities (EPA,
1986a).

Kirsten Oldenburg and Joel Hirshhorn of OTA believe

that to be effective, government must do more than produce
policy statements which declare that waste reduction is
superior to waste management strategies.

All actors--

industry, government, environmental groups, must

distinguish waste reduction from waste management if

environmental protection is to be realized.
created do not have to be disposed.

"...wastes not

Wastes not created do

not have to be recycled or treated--processes that pose
risks and opportunities for failure" (Oldenburg and
Hirshhorn, 1987).

Some inherent drawbacks are associated with a

regulatory approach to waste minimization (O'Hare, 1984):

o
o
o

o

One must know the cost of reduction technologies for
all types of generators
Standards must be consistent and uniform to comply
with equal protection provisions
Once standards are implemented, incentive to reduce
beyond the stated goal is diminished
Progress must be calculated from a baseline or a
target must be set

The ultimate decision to establish a waste

minimization program will be based on many factors (EPA,

1986c):
Economics

I
o
o
; o

Regulatory

o

Real absence of economic feasibility
Absence of funds to evaluate options
Lack of capital to implement option(s)

o

HSWA may lead to increased land
disposal costs
Generators must certify program is in
place
RCRA permitting is unpredictable (new
minimization equipment may need a
permi t)
Difficultly sighting treatment

o
o

Corrective action requirements of HSWA
Liability provisions of CERCLA

o

o

facili ties

Organizational
Attitude

o

Ineffective communication--failure to

span all operational levels

Economic benefit and regulatory compliance are often at
odds but many firms have found that waste
minimization/reduction investments have paid for themselves

in less than one year.

Payback periods of less than 2 or 3

years are normally considered reasonable.

The EPA is

developing a manual to help generators determine cost

savings associated with waste reduction.

If economics is

the motivating factor behind implementation, a decision
maker must take into account all cost elements.

This

manual is being created in an effort to quantitatively

outline reduced permitting costs, and avoidance of RCRA and
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA) corrective action costs, both of
which are sometimes viewed as intangible by many firms.
The concept of waste reduction as a "good will" opportunity
is qualitatively opened for thought.

The agency brings

items to the forum, but it is felt that industry itself
needs to decide their worth (McHugh, 1988).

Incentives

Statutes other than RCRA will impact chemical waste
management.

They include the Clean Air Act (CAA), Clean

Water Act (CWA), Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), and
CERCLA.

These Acts address the problem of potentially

harmful materials entering the environment.

Each contains

inherent minimization precepts specific to its regulatory
purpose though no overt waste minimization structure.

The

CAA and CWA both rely on a permitting system to regulate
the release of material into the ambient environment.

This

could be perceived as one means to minimize the production
df waste material.

TSCA on the other hand is founded upon

the premise of reviewing new chemicals before
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manufacturing--new products must undergo a standard battery
of tests to insure they will not pose an unreasonable risk

of injury to health or the environment.

TSCA minimizes

hazardous waste in that it can prevent the manufacture of
materials considered to be of too great a risk, but this
does not necessarily reduce the volume of waste or waste
by-products produced.

CERCLA addresses past management practices,

therefore, it does not directly provide for waste
minimization in the sense that the waste material in

question has been generated, or else there could not have
been a release to threaten the environment.

CERCLA,

though, augments hazardous waste minimization by its mere
enforcement.

Liability of waste generators and treatment,

storage or disposal facilities has been a prime mover in

getting companies to limit how much waste material they
produce.

Generators are held liable for their waste

material indefinitely.

Logically, the smaller the volume

of waste, the less chance for release.

Realistically, the

emphasis here is not to eliminate liability by minimization
of waste but rather to limit liability as much as possible.
This genuine fear, the tangible rise of disposal costs and
the enforcement of regulations have all stimulated waste
minimization.
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A hazardous waste tax has been proposed as one

regulatory approach to reducing waste production.

As with

other environmental programs, agencies have difficulty

estimating a tax rate which would significantly promote
reduction:

generators often find it cheaper to pay the tax

than to invest in reduction technologies.

If waste end

taxes are paid on material being reported as hazardous
waste, this might encourage the non-reporting of all waste

and/or illegal disposal (O'Hare, 1984).

These realistic

consequences limit the application of this approach.

To date, the EPA has also shied away from mandatory

performance standards and management practices ... "[they]
are not feasible or desirable at this time" (Allan, 1987).

Emphasis has been placed on providing assistance to state
governments for the development of programs to disseminate
applicable information to industry on proven economic
technological advances and innovative research efforts in
progress.

The North Carolina Pollution Prevention Pays

(PPP) Program is a prime example of government commitment

to providing technical and financial assistance on a state¬

wide basis.

The goal of the program is to find and promote

ways to reduce, recycle, and prevent wastes before they

become pollutants (Schecter, 1987).

During fiscal years

1984 and 1986, the N.C. PPP program was given $100,000 by
the federal Office of Environmental Engineering and
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Technology (OEET) to support research efforts on pollution
issues that affect small businesses.

The N.C. General

Assembly appropriated $450,000 to the program during the
fiscal years 1984-85.

With these moneys, the PPP sponsors

two grant programs to help initiate waste minimization

research.

A large grant, up to $30,000, is mainly

allocated to universities for studies on minimization

strategies.

The second focuses on small business

industrial research and development efforts and awards are
made on a matching grant basis with funding up to $5,000
per award (Schecter, 1987).

In addition to its grant programs, the PPP program
augments its efforts by acting as a clearinghouse for
information, a technical assistance and educational

resource.

The Governor's Waste Management Board acts in

conjunction as a channel by which recognition awards are

given to industries which achieve outstanding progress in
waste minimization (Schecter, 1985).

State government

agencies can effectively stimulate interest in minimization
efforts by concentrating on the needs and desires of its
constituents.

The N.C. General Assembly lends its

authoritative support; "[it] hereby finds and declares that
prevention, recycling, detoxification, and reduction of
hazardous wastes should be encouraged and promoted" (North

Carolina General Statute 143B-216.10).

Local programs in
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highly commercial areas of the state may further enhance
economic growth and environmental quality/human health by
targeting their specific concerns and interests.

Current federal efforts are focused on the

quantitative analysis of waste minimization as it now exits

in the marketplace.

Over 10,000 generators (Chemecology,

1988) were sent an extensive EPA survey form, authorized

under RCRA Section 3002 and 3005, to complete on their
hazardous waste management procedures.

This information

will supplement the bi-annual reporting mechanism currently
in place to document the volume of waste material being
managed.

Through these questionnaires, the EPA hopes to

form a better understanding of waste management practices,

their potential capacity and how they have changed in light
of legislative amendments and enforcement (EPA, 1986d).

EPA is under directive to report back to Congress in
December of 1990 with recommendations on the need for a

structured waste minimization regulatory program.

issues under consideration are:

Salient

(1) specify what practices

may be certified as waste minimization, (2) to

prohibit

certification where applicable, and (3) define necessary
documentation for certifications that waste minimization is

not economically practicable (Allan, 1987).

The success of

waste minimization lies not only on the growth of
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technology, but also on removing barriers which inhibit its
application (Purcell, 1987).

Six bills currently being discussed in Congress give

direct attention to waste minimization and emphasize cross

media management within EPA, and with state and industry
officials.

Representative Howard Wolpe introduced the

Hazardous Waste Reduction Act, H,R. 2880, into Congress in
mid 1987, and hearings with the Energy and Commerce
subcommittee on transportation, tourism and hazardous

materials were scheduled in late April 1988.

This bill

promotes waste reduction efforts in part by calling for the
creation of an independent EPA office to manage waste

minimization, and a new grant program to fund state
efforts.

A Senate version, S. 1429, introduced by Senator

Frank Lautenberg seems to be waiting in the wings until the
House takes action.

The EPA voices a general support for

the waste reduction bills (Inside EPA, 1988), and the
Assistant Administrator for the Office of Solid Waste and

Emergency Response, J. Winston Porter, has requested the
establishment of a Waste Minimization Office within the
Office of Solid Waste.

The EPA's means of enforcement has

been characterized as a "paper tiger" (Pesticide & Toxic

Chemical News, 1988).

It is felt that a separate office

will give the program desired visibility, accountability
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and means to develop independent priorities (Pes t icide &
Toxic Chemical Nevs, 1988; Lounsbury, 1988).

The EPA's current program for waste reduction focuses
on (Chemecology, 1988):

o

developing a national data base for
managing waste generation/handling data

o

dissemination of technical information to

industry and state organizations

o

support state minimization programs through
grants for training/demonstrations and
research/development

o

developing an outreach and communication
program to heighten awareness

NIEHS Facility

The National Institute of Environmental Health

Sciences (NIEHS), located in Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina, is an agency within the U.S. Department of Human

Health Services' National Institutes of Health.

Employing

a broad range of scientific methodology from cellular
biology to experimental pathology, NIEHS scientists

investigate health effects of environmental agents (NIEHS,
1982).

The main goal of the Institute and its management

challenge is to continue to develop the research base,
advance scientific methodology, and train manpower
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necessary to understand and ultimately prevent adverse
effects of environmental agents (NIEHS, 1985b).

As typical of most research facilities, NIEHS manages
a wide variety of EPA regulated hazardous material and
other non-regulated chemical material.

The Material Safety

Data Sheet program encompasses some 14,000 materials.
Radioactive waste and mixed waste (radioactive with RCRA

constituents) are also generated by NIEHS researchers.

The

total waste stream varies daily not only in composition,
but also in volume.

Until December 1987 NIEHS was

classified as a small quantity generator.

Approximately

1,000 research, management, and support personnel are
employed at the facility.

The Institute's research

employee turnover rate is somewhat higher than one might
expect. Many visiting scientists have 1-2 year

appointments, and during the summer, technicians are hired
as part-time help.

This dynamic arena of workers, and the

variety of materials being handled at NIEHS add to the

complexity of chemical material management at all levels.

NIEHS permanent facilities (South Campus) are located
on a 509 acre site in Research Triangle Park off T.W.

Alexander Drive.

Site facilities include three laboratory

and two administrative support modules with a total gross
area of 334,000 square feet contained within Building 101.
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An additional 14,818 square feet of leased laboratory space
on a 41 acre site, referred to as the NIEHS North Campus,
lies one mile west of the South Campus.

A supply

warehouse, incinerator building, waste marshalling
building, power plant, and engineering administrative
building lie about one quarter of a mile southeast of

Building 101.

Building 106 houses the incinerators, and

waste marshalling/storage is conducted in Building 103
(NIEHS, 1985b).

Responsibility for chemical waste management lies

within the Health and Safety Branch.

The budget for fiscal

year 1988 was $1.3 million with $325,456 designated for
the chemical and radioactive waste disposal contractor.
Primary Institute personnel include:
o
0
o
o
0

Health and Safety Manager
Radiation Safety Officer
Safety Officer
Environmental Specialist
Industrial Hygienist

o Radiation Technician

See Appendix I for organizational chart.

All solid and

liquid chemical waste material and excess chemical
commercial products, RCRA listed or otherwise, are

disposed via the NIEHS Hazardous Waste Management Program-as established through the Institute's Safety and Health

Manual Section VI-A-1 "Waste Disposal" (Appendix II, NIEHS,
1985a).

Radioactive material is managed (procured.
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delivered, and periodically listed by laboratory) through
the Radiation Safety Officer and Radiation Technicians.

Researchers initiate chemical material pick-up by

filling out an "NIEHS Surplus Chemical and Chemical Waste
Pick-up Form" or "NIEHS Surplus Radioactive Material and

Radioactive Waste Pick-up Form" (see Appendix III) and
returning the completed sheet to the Safety Office.

Materials specified on each form are picked up daily from
individual laboratories by the chemical and radioactive

waste disposal contractor.

The items are then transported

on a handcart--designed as a means for secondary
containment--to the contractor's vehicle, which is in

compliance with all DOT and RCRA requirements, for

transportation to Building 103 marshalling area.

Care is

taken during all stages of handling to ensure that

incompatible materials are transported and accumulated
properly.

Materials gathered from all locations are

further segregated by material type and treatment/disposal
option.

Current management practices for both hazardous

and nonhazardous waste types include incineration, vial

crushing, storage of radioactive waste for decay, and/or
off-site treatment/disposal (NIEHS, 1985a).

NIEHS

presently employs GSX Services, Inc. as the chemical and

radioactive waste handling/disposal contractor, and J.O.
Jones as the on-site incinerator operator.

The incinerator
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system itself is a controlled air design with primary and
secondary chambers.

Liquid waste is fed into the natural

gas-fired unit by liquid injection whereas solid waste (or

containerized liquids) is ram fed into the system.

No

scrubbers or other emission control techniques are
presently used to reduce chlorine/particulate release; the
feedstock, is limited to low chlorinated materials to

prevent chlorine emissions.

II.

WASTE MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

Numerous approaches to hazardous waste minimization

have been suggested, however, there is still insufficient

operating experience to document the cost-effectiveness
and volume reduction achieved by these technologies.
Specific techniques include:

process modification,

housekeeping, recycling, energy recovery, and
incineration.

Research laboratory facilities generally have a
moderate to low volume of hazardous waste (relative to
industrial wastestreams).

The content of the waste is

usually highly variable in constituency, and often contains
radioactive mixed material.

Protocol Review

Research protocol review is a tool which facilities can
use to monitor and control research activities to improve

project management, cope with health and safety concerns,
and document chemical inventories.

Researchers usually

submit experimental protocols to a review committee during
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the early planning stages of a project.

This is similar to

process review in manufacturing settings.
to

The purpose is

evaluate toxicity of experimental substances; limit

chemical inventory; eliminate unnecessary substances; and
to reduce wastestreams.

The American Chemical Society

(ACS) recommends experimentation be done on a small scale

to reduce waste generation and the amount of reagents used
(ACS, 1985).

The checks-and-balance procedure of the

protocol review helps to control not only the volume of
waste generated but also the toxicity.

Highly toxic

materials are most often used in small quantities.

At Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), of the approximately
2,800 chemicals in use, only 130 were regulated by state
and federal agencies (ORNL, 19Blb).

Segregation of waste material can also be addressed in

protocol reviews.

In the laboratory, large volumes of

nonhazardous waste can easily be contaminated with small

amounts of toxic material which by regulatory definition
(40 CFR Section 261), renders the whole volume hazardous.

Waste materials should also be separated according to the
treatment/disposal method(s) which will be used.

This

will eliminate repacking of waste or accidental misselection of treatment/disposal options.

Good waste

segregation practices are often also good safety measures
as well, i.e., incompatible material isolation.
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Subs t i tut ion

The substitution of less hazardous materials in place
of other starting material is an excellent example of

process modification.

Chemicals or procedures should be

targeted if they generate wastes which are difficult to

dispose of, thus reducing costs and liability.

Solvents, a

major source of hazardous residues, are usually one of the
first classes of chemicals to be considered in waste

reduction programs.

Solvent substitution can be a

significant means to limit the types and volume of waste

material which must be managed under the RCRA system.

Some

substitutes, though claimed to be less flammable, may still
be considered ignitable under EPA's RCRA criteria and

therefore are not exempted from regulatory control.
Caution must be taken when choosing a new material which

may cause even more environmental or economic problems than
the material being replaced (Feilds, 1986).

The U.S. Department of the Army in a solvent

minimization document, has suggested various material
substitutions for degreasing practices at its facilities

(US DOA, 1986).

Research labs may not be as flexible and

may require extensive testing before substitutions are
made.

Extraction solvents should be chosen to minimize
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hazardous waste generation and increase potential for
recovery (ACS, 1985).

Many biodegradable, non-RCRA solvents are available

from chemical suppliers as substitutes for xylene based
scintillation cocktails.

The Burroughs Welcome Radiation

Safety Office in Research Triangle Park, has recently

examined a range of these materials in their effort to
limit generation of organic waste.

They currently use an

incinerator to treat much of their waste material, the only
hazardous constituent being scintillation cocktails.

Burroughs Welcome had difficulty, during trial burns of the
incinerator, in meeting particulate emission criteria,
though the unit had no problem achieving other ambient air
standards (Parker, 1988).

This problem precipitated a more

active search for a way to eliminate the use of hazardous
cocktails, and thus declassify the incinerator to

nonhazardous operation (not regulated by RCRA).
review of the current literature and

After

consultation with

their Isotope Committee, the Burroughs Welcome Radiation

Officer asked researchers to examine the performance of
almost a dozen substitutes on the market.

Based on

solubility and efficiency levels, the top three choices,

listed in order of preference, are now stocked and their
use encouraged facility-wide:

(1) Beckman "Ready-Safe";

(2) Packard "Optiflors"; and (3) Fisher "Scentives-BD".

•
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Since the fall of 1987, Id-llX

of the researchers have

switched to these substitutes.

No volume reduction data

has been calculated, but participation rates are
considered encouraging (Parker, 1988).

Another factor influencing the popularity of non¬

organic solvent substitutes comes from the chemical
manufactures' desire to limit their own generation of
hazardous waste, their employees' exposure to hazardous
materials, and their liability.

Market competition for

solvents with better solubility and efficiency performance
have encouraged research and development.

Besides

producing products with standards comparable to current
cocktails, manufacturers may also use a price leverage in
the future to get consumers to use nonhazardous products
(Parker, 1988).

Thus the economic impact of hazardous

materials management is felt not only with increases in
cost of treatment/disposal, but also in the price of virgin
material.

Process modification by means of substitution, though,
may play a limited role in laboratory waste minimization
programs for reasons beyond direct environmental and
economic considerations.

Researchers often are resistant

to change (Hair, 1987; Knight, 1987; Morgan, 1987; Thomann,
Roberts and Bhat, 1987; Willhoit, 1987; Parker, 1988).

;';s^-y.«
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Anxiety is understandably felt when a person is asked to
switch chemicals half-way into a project.

Even more

frustrated are those who do switch stock chemicals and are

then asked to switch again as more materials are regulated
under RCRA (Morgan, 1987).

Hazardous waste managers must

cope with these practical concerns as well as those driven
by regulations and economics.

Neutralization

Acid/Base neutralization often can easily be done by a
researcher before sending the material for disposal.
Otherwise, it can be done on a bulk scale by the waste

receiving operation.

During the late 1970's the National

Institute of Health (NIH) crushed acid bottles in a bottle

crusher and neutralized the solution with sodium hydroxide
in a holding tank before discharging it to a public
wastewater sewer.

Bottle crushing was also employed for

flammable waste material with the liquid being piped into

55 gallon drums for use as a fuel supplement.

These

operations were time consuming but cheap since the only
resource allotted to manage chemical waste was the NIH Fire
Department.

In early 1980, a contract was signed with a

firm to manage pick-up and disposal practices for the
Institute (Rogers, et.al., 1980).
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Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, currently
neutralizes its acidic and alkaline solutions once the

material has been segregated in a waste marshalling area.
The process is conducted in a well ventilated hood in a
batch process using appropriate waste acidic or basic
solutions if available.

If the neutralized material is no

longer classified as hazardous, the solution can be release
into the public water treatment system (Thomann, Roberts
and Bhat, 1987).

Savings for the last 6 months of 1987

were estimated at $4300 (Thomann, 1988).

Sulfuric and

hydrochloric acids are commonly used to bring alkaline

solutions to a neutral pH range if compatible waste acidic
material is not available.

Base compounds used to

neutralize low pH solutions include calcium, magnesium and
sodium derivatives:
Na2C03.

CaO.MgO, CaC03.MgC03, NaOH, NaHC03,

Calcium has been shown to precipitate a residue

when not used in conjunction with magnesium compounds.

The

sodium bases produce little if any precipitation (Hrudey,
1985).

Good ventilation must be available and care must be

used to avoid highly exothermic reaction (Feilds, 1986).
Precipi tation

Precipitation is another volume reduction technique
available to laboratories to remove the hazardous

constituent(s) from a solution. Heavy metals, especially
those banned from landfilling, are good targets. The
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success of both neutralization and precipitation depend

upon the competence of those handling the material. If
done in the labs, researchers must be aware of safe and

correct procedures (Feilds, 1986). The same holds true for
waste handlers if the responsibility falls within their
duties. Only a minimal amount of time and supplies are

necessary to modify lab practices but safety must always
be considered.

Housekeeping

Good housekeeping methods set the stage for other waste

management practices.

Initiated during the procurement

phase of chemical handling, organization can be the focal

point of effective and efficient housekeeping practices.
One important consideration is the degree of control one
has over the distribution of materials.

Inventory records

can superficially indicate the total volume of material

handled at a facility, but more indepth information on

specific material location is paramount for source
reduction techniques.
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Inventory Control

Regulatory compliance standards for radioactive

material are far more stringent than laboratory hazardous
waste management in that all isotopes at a facility must be
accounted for at all times.

Some regulatory officials feel

that RCRA's strategy may be expanded in the future to
require generators to maintain and report chemical massbalance analyses similar to those used in Santa Cruz and
Sacramento Counties of California (Schecter, 1987).

This

would provide controlled distribution, and perhaps

continual monitoring similar to, but not as stringent as
that of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

Inventory control can play a dominant role in the

reduction of waste volume (Nemergut, 1984).

Again, though,

given the research setting, the complexity of maintaining
accurate data on the movement of chemical substances is

formidable, since the process must cope with the variety of
researchers using vast arrays of chemical substances.

Some

facilities have taken steps to tighten constraints and have

developed tracking systems to improve the efficiency of
total management practices.
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The National Institutes of Health (NIH) face many
problems similar to most research facilities.

Many

scientists complained about the lag time between ordering
chemicals and their actual deliveries.

To circumvent this

inconvenience, researchers often order in bulk (which also
saved them grant money) and stockpile materials.

The

American Chemical Society's pamphlet Less is Better (1985)
takes a holistic look at buying chemicals in bulk.

The

initial cost per milliliter was substantially lower for

larger containers.

When considering disposal costs,

however, buying chemicals in 500 ml containers rather than
one 2500 ml was more economical when only 1000 ml or 1677
ml of a material was actually used.

Problems arose at NIH when the scope of research
changed or investigators left the Institutes.

Most

chemicals were scraped as waste, and often "unknowns" were
left for the next investigator to dispose of.

In response,

an internal exchange among Institute researchers and an

external program by which surrounding universities could

pick-up unopened containers of discarded materials was
initiated.

These programs meet all the government surplus

regulations.

Investigators are urged to more accurately

evaluate needs for specific periods of time.

Laboratory
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personnel were also held accountable for cleaning out their
own work areas when a project was finished (Rogers, 1980).

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) revised its

procurement to focus more on the source of the problem
rather than the symptoms.

Researchers, before obtaining

chemicals, consult a computer generated hazardous material
list to see if in fact the material is hazardous.

If it is

listed, the investigator must:

o

obtain special authorization from the Hazardous
Chemical Officer (HCO). The HCO determines
whether the material is (1) essential and (2) a
lesser quantity could be used.

0 take the authorization to the chemical store

along with a Hazardous Material Control Card
(HMCC) to obtain the material.
o

send the HMCC back to the HCO.

Monthly checks are made to compare materials issued and

HMCC records.

In cases of noncompliance, the Division

Safety Officer takes corrective action, and the HCO may be

less receptive to processing future orders (Ketchen and
Porter, 1981) .

Essentially the same procedure is used for materials

purchased from vendors.

Chemicals which do not appear on

the "hazardous" list undergo an additional inquiry to

determine regulatory status.

If the material is found to
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be hazardous, it is added to the computer listing.

This

database goes beyond promoting good housekeeping
practices.

ORNL describes it as a Hazardous Material

Tracking System (HMTS) which is an "on-line, interactive,

computerized information management system that

inventories the status of chemicals during their entire
lifetime at ORNL (Barkenbus and Turner, 1987).

The

database includes three main programs:
(1) Inventory analysis
a. Number of units
b. Container volumes
c. Unit cost

d. Who purchased item

(2) Material Safety Data Sheet Information

(3) Waste and Disposal Practices
Once a material is procured, a unique bar code label is
placed on the container which identifies its contents,

expiration date if applicable, and its laboratory location.

Additional information can be entered into the system
during an audit to show how much remains unused.

Daily

lists can be generated for materials whose shelf-life has

expired.

This has been found especially helpful for highly

reactive material which sometimes unnecessarily sits on a

shelf potentially causing safety problems.

Oak Ridge also has a policy which dictates how much

hazardous chemical may be stored within an individual lab
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Determinations are based on the dimensions of the area, and

chemicals are rated on terms of ignitability,
corrositivity, reactivity, toxicity, mutagenicity,

teratogenicity, carcinogenicity and bioaccumluative
ability.

Furthermore, the storage of waste is discouraged

by rapid pick-ups of waste and frequent audits (Eisenhower,
Oakes and Braunstein, 1984).

Barcoding

Barcoding can be an efficient and effective means to

mange a very dynamic inventory.

Unique codes can be

established to represent a chemical product name,
manufacturer, volume/weight, etc. or information pertaining

to the receiver of goods:

name; department; and lab area.

Systems are available on the market which can be programmed
to prompt the user to input particular pieces of
information:

date of procurement; chemical expiration

date; intended use; and intended disposal method.

Three

system strategies often implemented are (Young, 1988):
Satellite

Several individual barcode

readers are strategically placed
around the stock area and are

connected to one main computer
system
On-line

One central barcode reader is

directly connected to a computer
system to instantaneously update
files
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Portable

Hand-held barcode reader(s) is
used on location to input data
which is stored in the unit until

downloaded onto a computer system
file

The chemical tracking system at ORNL takes advantage of
both the on-line system to enter initial procurement data,
and the portable system for updating current storage
status.

Intermec Corporation offers on-line readers for

$800, portable units @ $1495, thermal barcode label

printers @$4500 and a port communicator (coordinated
readers, printer and supporting computer) @ $4000.

Hand

Held Products, Inc. markets a programmable portable barcode
reader, "Micro-Wand II", which is IBM PC/XT/AT compatible
for $2,000 (Young, 1988).

Waste Exchange

Many industrial firms use chemical exchange programs to
rid themselves of waste material.

Often users do not need

high quality virgin raw materials in part of their

processes, and the use of someone else's waste may be an
inexpensive way to cut economic corners.

reap a benefit:

Both companies

one relinquishes its waste for a profit or

reduced cost of disposal, while the other gets input
material at a cheap rate (Schecter, 1985).
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Waste information exchanges act as a clearinghouse for

information. Periodic listings are made on available

materials and potential buyers. Some firms operate only as
a passive introduction service to those buying and selling,
while others act as waste brokers who actively solicit
clients and manage transactions. European exchange markets
boast a 30-40% rate of transfer for listed materials though
the United States averages only 10%. One opinion suggests
that the difference in culture influences the acceptance of
waste exchanges; Europe has a very conservative attitude
toward resources whereas the U.S. relishes disposable
products (Rich, 1984).

A generator, contemplating waste exchange as a disposal
option, is forced to plan ahead so as not to contaminate
potentially marketable wastestreams. Small quantity

generators have the disadvantage of the 90-day RCRA rule
for accumulation of hazardous waste. Successful marketing
often relies on high and consistent volumes--this limits
the profitability for many facilities (Banning, 1983).

Waste exchanges can be applied internally in laboratory
settings as a housekeeping method. Duke University, uses
an on-site chemical exchange program to help reduce the
amount of unused material entering their hazardous waste
management program. Researchers are encouraged to use

supplies left by vacating colleagues, however, not everyone
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is willing to use materials from another lab.

Since

researchers buy nearly all supplies from their own budgets,
the cost of the chemical and reputation of the lab help
determine the fate of the exchange.

Unopened bottles,

gathered by daily pick-ups, are also segregated out of the
waste program and cycled back into the labs (Thomann,

Roberts and Bhat, 1987).

Recycling

The advantages of solvent recycling, whether it be

performed on- or off-site, include extending the usable

life of materials,

reducing the procurement of virgin

material, and decreasing disposal costs by averting
reclaimed portions back into use.

Distillation of solvent

mixtures is based upon the rudimentary principles of

boiling points unique to each constituent.

Methods vary

depending on the composition of material and the desired

quality of the final product.

Some mixtures, though, which

form azeotropes cannot economically be separated into pure

components (Tierney and Hughes, 1978).

In 1984, estimates

indicated that 140 commercial solvent recovery facilities

were operating within the continental United States

compared to about 40 thermal destruction units.

These

facilities use several marketing approaches:

o

Restricted service only to those who purchase
virgin or reclaimed material
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o Retained ownership of solvents, leasing
materials to customer who returns spent
solvents

o

No restrictions

Some small firms are said to compete well against large
manufacturers and distributors.

North Carolina has three

solvent recovery facilities (Baty and Perket, 1984; Kohl,
et. al., 1984).

If a generator chooses to distill his own solvent on
site, he is not classified as a hazardous waste treater and

does not need a treatment facility permit.

Materials

targeted for distillation are not "waste"--they still have

potential value to the generator.

The stillbottom residue,

however, is considered a waste and must be managed as such.
Nevertheless, a facility may substantially reduce its

monthly RCRA waste generation volume by excluding the

volume of solvent material targeted for recycling
(Pitchford, 1988).

On-site distillation units most often rely on one of

the five methods listed below (Tierney and Hughes, 1978):
o

simple batch o

o

batch fractionated

o

steam distillation

simple continuous
o

continuous fractionated

Spent solvents from research laboratories normally require
fractionated distillation to achieve the quality of

separation needed to reuse the material--often histology
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areas, which generate large volumes of xylene and ethanol
waste, are targeted (Hardin, 1987).
ethanol requires a permit.

On-site recovery of

Those facilities permitted to

use only denatured alcohol must insure that the distillate
is also denatured.

Other small systems include thin-film distillation

using rotating blades (bands) in the reflux column.

This

"spinning band" process enhances turbulence yielding more

efficient heat transfers and more uniform flows (Blaney,
1986; Fenton, 1986).

A wiping cation also prevents solids

from building up on the sides of the column.

To reduce

heat loss from the glassware, several options are available

including vacuum jackets, electrically-heated shields, and
ordinary aluminum foil (Pitt and Pitt, 1985, see Appendix

IV).

Spinning band distillation can also be used to reduce

the volume of spent liquid scintillation cocktails--the
organic solvent component can be recovered for reuse
(Thomann, Roberts and Bhat, 1987).

Low-level radioactive

waste disposal sites no longer accept these liquid
materials.

The concerns are flammability, toxicity and

their potential role as a vehicle for transporting other

radioactive material through the ground (Morgan, 1987).
The radioactivity of the solution is found mainly in the
potstill residue.

Recovered solvent is said to approach

background levels which can be used in new cocktails
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(Gibbs, 1983; Thomann, Roberts and Bhat, 1987).
Pretreatment with a multipurpose absorbent, calcium

chloride, seems to reduce the total radioactivity in the
distillate.

The contaminated absorbent can be disposed as

a solid (Mangravite, 1983).

As a waste minimization

practice, this recovery may be seen as a volume reduction
of hazardous waste, but it transfers the radioactivity to a

more concentrated solid form.

Air sampling indicates that

fugitive radioactive emissions are below background levels
(Gibbs, 1983).

The required space for on-site equipment is relatively

small.

Most units larger than lab-top are encased within a

cabinet 3' x 3' x 6'.

Usual recovery of initial investment

ranges from six to twelve months (Schmutzer, 1986; Hardin,

1987).

The quality of distillate is operator controlled by

varying the temperature gradient.

Computer controlled

systems are available that program distillation runs.
Estimated flow rates for xylene recovery is 5.6 1/hr at

boiling point temperature and 1.6 1/hr for ethanol (Gibbs,
1983).

Options also include an automatic path switch and

shut down control--this frees the operator from having to
manually change receiving containers during a run (Fenton,

1986).

This option also allows operators to setup the

apparatus for overnight use.

Precautions must be taken to

safeguard against potential problems because pressure
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variation in the cooling water supply may burst tubing if
it is too great, or allow vapors to be released rather than
condensed if it is too low.

A pressure regulator can be

installed to maintain a constant flow.

When deviations

occur, an alarm sounds and the unit automatically shuts

down.

Electric voltage fluctuations can cause changes in

the rate of distillation, but more importantly it can lead

to "bumping" when power is restored.

A solenoid valve can

be used to put the unit on manual reset, though it will not
respond to momentary electrical surges.

In a likewise

manner, a temperature probe can be used to turn the unit

off when variations reach set-points above or below a given
mark (Thoman, Roberts, Bhat, 1987).

Duke University uses a B/R twenty-two liter Spinning
Band Distillation system, and claims the distilled xylene

is as good if not better than what they get directly from

the chemical supplier.

They consistently report that the

efficiency rate is no less than 90%--given an input of 20
1, they expect 18 1 of product.

One of their problems is

the type of paraffin used in their histology lab (Duke's

recycling efforts currently focus only on that lab).

When

researchers changed brands of paraffin, an offensive
sulfur-like odor was associated with the distillate,

however, the researchers felt the performance of the reused
solvent was not affected (Thoraann, Roberts and Bhat, 1987).
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In 1987, over $1300 in savings was attributed to
distillation practices by Duke's Hazardous Waste Management
Program (Thomann, 1988).

One major drawback to distillation is the production
of a stillbottom which remains an F-listed hazardous

waste.

This material, mostly paraffin and small pieces of

tissue if solvent is from a histology-like laboratory
(Gibbs, 1983), can be incinerated or disposed as a solid

hazardous waste (Tierny and Hughes, 1978).

Large

reclaiming facilities may sell their residues as

supplemental fuel.

Solvent Resource Recovery, Incorporated

in West Carrollton, Ohio sells their still bottoms to a

cement kiln (NIOSH, 1982).

Distillation may also increase

solvent exposure for those operating the system as well as

those cleaning out the potstill residue.

Fugitive

emissions are minimized when care is taken to not splash or
quickly pour contents from one container to another vessel.
Glassware connections should be maintained relatively tight

to increase efficiency and reduce vapor leakage.

Users of

the spinning-band apparatus have commended that alignment
of the distillation head must be checked regularly due to
vibrational disturbance (Thomann, Roberts and Bhat, 1987;
Hardin, 1987).
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A Yale University study measured air concentrations

using the charcoal tube method during xylene operations and
found the levels to be significantly below health risk

standards inside the cabinet:

0.35 ppm at the condenser,

0.76 ppm at the pot flask and 1.08 ppm at the discharge
joint (Gibbs, 1983).

Another type of test was conducted

for methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
(TCE).

An air emission rate was calculated based on a

material mass balance.

A 1.1% loss of starting material

was lost when MEK was distilled under a vacuum in a thin-

film evaporator system.

An additional 16.7% was lost

during processing of TCE--the distillate was washed with
water to remove any aqueous contaminants (Balfour, 1985).

Incineration

A RCRA Part B permit is required for incinerating
hazardous waste.

A significant criteria and concern of

most incinerator facilities is that of meeting the trial
burn standards.

All hazardous waste thermal destruction

units must prove in a trial burn that at least 99.99% of

any Principal Organic Hazardous Constituents (POHCs) in the
waste feed are destroyed; i.e. the emission level is less
than 0.01% for organic constituents which are

characteristically the most difficult to incinerate.

This
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criteria is referred to as a Destruction Removal Efficiency

(DRE).

Due to a concern for off-gassing of chlorine

emissions, especially in the form of hydrochloric acid,
emissions of HCl must be equal to or less than 4 Ib/hr.
Particulates in the flu gas can be no greater than 0.08

grains/dry standard cubic foot (DSCF) corrected to 7%
oxygen.

The DRE for PCB, due to its toxicity and public

concern, is 99.9999% (20 CFR Section 264.342).

Research has shown that, under optimal operating
conditions, most incinerators achieve a DRE of 99.99% for

essentially all wastefeeds.

On a long-term basis, however,

optimum conditions are seldom maintained.

Even small

organic fractions of the total wastefeed that are subject
to less than optimal (upset or transient) conditions can

cause significant deviations from target DRE's (Dellinger,
et. al., 1986).

Upset periods are characterized by

problems with atomization, mixing, thermal and quenching

conditions within the process as a whole.

Each has some

effect on oxygen distribution, residence time in the

chambers and temperature distribution throughout the
system.

Six methods are used to categorize DRE's for

chemicals.

These are founded upon thermodynamic, flame

combustion or thermal stability properties:
o

Heat of combustion per gram

0

Autoignition temperature of pure compounds

o

Shock-tube determined ignition delay time
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o

Flame destruction efficiency under modes of

o
o

Kinetic flame mode degradation
High temperature gas-phase thermal decomposition
of pure organic compounds in flowing air

flame failure

Dellinger, et. al., claim thermal stability approaches are
the most appropriate ways to rank chemicals based on DRE.
Given real experiences during incineration, theories based

on thermodynamic conditions tend to fail fundamentally--one
cannot expect combustion behavior to approximate

thermodynamic equilibrium.

Flame combustion theories also

fail in that often post-flame kinetics govern the overall

destruction results.

Being able to categorize chemicals is

useful for preparing trial burn plans and other regulatory

compliance measures.

No matter what concept of

destruction is used, however, problems arise when comparing
results from different systems (Dellinger, et.al., 1986).

Hall, et. al (1986) have used laboratory
experimentation to simulate actual liquid injection

incineration processes.

Using a 12 component mixture of

organic compounds, DRE's and thermal reaction products were

analyzed by GC-MS and CO content was monitored in the

resulting gas stream.

Experimental conditions using a 775

C reaction temperature, 2.0 seconds retention time, and a

9.5% oxygen content, applied to the following chemicals in
concentrations of 1 part per thousand:

chloroform;

toluene; acetonitrile; pyridine; methylene chloride; methyl
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ethyl ketone; 1,4-dioxane; 1,1,1-trichloroethane; 1,2dichloroethane; and monochlorobenzene, and methanol and
acetone in concentrations of 5 and 10 parts per thousand
respectively, indicated that acetonitrile and chlorobenzene
were the most thermally stable.

Neither achieved a 99%

DRE.

With operating conditions of 650° C, 2.0 seconds and

1.5X

oxygen, 1,1,1-trichloroethane and chloroform were the

most thermally labile constituents of the mixture, but the

elimination of HCL generated dichloroethylene.

Also,

chlorobenzene was measured in emissions above input concentrations--implying it could be a possible reaction product

of pyridine and chlorobenzene.

Most reaction products were

identified while operating at 650° C.

The study also

reported no significant correlation between CO content and

the destruction of the most stable components (Hall, 1986).

Dellinger, et. al., report that laboratory experimentation
under low oxygen conditions yielded results closer to those

observed in the field tests.

This suggests that pyrolytic

processes in an incinerator may largely determine emissions

(Dellinger,et.al., 1986).

Coping with the wide range of

stabilities and reaction products can be frustrating.

Attention must be paid to both the products of incomplete
combustion (PICs) and thermal reaction products which may

be even more toxic than the input material.

Incineration

may reduce both the volume and toxicity of a waste
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material, or maybe just one of them--or maybe the route by
which it enters the environment.

Hospital incinerators have also encountered problems
with high plastic content waste streams.

One estimate

indicated about 20% of the material being incinerated was
plastic, while solid municipal waste incinerators operate
at around 2-7%.

Infectious constituents are effectively

destroyed at temperatures of 1800 - 2000

F.

Plastics with

high halogen content are thought to produce elevated HCl
emissions (Doyle, Drum and Lauber, 1985).

Thermosetting

plastics include items such as ashtrays and tableware which
are pressed into form, and have lost their plasticity.

This type of material forms C02 and H20 when thermally
treated.

Thermoplastics, on the other hand, are made from

rod or sheet-like slurries which are molded into shape
under heat and vacuum.

Unlike the hard thermosetting

products, thermoplastics retain some magnitude of
flexibility, and are easily softened by heat.

Vinyl-,

acrylic-, polyurethane and polyethylene plastics are often
used in bags, bottles, funnels, tubing and syringes.

If

large volumes of these wastes are in the waste feed, the
material may melt and smother the flame by covering air

intake valves (Rayner, 1967).
composing the waste feed.

Caution must be used in
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Consumat includes a general warning in its operator's
manual on the C-125 pathological incinerator that the unit
should not be used solely for burning plastics.

The

warning also states that "incineration of certain plastics,

under certain conditions, can emit toxic gases".

"Certain

plastics" is not defined, but "certain conditions" pertain
to failures to operate properly including loss of fuel and
less than ample air supplies (Consumat, 1978).

Biomedical

research facilities often generate a fairly large share of
plastic waste in the form of scintillation vials and liquid

waste bottles.

An alternative is to use glass products,

however, glass does not burn completely but instead forms a
slag which must be chipped out of the chamber creating a
potential for injury to both the workers and the unit.

Glass bottles can be limited by using a liquid injection
system to atomize the material into the combustion chamber.

Glass vials can be crushed so that the liquid can be

decanted for injection, and the glass portion rinsed for

off-site disposal at a municipal landfill if the material
does not contain radioactive or hazardous constituents

(Willhoit, 1987).

Energy Recovery

The advantages of incineration/heat recovery includes

salvaging the high energy output of thermal destruction for
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steam/electrical power generation.

Thermal energy which

otherwise would escape from the unit into the ambient
environment is converted into steam to power a generator.
Many laboratory chemicals have very high BTU values which

would augment the feasibility of this process.

Cement

kilns have a unique potential to neutralize acid gases such

as HCl in relatively large quantities before the integrity
of the cement is in jeopardy (Valentio and Walmet, 1986).

Oldover Corporation, a subsidiary of Solite
Corporation, provides off-site energy recovery to clientele
in the southeast.

In 1985 Oldover was awarded an

Honorable Mention Recognition for Outstanding Achievement
in Waste Management by North Carolina Governor James
Martin.

During that year, the corporation managed 100

million gallons of liquid ignitable waste with no

environmental mishaps (See Appendix V).

Oldover uses high

BTU, low chlorine, low water content waste materials as

fuel for five rotary kilns employed in the production of
"Solite", a raw construction material for masonry blocks

and cement.

Several facilities in the Triangle area which

do not operate hazardous waste incinerators or conduct fuel
blending use Oldover for disposal of their spent solvent
materials.
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Initially, a chemical analysis is done on the waste
being considered for energy recovery.

The cost for

disposal is based on BTU value, chlorine content, water
content, and distance to the receiving plant.

be bulked and segregated by the generator.

Liquids can

Oldover

normally pumps waste from generator's drums into tank

trucks for transportation to its nearest disposal site
Cascade, Virginia is the closest to RTP, N.C. at about 200

miles.

As with any treatment of hazardous waste, if

conducted off-site, one must also be aware of liability

which might be incurred.

Limited studies have been conducted on the blending of
waste solvents as a fuel for more refined purposes than to

fire boilers, furnaces and cement kilns.

Eugene Cerceo

from the Cooper Medical Center in Camden, New Jersey
reported some success in blending benzene, ethyl ether,
hexane, isooctane, pentane, toluene and xylene to create a

gasoline fuel substitute with a high octane rating.

A

small amount of paraffin and other dissolved constituents
plugged the test engine however (Cerceo, 1981).

A9

Radioactive Waste Management

Some methodologies for minimizing radioactive waste
have been discussed in the sections on process
modifications, good housekeeping practices and solvent

recycling.

These techniques promote waste minimization by

reducing the amount initially produced.

forethought are the key.

Planning and

Protocols should encompass

reagent selection for appropriate content and volume,

provisions for segregation of materials, treatment of by¬
products for neutralization and/or biohazards, and

consideration of ultimate disposal technique.

Researchers

should chose the shortest half-life isotope feasible for

their purpose just as the volume of reagents should be

limited to reduce the amount of waste generated.
Segregation of waste types avoids unnecessary
contamination of larger volumes.

All substances need to

be properly labeled (isotope, activity, able to be burned)
and easily identifiable to other workers in the lab area
(NIH, 1987).

The method most commonly used by research

facilities to reduce the radioactivity of a material is

storage--in a sense letting nature take its course to
reduce the activity.

Those waste products that have

relatively short half-lives are stored until they decay to
low levels of activity (Hair, 1987; Knight, 1987; Morgan,

1987; Parker, 1987; Willhoit, 1987).

However, this does
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nothing to reduce any hazardous chemicals if present.

The

NRC permits facilities to release up to one curie per year
of radioactive material, excluding carbon-14 (1 curie) and

hydrogen-3 (5 curies) (20 CFR Section 20.303 (d)).

Low level radioactive waste mixed with hazardous waste

constituents as defined in RCRA is considered "Mixed

Waste".

All such material is regulated under both the

Atomic Energy Act (AEA) by the NRC, and under RCRA enforced

by the EPA.

Therefore, all handling procedures must be

done in compliance with both statues.

If RCRA provisions

are deemed inconsistent with those of the AEA, the

statutory language of RCRA provides an outlet for

procedural modification to insure its enforcement does not
hinder other applicable policy measures (EPA, 1987).

Incineration can be used, and is encouraged by the NRC
for the reduction in

volume of mixed waste that would

otherwise enter a landfill.

Contaminated animal carcasses,

tissue and bedding as well as the volatile organic
constituents of scintillation fluid can be incinerated.

(Low level radioactive land disposal sites do not accept
much of the solid material because incineration is an

effective alternative and space is limited.)

Liquids

currently are not accepted at the Barnwell, South Carolina

RCRA landfill since it is felt that liquid hazardous
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constituencies can be potential media for transporting
radioactivity should a release occur (Morgan, 1987).

NRC

permits are required to burn such material and places
limits on emission values.

Ash residues must also be

sampled to determine its radioactivity prior to disposal-radioactive ash is disposed of as solid radioactive waste

(Bryson, 1986).

As stated before, a vial crusher can be used to reduce

the volume of scintillation material entering an
incinerator unit.

Glass portions are rinsed and managed

as municipal waste, while the rinsate and collected solvent

can be treated by incineration (Willhoit, 1987).

One

concern for this operation is employee solvent exposure.
In response, Ciba-Geigy Corporation takes a high-technology
approach to its vial predicament.

A robotic unit housed in

a laboratory hood is used to uncap each vial, rinse it with

acetone, and decant the solvent mixture.

The cap and vial

are put into boxes as municipal waste, and the solvent
managed as hazardous waste (Secrest, 1988).

If

sufficiently cleansed, the vials could be reused.

Granted,

not all research facilities have resources which allow the

use of robots to handle waste management, but the example
is given to show what innovative approaches can be taken.
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Liquid mixed waste can also be treated to separate the
hazardous organic constituents from the radioactive
material.

ORNL recommends a sequence of distillation,

chemical oxidation and carbonate precipitation.
Distillation temperatures do not to exceed 100

C, the

still-pot solution is cooled to room temperature, the pH is
adjusted to 12-13 with lime and potassium permanganate is
added.

The reaction may take several days to reach
14

completion.

Carbon dioxide tagged with

C is initially

evolved, but is reabsorbed and precipitated in carbonate
form.

Reaction products are inexpensive, but one must then

manage the volatile organic distillate, and the
precipitated CaC03/Mn02 mixture residing in a tritiated
aqueous bath (Bryson, 1986).

Solidification is another means to treat liquid mixed
waste.

The liquid is processed into a solid form (concrete

or some other matrix) ready for disposal as a solid in a

landfill (Bryson, 1986).

Obviously this is not a

minimization scheme, but it may aid in the overall

management of radioactive waste from a research facility if
other alternatives fail.

Practices which reduce the amount

of waste initially generated are superior to any treatment
or disposal method.
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III

METHODS

Waste Audit

In order to design any type of management
program, a baseline must be established to characterize
current practices such as where are wastes generated, how
much, what kind and how are they managed (Langerman, 1984)

A chemical waste audit, using 1983 to 1987 documentation,

was carried out at NIEHS.

This audit, following usual

practices, was conducted in three stages:
o

Pre-audit phase

Audit phase

Site preparation, selection
of primary audit areas
Inspection, options
evaluated

Post-audit phase

Technological/economic
feasibility analysis.
Final Report

Waste audits normally determine the following
wastestream parameters:

point of generation; handling/

mixing practices; physical/chemical characteristics;
quantities by treatment practice; potential variation in

volume/content; potential points for contamination or upset
conditions (Hemstreet, 1987).

The EPA has not mandated

waste auditing for hazardous waste generators, though it

highly promotes comprehensive environmental auditing as a
quality assurance check for more direct regulatory
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compliance programs (Adams, 1987).

Environmental auditing

is viewed as necessary to environmental compliance as
financial auditing is to corporate fiscal responsibility.

Auditing also gives participants a chance to evaluate
current practices for waste reduction methods (Conservation
Exchange, 1987).

Documentation reviewed at NIEHS in the pre-audit phase
included annual chemical disposal; procurement and
inventory reports; and chemical storage data based on a
manual inventory taken in 1985.

The audit and post-audit

phases consisted of calculating total chemical handling
figures, and relating this information with management
options identified in the literature review.

Technologically feasible options were then evaluated in a
cost analysis.

Regulatory compliance standards have changed and

expanded dramatically during the period covered by this
NIEHS chemical waste management profile.

Thus, waste

disposal volumes reported in 1983 and 198A may not be as

representative as those estimated for 1987.

Nonetheless,

this data provides a base from which to further evaluate
waste minimization practices.
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Total Chemical Waste Volume

In the first audit, annual chemical waste figures were
organized in the following manner:
A.

Non-Radioactive B.

1. RCRA material 1.

Radioactive

RCRA material

a. Shipment off-site a.
b. Detonation b.
c. Incineration c.

2. Non-RCRA material 2.

a.

Shipment off-site a.

fa.
Detonation b.
c.
Incineration c.

Shipment off-

Detonation
Incineration

Non-RCRA material

Shipment offDetonation
Incineration

The Institute's complex and dynamic chemical material usage
is reflected in these annual treatment/disposal data.

Prioritized Waste Volumes

Prioritizing constituents of the waste stream was the
focus of the second audit.

Six solvents, disposed of by

researchers in the largest quantities, were targeted for

further study:

acetone, chloroform, ethanol, methanol,

toluene, and xylene.

Procurement inventory records

provided information on the delivery of chemical material
to researchers, and disposal records were reviewed as the
Institute's waste output.
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Researchers at NIEHS obtain chemicals in three ways:

self-service stockrooms; call-in orders to the warehouse;
and purchase orders directly to chemical suppliers.

The

self-service room contains the more commonly used chemical

stock.

Histology mainly calls in orders to the warehouse

due to the large volumes of ethanol and xylene used.

Chemicals rarely needed, usually also in small quantities,

are purchased directly from individual suppliers.

Monthly

inventory records provide average monthly use calculated on

an annual basis from stock figures.

Material volumes

appearing on purchase orders were not included in the audit
because these six chemicals are readily available at the

Institute.

A study of purchase orders, conducted in 1986

by Page, Dilley and Paschall, also indicated that these
materials were not being ordered from individual chemical

suppliers.

The average monthly chemical volumes were used

to calculate an average yearly use figure for each
material.

Annual disposal reports for each of the six solvents

were examined to determine how each was managed and the
volume.

These numbers may not truly represent actual

quantities handled.

The waste contractor often estimates

the volume of waste material in a container and/or the

percentage of a particular compound within a mixture.

Again, data before 1985 is not as complete as that in
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proceeding years.

A modified waste balance was used to

compare chemicals procured and the same chemicals discarded

as waste.

This approach still contains many uncertainties

including volume/content estimates, and exclusion of
material stored, evaporated or washed into the sewer.

IV.

Waste Audit:

FINDINGS

Total Chemical Waste Volume

The following documents were used to calculate the
volume of chemical material handled by the hazardous waste
contractor at NIEHS from 1983 to 1987:

o
o

1983
1984

o

1985

o

1986

Yearly Chemical Waste Report
Chemical Waste Shipments

Tearly Report for 1984 Radioactive Waste
Chemical Report on Shipment and Detonation
NF-Activity Chemicals and Solvents Burned
Report on Chemical Shipments an?
Detonat ions

Non-Radioactive Materials for 1986; Actual
Amounts Incinerated in 1986

1986 Radioactive Report

o

1987

Annual Report of Chemical Shipments 1987
Non-Radioactive Chemicals Burned or

Injected During 1987
1987 Radioactive Report

Table I indicates the reported annual quantities of
waste managed.

The percentage of solid and liquid

materials subject to each management practice is presented
in Table II.

Waste figures for calendar year 1987 are

outlined in Table III.

Table I indicates that for nonradioactive material,

the amount of RCRA waste generated at NIEHS between 1986

and 1987 increased by 31% for liquids, but decreased by 90X
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in solid material.

For NonRCRA waste, liquids decreased by

93% and solids increase by 20%.

RCRA material is defined

as any substance regulated as hazardous waste under the
provisions of RCRA and any amendments.

NonRCRA material is

any material not regulated under RCRA or any amendments,
but which enters the NIEHS waste management program.

Figures 1 and 2 display RCRA liquid and solid waste volumes
managed from 1983 to 1987.

This data is compared to

NonRCRA values in Figures 3 and 4.

High volume of RCRA

liquid waste generated in 1987 is partial attributed to a
sharp increase in the amount of liquid scintillation

cocktails.

In 1986, 649 Kg of lead acid batteries were

disposed through the chemical waste program.

This surge of

D008 material is an unusual event for the Institute.

Waste disposal for radioactive material indicates an

increase of 579% for RCRA liquids incinerated, and a 51%
decrease for nonRCRA liquids generated from 1986 to 1987.

Radioactive solid shipments increased by 33%.

Before 1987

incinerator ash was analyzed for radioactivity and ash with
counts above background was shipped as a radioactive solid.
Beginning in 1987 all ash was disposed as a radioactive
waste.

Excluding the 3,580 pounds of ash shipped in 1987,

the weight of radioactive waste shipped increased by 18%.
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Waste volume figures for 1987, presented in Table
III, characterize the most recent NIEHS wastestreams.

Almost half of the material entering the waste management
program was not regulated waste.

An average of 898

Kg/month of RCRA waste was generated in 1987.

includes radioactive mixed waste as well.

This figure

Excluding mixed

waste, the Institute generated an average of 416 Kg/month.
Almost fifty-four percent of RCRA material generated in
1987 was mixed waste.

Scintillation cocktails accounted

for 80% of the radioactive RCRA liquid volume entering the
waste program.

Only 0.7% of all cocktail waste

treated/disposed of were non-organic based solutions.
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RCRA SOLIDS
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RCRA VS. NONRCRA LIQUIDS
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Table I

NIEB

S Waste Manag ement Volumes
NonRadi oactive
RCRA

1983

NonRCRA

1488.66 L

12.61 Kg

1984 Ship

1184.49 L

15.69 Kg
Detonate

Incinerate

1985 Ship

Detonate

0.35 Kg
1

L

1983 - 1987
Radios ctive
NonRCRA

RCRA

96.08 L

74.03 Kg

232.84 L

8875.91 Kg

66.45 Kg
0.56 g
0.02 L

741.51 L

144.31 L

137.12 Kg

111.51 Kg

10488

Kg

8.76 L

1.21 g
Incinerate

14.71 L

0.30 g

1986 Ship

2745.10 L

894.69 Kg
Detonate

1

54.84 L

11.68 Kg

1654.67 L

0.7

g

460.43 L

219.29 L

1.6

g

6303.18 Kg

957.47 Kg

L

0.03 Kg
Incinerate

986.58 L

2.36 g

1987 Ship

2495.80 L

88.71 Kg
Detonate

38192.33 L

7.67 Kg

850.01 L 5739.30

0.15 g

1975.48 L

1.99

8392.7

L

g

Kg

91.72 Kg

7.13 L

1.33 Kg
Incinerate

2388.16 L

2.04 Kg

670.16 L

204.76 Kg

L - liter, liquids
Kg - kilogram, solids
g - gram, solids

5769.11 L

0.92 g

2789.56

1.3

L

Kg
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Table II

Summary of NIEHS RCRA Waste Management Volume
Year

Liquid

Solid

(L)
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1488,
1185,
2419,
4582,
10660,

(Kg)
66
49
65
69
20

12, 61
16, 04
137, 13

894, 72
92, 08

Treatment/Disposal Options Utilized
Liquids (percent)
Year

1984
1985
1986
1987

Shipment
99 +
82
60
57

Incineration
<1

17
40
43

Detonation
0
1

<1
<1

Solids (percent)
1984
1985
1986
1987

98
99+
99+
96

0
<1
<1
2

2
<1
<1
1
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Table III

Waste Volumes - 1987

Total

o
o

RCRA volume = 10783 Kg
NonRCRA volume = 5749 Kg

0

RCRA/NonRCRA ratio = 53.3%

(898 Kg/month)
(479 Kg/month)

NonRadioactive Only

0

RCRA volume

Shipment

= 4997 Kg

(416 Kg/month)

NonRCRA/Total Shipment ratio » 44.2%
RCRA/Total Shipment ratio « 55.8Z

Incineration

NonRCRA/Total Incinerated
RCRA/Total Incinerated

= 21.9%
= 78.1%

Radioactive Only

o

RCRA volume

= 5786 Kg

(482 Kg/month)

Scintillation Cocktails (SC) = 4618.35 1

SC/Total liquids = 54%
SC/RCRA total liquids = 80%
SC Biodegradable/SC RCRA = 0.7%
SC Biodegradable/SC RCRA
Burned

in

boxes

=

<<1%

Burned by injection = 1.8%
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Waste Audit:

Prioritized Waste Volume

Six chemicals were identified as high waste volumes for

NIEHS based on current disposal records:
ethanol, methanol, toluene, and xylene.

acetone, chloroform,
The volume of each

material being used by researchers, how much entered the waste
pick-up route, and the quantity stored in laboratory area was
identified.

Table IV NIEHS indicates stock numbers for the six

chemicals, their individual container volumes and cost per liter.
The stock numbers within each chemical section reflect the

different grades of materials used at the Institute.

Inventory figures from the NIEHS central warehouse were

employed to calculate the volume of chemicals being used. Monthly
reports are regularly generated which indicate stock quantities and
average monthly use, i.e., "use" being how much was taken off the

shelves.

Table V shows the average monthly use for each chemical

stock number.

Yearly totals are given in Table VI.

The Histology

Department used the largest quantities of ethanol and xylene.

Table VII represents the use of these two chemicals compared to
NIEHS as a whole.

Annual disposal records maintained by GSX were examined to
determine waste volumes for each of the six chemicals.

These

values are compared in Table VIII to the yearly use figures given
in Table VI.

The "Net Difference" represents (use - disposal)

data. Routes of "disposal" other than pick-up by the chemical and
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radioactive waste contractor include:

release into the sewer,

evaporation, and liquid incorporation into a solid.

The NIEHS

Safety and Health Manual (1985) prohibits researchers from

releasing chemical materials down the drain except with specific

approval by the Health and Safety Office.

Care must be taken in

comparing the data for "use" and "disposal".

Use figures are based

on average inventory values and disposal figures are estimations of
volume/percent constituency.

These values are reconciled by

considering the amount of material stored in research areas over
thefiveyearperiod.

Storage information on these materials was taken from a

chemical inventory database originally developed by the Health and
Safety Office to identify chemical use for their Hazardous

Material Communication Program.
all labs in 1985.

information.

Data was collected by surveys of

Some updates have been made based on purchase

Table IX lists the top three storage areas and the

total storage quantities identified from the database.

A more

comprehensive view of high volume RCRA material storage is given in
Table X.

The ratios of storage to use and disposal figures are

estimated in Table XI.
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Table IV

Inventory of Six Solvents Used at NIEHS
Volume

Cost in $

per unit

per liter

Chemical

Stock #

Acetone

6-0133
6-0152

500

6-1786
6-1788
6-1790

Chloroform

Ethanol

Methanol

Toluene

Xylene

ml
1

4.58 *
1.66 *

500
4
1

ml

1
1

6.82 *
7.38
9.77

6-0380

500

ml

1.54 *

6-0430

5

6-0434
6-0437

4

gal

1.25 *

500
4

ml
1

3.65 *
2.28 *

6-4788
6-4790
6-4792

500

ml

6-4805

6-7200

4

6-7809
6-7810
6-7812

500
4
4

6-8060
6-8075

4
20

1

1

5

gal

3.12 *
6.98
1.69 *

4

1
1

1.68 *
3.20

ml

1

11.09 *
6.89
1.16 *

1
1

2.92 *
1.36 *

1

* cost includes a 10% surcharge fee incurred by NIEHS
from NIH supply
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Table

V

Average Mon thly Use of Selected S« Dlven ts
1983 - 1987 NIEHS (liters)
1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

16.50

13.50
59.00

11.00
49.00

31.33

9.75
10.68
3.50

9.13

118.54
0.02

143.84
0.04

7.09

8.09
298.32

Acetone

14.75
129.32

86.68

8.84
5.00
3.33

12.00
10.68
4.00

10.00

125.96
0.01
0.59
302.32

108.38
0.03
1.29
298.68

130.71
0.01
3.21
249.68

12.25
31.50
23.40
5.68
130.00

9.75
38.50
8.40
5.00
181.32

8.50
27.50

182.32

16.50
0.00
49.32
184.00

2.25
22.32
0.00

3.50
41.32
0.00

0.50
23.00
0.00

0.25
11.32
0.00

0.00
20.00
0.00

60.00

49.68
0.00

52.32
0.00

51.32
0.00

55.68

0.00

1038.76

875.71

813.67

804.11

823.86

6-0133
6-0152
Chloroform
6-1786
6-1788
6-1790
Ethanol
6-0380
6-0430
6-0434
6-0437
Methanol
6-4788
6-4790
6-4792
6-4805
6-7200

5.32
4.50

1.60
42.00

276.32

5.50

12.92

7.00
6.17

6.79
17.42
0.01
4.02
180.00

Toluene

6-7809
6-7810
6-7812

Xylene
6-8060
6-8075

Grand
Total

0.00
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Table VI

Average Solvent Use, 1983-87,

NIEHS

(li ters)

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Acetone

Chloroform

1728, 84

206.04
320.16
237.84
287.16
267.60

1238,
870,
720,
808.

16
00
00
20

5146,
4900,
4603,
4823
5403,

Toluene

Methanol
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Ethanol

Xylene
720,
596
627
615
668

294.84
537.84
282.00
138.84

2433.96
2915.64
3143.04
3063.84
2498.88

240.00

Grand total for all six solvents
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

10530
10508
9764
9649
9886

24
52
04
32
32

Annual average
for years 1983-87
= 10068 liters

Table VII

Use of Ethanol and Xylene
NIEHS Histology Labs, 1985-87
(Percent of total Institute Use)
1985

1986

1987

Ethanol
6-0380

18%

6-0437

10%

A7X
11%

30%
20%

75%

104%

78%

Xylene
6-8060

56
56
32
64
48

00
16
84
84
16
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Table VIII

Comparison of NIEHS Solvent Inventory vs. Solvent
Disposal Quantities (Totals by Year in Liters)
Use

Disposal

Net Difference

(liters) (X

disposed)

Acetone

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1983
1984
1985
1986

1987

1728.84
1238, ,16
870, ,00
720, 00
808, 20

9
23,
18,
80,
134,

91
34
33
54

Chloroform
206.04
320, 16
237, 84
287, 16
267, 60

40,
237,
66,
170,
190,

26
30
46
31
54

1986
1987

Ethanol
5146.56
4900, 56
4603, 32
4823, 64
5403, 48

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Methanol
2433.96
2915, 64
3143 04
3062 84
2498 88

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Toluene
294.84
537, 84
282, 00
138, 84
240, 00

1983
1984

1985

1719,
1214,
851,
639,
673,

84
25
66
67
66

19100
5100
4644
796
500

165
82
171

78
86
38
85
06

412
35
258
69
40

116

77

15, 86
40, 41
8, 97

5130.70

32350

4860.15
4594.35

12027
51219

372, 65
616, 11

4450.99
4787.37

1194
777

2369,
2792,
3075,
2325,

16

3656
2272
4541
315
263

09
86
33
61
73

2044

621. 33

630
338

64
122
67

80
92
72

738
688

40
63

13
18
16

75

281

98
67
23
27

518
265
1
11

137
228

72
32
44
1810, 25

2734
1592
1
5

Xylene
1983

1984
1985
1986
1987

720.00
596.16
627.84
615.84
688.16

98.67
136.05
0.34
547.41
572.51

460, 11
627, 50
68, 43
115, 65

184559
13
20
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Table VIII
Grand

totals for
Use

a

- continued
11 selected

Disposal

solvents:
Net Difference

(liters) {%
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

10530.24
10508.52
9764.04
9649.32
9886.32

242.34
579.57
160.63
2046.32
2430.60

10287.90
9928.95
9603.41
7603.00
7455.72

disposed)
4245
1713
5979
372
307
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Table IX

Chemical Storage in NIEHS Laboratory Areas
(July - October 1985)
Liters
Acetone

36.00
19.00

18.50

Bldg/Room

Department

9/9
7/727

Chemical Storage

Pharmacology
Reprod./Develp. Tox.

101/C408

Total Storage = 541 liters
Chloroform

24.00

101/E102

21.00
16.00

9/9
13/1325

Carcin./Tox. Eval.

Chemical Storage
Reprod./Develp. Tox.

Total Storage = 338 liters
Ethanol

57.00
56.00
56.00

13/1325
101/C226
101/C327

Reprod. Develp. Tox.
Chem. Pathology
Biochem, Risk Analysis

Total Storage = 1451 liters
Methanol

8.00

101/E328

Genetics

5.00

101/C438

Reprod./Develp. Tox.

5.00

101/E328

Genetics

Total Storage = 1208 liters

Toluene

28.00
24.00

13/1329
9/9

13.50

101/E102

Reprod./Develp. Tox,
Chemical Storage
Carcin./Tox. Eval.

Total Storage = 240
Xylene

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

14/1419
101/D206
7/717
101/C408

liters

Molecular Biophysics
Pulmonary Pathobiology
Pharmacology
Reprod./Develp. Tox.

Total Storage = 242 liters
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Table X

NIEHS Reportable RCRA Chemical Storage
July - October 1985
(Liters)

Chemical

Low estimate

High estimate

53.22
135.82
134.08
83.31
88.83
340.31
77.04
318.69
74.84

227.56
541.18
514.08
330.30
338.08
1451.29
284.52

Acetic Acid
Acetone

Acetonitrile

Aquasol
Chloroform

Ethanol 95%
Hexane
Methanol

1208.54

Methylene chloride
Sodium hydroxide

296.88

1656.40 (Kg)
240.22
242.49

Toluene

Xylenes

279.61 (KG)
59.50
60.29

Table XI

Ratio of NIEHS

Ch

emical Storage
(percent)
Storage

Chemical
Acetone

Chloroform
Ethanol

Methanol
Toluene

Xylene
Total volume

Use

to Use

and Disposal

Storage

Disposal

67
127
27

403
178

48

175

100
39

105
47

41

166

233
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Cost Analysis

Three capital intensive management options,
considered applicable for NIEHS, were examined in a cost

analysis framework to determine the economic feasibility of
each.

Once a baseline of current chemical waste management

practices was established, any additional costs associated

with capital, operation--fixed and variable, permitting or

other costs were identified.

Although incineration is used

as a treatment option at the Institute, this practice was

not considered in the baseline analysis.

It was thought

that a separate cost analysis of chemical incineration
would be helpful to determine its future at NIEHS.

Purchase costs in most cases were taken from the

manufacturers' 1988 price list.

NIEHS' incinerator was

installed in 1978, therefore the cost at that time was used
rather than the current replacement price.

Capital

expenses such as land and building space were not included
in the figures.

These resources were considered part of

baseline expenses.

Since the Institute is a government

research facility, tax and insurance considerations were

also ignored.

In order to derive an annual capital cost

for an operation, the total capital expense was divided by
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the equipment's life expectancy, i.e., incinerator--20
years and distillation apparatus--15 years.

The total cost for each waste operation was
determined by adding annual cost, minus the credit for
recovery of resources, and the disposal cost associated

with the material if it had been labpacked for landfill.
The solvent recovery credit was calculated by multiplying
the volume recovered annually times the January 1988 price
of the virgin material-

Strict liability is a major concern for those

managing chemical materials.

Though somewhat intangible,

liability was treated in a relative sense, i.e., did a
process burden or alleviate the Institute of liability?

Public concern is an even more abstract concept which
influences decision-making.

No economic value was placed

on societal cost/benefit, perceived or real, but it is
discussed in relative terms.

Cost Analysis

Three management options, identified through the
literature review and waste audit, applicable to the NIEHS
chemicals waste management program were found to be cost
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intensive.

Each of these options was divided into various

cost elements.

System Costs
Distillation

Unit cost

Operation/maintenance
Personnel

Disposal of potstill residue
EtOH AFT permit
Incineration

Unit cost

Operation/maintenance
Personnel

Disposal of ash residue
Energy Recovery

RCRA Part B Treatment Permit
Unit cost

Analysis of material

The following items were included as baseline operations of
the NIEHS Health and Safety Office's chemical waste
management program;
Procurement

Self-service stores

Call-in orders directly to
supply warehouse
Radioactive material

Radiation Safety Office
Waste Contractor

Collects material from labs

Replaces waste containers
Segregates material
Readies waste for treatment/

disposal
Maintains records/reports
Permit as TSDF*

Small Quantity Generator

*NIEHS is currently under interim status as a hazardous

waste generator, storer and treater (incineration).
Storage capacity at the facility, however, does not
warrant the assumption of unlimited accumulation space;
therefore the time limitations of a small quantity

generator have been imposed for materials shipped off-site
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A.

Distillation

Capital costs for spinning band distillation
equipment was secured from two regional distributors:

Southeastern Scientific Corporation and B/R Instrument
Corporation as a distributor.
in the local area.

Both serve numerous clients

B/R was the first to market the

apparatus in the Triangle region around five years ago
using Southeastern Scientific.

B/R, however, has

conducted its own marketing over the last two years.
Southeastern Scientific currently is the distributor for
the alternate brand manufactured by Pope Scientific,
Incorporated.

The basic systems are almost identical, and

operate under the same parameters.

Both sell path switch

options for the units, and B/R offers a circulating water

option which conserves the flow volume while Pope does not.
Pope maintains two chemical engineers on its service staff.

Duke University purchased a 22 liter system from B/R

through Southeastern Scientific in 1986.
specially made for Duke.

This unit was

Five (5) and twelve (12) liter

systems are normally marketed.

Dr. Wayne Thomann who

coordinates the Duke waste management program highly

recommends the equipment to others interested in recycling
research solvents (Thomann, Roberts and Bhat, 1987).

The

local Southeastern Scientific distributor, John Hardin,
recommends either system for hospital and research
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settings which conduct histology-like work (Hardin, 1987)

Table XII provides the cost elements for both these
distillation systems.
Table XII

Distillation Capital and Operating Costs ($)
B/R(l) Pope(2)
(5 liter)

Capi tal
annual/15 yr

6,700 9,500

Oper/Maint.
Disposal

B/R Pope
(12 liter)

10,500 10,500

477

507

700

700

400
200

400
200

400
200

400
200

Personnel*

3,063 3,063

3,063 3,063

Total Annual

4,110

4,663

4,170

4,663

Options:
Path switch

300

300

Circulating
water

1,500

1,500

*Personnel is based on 5 hrs/week @ $10.21/hr
(1) B/R Instrument Corp. P.O. Box 7, Pasadena MD 21122
(2) Pope Scientific Corp. P.O. Box 2093 Charlotte, NC 28311
Time allocation for distillation is as follows:

15 minute preparation
10 minute receptor change
20 minute observation during
4 hour operation
15 minute cleaning
60 minutes per day

On an annual basis, labor is the most expensive

element.

Using the path switch option, at an initial cost

of $300, decreases the personnel cost:

without switch

10 min/day, 5 days/week, 50 week/yr
@ $10.21/hr = $425.42 per year
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Therefore:

Annual Cost

B/R

Annual Cost

without option

System

with option

5
1
$4110
12
1
$4363

$3705
$4258
NIEHS non-radioactive disposal figures for 1987

included 118 1 of acetone, 534 1 of ethanol and 573 1 of

xylene--a total of 1225 1 of potentially reclaimable

material.

The Histology Department used approximately 1746

liters of ethanol and xylene during 1987.

The two volumes

of spinning band distillation equipment commonly available
for research laboratories were examined for capacity.

A

90Z efficiency rate (ninety percent of the volume put into
the system will be recovered as usable product) has been

assumed based on inquiries with current users and the
manufacturers.

5 1

1 run per day (input 4.5 1)
4.05 1 product per run (90^ efficiency)
50 weeks per year (2 week, down time)

Total = 1013 liters per year

12 1

1 run per day

(input 11.5 1)

10.35 1 product per run

(90^ efficiency)

50 weeks per year (2 week down time)
Total = 2588 liters per year

The cost per year to recycle solvent, using the B/R system
with a path switch and the operational parameters listed
above is:

5 1= $3.66 per liter
12 1 = $1.65 per liter

When determining the total cost of distillation, one must
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also incorporate the annual recovery credit and stillbottom
residue disposal cost.

Table XIII shows recovery credits

using 1988 virgin material prices from current suppliers.
The annual treatment process cost is shown in Table XVI.
Table XIII

Distillation Recovery Credit for Solvents
Stock #

Cost in
$/liter*

1987 Disposal
volumes

Recovery
Credit/yr**

134.54 1

$ 554.57 high
$ 201.00 low

616.11 1

$2023.92 high
$ 693.12 low

2.92

572.51 1

$1504.56

average $ 2.55
high $ 3.72
low
$ 1.94

1323.16 1

$3374.06

Acetone 6-0133
6-0152

4.58

Ethanol 6-0380
6-0430
6-0434
6-0437

1.54

3.65
2.28

Xylene

6-8060

1.66

1.25

$4083.05
$2398.68

* cost includes a 10% surcharge fee incurred by
NIEHS from NIH supplier

** assumes a 90% recovery rate of product

B.

Energy Recovery

Chlorine content and BTU value limits the range

of applicable material and the cost associated with energy
recovery.

Of the six high volume solvents used at NIEHS

chloroform is the only one not appropriate for the Oldover
off-site energy recovery facility due to its high heat of
combustion and high chlorine content.

The cost for
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disposal of the other five solvents is dependent,
therefore, only on BTU values.

The formula used to

calculate BTU's for the solvent was:

BTU/gallon = (BTU/lb)(1/specific gravity) x
(8.337 lb/gallon)

The cost associated with shipping these solvents to
the Oldover facility is shown in Table XIV.

Table XIV
Cost o

Solvent

Ethanol
Methanol
Toluene

Xylene

X

BTU

(per lb)
Acetone

f Energy

Five

128,950
118,210
88,578
167,799
170,201

Recovery

at

Oldover

NIEHS Cost 1

of Disf)osed

So Ivents

in 1987

($ per gallon)

6
27
30
10
25

01
50
74
19

0
0
0
0

56

0

100

00

28
28
33
28
28

%

Total average cost, using 1987 percentages for the five
solvents, is $0,295 (30 cents) per gallon.

In 1987, 1618

liters or approximately 428 gallons of the five

(nonradioactive) solvents were managed by NIEHS through

incineration or labpacks.

Over 426 liters (113 gallons) of

hexane and phenol are also candidates for energy recovery

based on their high BTU values:

phenol BTU = 105,591.

hexane BTU = 243,480;

The NIEHS process cost in 1987,

using Oldover to manage these solvents, would have been:
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$150.00

Chemical Analysis
Solvent Disposal

(5A1 gallons) x ($.30/gallon)

$162.30

Transportation cost*

@ $1.90 per mile x 200 miles ;
$1072.30

twiceayear

Average is $1.98 per gallon ($0.52 per liter)
*Based on small quantity generator status: can
only store waste for 180 days if treatment
facility is over 200 miles from generator
C.

Incinerat ion

A wide variety of materials, both in solid and

liquid forms, can be treated by incineration.

Liquids can

be atomized through an injector nozzle into the combustion

chamber, or glass/plastic bottles of solutions can be ram

fed like solids.

Incineration cost elements are given in

Table XV for a Consumat pathological incinerator which

NIEHS purchased and has used since 1986 to treat some
chemical material.

Ash residues are tested for

radioactivity, and are currently shipped for land disposal
through RSO (Radiation Service Organization) as a
radioactive solid.

In 1987 the following waste volumes were

incinerated at NIEHS in the hazardous waste pathological
uni t:

Liters

Kilograms

Nonradioactive
3058.32

206.80

Radioactive
2513.15
0.009

Total
5571.47
206.81

In addition, approximately 27,000 kilograms of material,
other than chemical waste were combusted; i.e. animal
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bedding, animal cages.

32,797 Kilograms.

The total poundage incinerated was

The average cost per kilogram, based on

1987 expenditures, was $1.65.
2247 kg) made up 6.8 %

Five solvents (2240.06 1,

of the total poundage incinerated:

0.068 X Annual cost

=

$ 3,681

If all the ash was below background level and could be

shipped as a RCRA waste by GSX, the system cost would

decrease to $1.44 per pound-a savings of 13%.
Table XVI summarizes the annual costs per unit

volume/weight calculated for the three waste management
options:

distillation, incineration, and energy recovery.

Using current baseline disposal practices, a figure was

estimated for each option to represent how much it would
have cost NIEHS to dispose of waste material not using
these options.

Labpacking materials which could

potentially be distilled or sent off-site for energy
recovery was calculated at $7.00 per liter:
Labpack

55 gallon drum

= 150.00 GSX disposal
23.00 transportation
=

37.00 drum itself

$210.00 per drum

Each drum holds a maximum of 30 liters (§ $7.00

per liter or $15.44 per lb.
An annual disposal cost for materials that could be

incinerated was estimated by GSX to be: $141,262 ($11.08

per lb) if all material was labpacked (Madison and Bhat,
1987).

Payback periods are given based on the capital cost
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divided by the annual chemical volume/weight times the net
cost per volume/weight.

Table XV

NIEHS Incinerator Treatment Process Cost ($)

Capital costs

Pathological incinerator C-125

1978

(1988
Stack modifications

1982

20,094
1,100

1987-ͣ88

66,200
4,800

Liquid injector moved
Trial Burn plan and burn
Administration cost

66,161
91,420)

Total = 158,355

Annual/20 years

7,918

Personnel cost

Two men @ $10/hr for 16 hr/week

52 weeks/year

8,320

Operation/Maintenance
Fuel cost

Chemical Waste Stream Analysis
Ash disposal - 2 drums/month

24,276
2,400

505

24 drums @ $21 each
RSO @ $407 per drum
(GSX @ $165 per drum

10,753
3,960)

Total operation/maintenance

37,892

Total Annual Cost = 54,130
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Table XVI

Annual Cost Comparison of Waste Minimization Options
NIEHS 1987

Distillation*

0
0
0
o

o
o

5 1

12 1

Capital $ 497
Operating 400
Disposal-stillbottorn 200

$720

Personnel

2640

cost per liter $3.69

$1.65

Recovery Credit/liter $2.99
Disposal saving/liter 7.00

$2.99

$6.30

-$8.34

13 months

6 months

Net cost per liter

Payback period

Incineration**

o
o
o
o

Capital $
7,918
Operating 26,676
Disposal-ash residue 11,257
Personnel 8,320
cost per Kilogram $1.65

o

Disposal saving/pound $11.08

Net cost

per Kilogram -$9.43

Payback period 4.2 months

Energy Recovery***
o
o

400
500
2640

Capital-waste analysis
$150.00
Operating-per liter 0.45
cost per liter

$0.52

Disposal saving/liter

$7.00

Net cost per liter

$6.48

*B/R Instruments

**Consumat, C-125, Natural gas fired
***01dover Corporation

7.00

V.

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR NIEHS

Effective waste minimization, as with any management
strategy, should take full advantage of all available

opportunities and resources.

Identifying the opportunities

of a waste generator can be accomplished through waste

audits and cost analysis.

Constructive communication with

all levels of management and workers can provide insight as
to the acceptability of various options.

The degree of

acceptance of potential changes will depend on the

reconciliation of both needs and understanding.

Two factors which influence how a person performs a
job are motivation and ability:

one must want to do

something and also know how to do it.

People set goals for

themselves as well as strive towards organizational goals.

Sometimes, though, these may be in conflict.

The key to

change requires focusing both goals to catalyze a desired
behavior.

The workplace can be considered a social system

within which many social forces that influence behavior can

be tapped to yield more cooperative and positive attitudes
(Kohl, 1984):

o
o

Involve employees in decision-making
Maximize the use of an employee's capability
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o
o
o
o

Change based on group factors rather than
targeting an individual are more effective
Commanding orders may cause resentment
Support must come from all levels of management
Rewards can be useful if given for real
achievement or effort, and coordinated with
appropriate recognition

"Successful completion of the tasks will, in a large
measure, be a function of the degree to which the many
talented and capable people, including administrators,

faculty, technicians and storeroom managers are integrated
into cohesive responsive and technically sound approaches
to resource conservation and recovery" (Nemergut, 198A).

The lack of attention given to waste minimization has
been characterized not just as a lack of money but rather

that of motivation as well (Sanders, 1986).

The 3M

Corporation engineering staff, for example, helps establish
realistic waste reduction goals but all employees are

encouraged and expected to submit ideas and use their
expertise to achieve the desired goal (Durso-Hughes and
Lewis, 1982).

Feedback at each step of the process is

essential (Pojasek, 1987).

Instituting a barcode system to track chemical
material, from procurement to storage and/or disposal

option, could be beneficial to a minimization program as a

strategy to make individuals more aware of their material
handling.

One limitation of such a comprehensive program

is the fact that waste material is not always placed in

the original container.

Researchers package liquid waste

for pick up by the waste contractor using the original
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container or placing liquids in 1-gallon plastic waste
bottles.

Solid waste is double bagged and identified for

pick up as well.

Some means to barcode waste containers

might be an option if disposal is to be included in the

tracking system.

An authoritative program such as the one

employed at ORNL where all material is approved through one

coordinator might be too encumbersome for a research

facility managing a very wide variety of chemicals, most of
which are used in small volumes.

Also, people are more

compelled to change their practices if they can see their
own progress rather than just organizational statistics.

Targeting an individual lab within a research department,
though, may not be as effective as challenging whole
departments.

A portable barcode reader system could be

integrated to enhance inventory measures taken during
facility audits at NIEHS.

An internal chemical exchange

program could be more readily implemented if current
material users were easily identified through an inventory
network.

Research protocol review and substitution are
effective minimization techniques which directly reduce the
Volume/toxicity of waste generated at facilities.
Awareness of the need for minimization and the availability

of less toxic chemicals on the market should be emphasized.
The use of acid/base neutralization to reduce the volume of
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otherwise nonRCRA material from being labpacked might be
incorporated into normal lab techniques if worker safety

will not be unduly jeopardized.

A significant portion of

the corrosive material managed at the Institute, however,
has constituents or other characteristics which render the

material as being hazardous.

Aggregate neutralization, may

present some safety concerns and be more time consuming
than intra-laboratory practices, but is acceptable if it is

conducted consistently in one well- ventilated hood area by
the same individual(s).

Recycling can be readily employed by research
facilities to recover high volume waste solvents.

On-site

spinning band distillation apparatuses have been effective
in reducing the volume of material requiring off-site
treatment/disposal and have reduced the need for virgin

material.

When targeting a waste stream for recovery, one

should consider not only the material but also the affected

workers.

Researchers have to be willing to use the

recovered distillate and to be confident of its quality.

The waste management program must still cope with the
potstill residue produced from distillation.

Incineration has been used to treat a wide variety of

RCRA and nonRCRA material.

Once appropriate permits have

been obtained and good operating practices have been
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standardized, this treatment process can minimize a large

volume of waste material which would otherwise require offsite treatment.

However, ash residues must be landfilled.

Though thermal destruction can reduce the hazardous waste

volume and toxicity which would have been ultimately placed
in a landfill, incineration is not a panacea for all
chemical waste management.

Feedstock, selection limits

chlorinated compounds and other material which form

unwanted thermal reaction products/particulates if emission
control equipment is not used.

Stack emission standards

may become more stringent in coming years in response to

public concern for airborne products from hazardous waste
incinerators.

All treatment options should be secondary to

practices which reduce the volume/toxicity of waste
initially generated.

Off-site thermal energy recovery is a viable option
for research facilities if on-site treatment is not

appropriate and off-site liability is deemed acceptable.
Considering human health and the environment, energy

recovery is more palatable than burning waste (perhaps onsite) without heat recovery.

Generators must examine their

organizational perspectives in deciding which is more

appropriate given these two alternatives.
If a radioactive waste material is not mixed with

other toxic material, the ideal treatment process is
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natural decay.

Storage of short half-life compounds to

reduce their activity requires storage space and a

calculator.

The issue of mixed waste disposal is not an

easy one for most research facilities.

They must cope

with waste generation from a variety of materials being
used by a seemingly limitless number of researchers.

Low-

level radioactive waste disposal sites will not accept

liquid mixed waste primarily due to the potential for these
materials to be transport media if a release should occur.

Several radiation safety officers at research labs in

the Triangle were interviewed to identify how their
facilities cope with radioactive and mixed waste on-site.
Results are given in Table XVII.
Table XVII

Research Triangle Area Radioactive Waste Management
Vial

Substitution* Crusher Distillation Incineration
NIEHS

X

Duke/Medical

X

research

Burroughs
Welcome
UNC-CH

off-si te

N.C. State

X

us EPA

X

*A11 facilities use material substitution to some

extent. Only those with active programs are indicated
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Substitution of biodegradable solutions for those
scintillation cocktails containing organic solvents can

dramatically reduce RCRA waste generation.
must make a conscientious effort to change.

Researchers
Again, one

finds it difficult to influence practices if generators do
not see the economic impact of their choices--higher

disposal costs, and heed environmental concerns.

If the

costs associated with procurement and disposal of materials
are directly related to departmental budgets, researchers

might be swayed by economics to use nonRCRA materials.
Realistically, researchers without tight budget constraints
are not likely to be influenced by economic cost alone.

Burroughs Welcome found that using Beckman's "Ready-Safe"
as a carrier for tritium was more efficient than they
experienced with organic solutions.

This discovery could

lead to a stronger movement towards the use of
biodegradable materials.

During general research operations, some secondary
material will be released down the drain.

The NRC does

allow some discharge into Publicly Owned Waste Water
Treatment (POTW) sewer lines.

This is by no means a

license to release known radioactive material into surface

waters, but rather an enforceable upper limited based on
health concerns, dilution factors and short half-lives of
the materials.
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Incineration is a viable treatment option for a range
of radioactive compounds.

The NRC supports incineration of

low level radioactive materials over landfill approaches if
land capacity is limited.

Permitting through the NRC to

burn radioactive material has become more intensive in

recent years but is far behind that for hazardous waste.
Both RCRA and NRC standards must be met.

Ash residues can

contain trace radioactivity, and therefore must be analyzed

before a land disposal option is chosen.

The price

difference between landfilling ash as a solid hazardous
waste and that of a solid radioactive waste is substantial

($165 for GSX versus $407 for RSO for a 55 gallon drum, see
Appendix VI).

Any practice which reduces the amount of material
generated is of considerable interest to those who must

manage the waste.

A program which includes both waste

reduction and waste management opportunities has the
greatest potential to reduce the materials' threat to human
health and the environment.
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VI.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the mid to late 1970's, NIEHS packed its

chemical waste in 55 gallon drums and shipped them to NIH
in Bethesda, Maryland.

Upon arrival, the NIH Fire

Department, which was, at the time, responsible for
chemical waste handling, segregated the materials for
ultimate disposal--usually off-site land disposal.

Much of

the receiving/accumulation area at NIH was open to the
ambient environment.

Highly flammable and shock, sensitive

materials were held on concrete floors with no protective

roof covering (Rogers, 1980).

Waste management practices

at both NIEHS and NIH have improved, particularly in

reducing the amount of waste generated and in implementing
minimization techniques to reduce the volume and toxicity

of waste shipped for land disposal.

The promulgation of

regulations governing hazardous waste management, waste

disposal costs, and concerns for human health/environmental
quality provided the impetus for these changes.

NIEHS has taken a very conservative approach to

chemical waste management. Figure V depicts chemical

material handling at the Institute.

In 1987 about 47% of
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Figure V
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the material entering the waste pick-up program was not
hazardous waste.

Thirty-seven percent of all

nonradioactive waste was not regulated material.
Researchers are instructed to segregate waste so as to
minimize contamination of large volumes of waste with
small amounts of hazardous constituents, and chemical

material is strictly prohibited from being released down

laboratory drains except with approval by the Health and

Safety Office (See Appendix II).

Chemical waste is picked

up and marshalled for treatment/disposal practices
irregardless of its regulatory status.

to segregate was test reams.

EPA codes are used

This strategy promotes sound

management of all chemical waste--nonhazardous as well as

those currently regulated as hazardous.

Annual hazardous

waste disposal data at NIEHS and the respective
treatment/disposal options indicate a trend towards

incineration and away from shipping solid and liquid
materials off-site.

Within the last calendar year, there

was a substantial increase in the volume of liquid RCRA

waste generated (Table II).

This is a reflection of the

significant increase in liquid RCRA radioactive material
that was ultimately incinerated.

In the previous year,

most of the waste burned had been nonRCRA substances.

The purchase of high volume solvents (Table VI) has
been rather consistent since 1983.

The use of acetone was
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reduced by one-half from 1983 to 1987, however, there were
only slight fluctuations in the average use of other
solvents.

Comparing chemical purchases with disposal

figures over the past five years seems to indicate that
researchers are taking advantage of the waste pick-up

system.

Caution must be taken when drawing more concrete

inferences due to the inherent limitations in the data,
such as: average stock figures and estimated disposal
volumes/content.

Techniques which reduce the amount of waste generated
at each source (laboratory) are the most effective means to
waste minimization.

Promotion of source reduction

practices should be at the forefront of management efforts.
Treatment and disposal options for further reduction of

volume and toxicity can compliment initial strategies to
avoid waste generation.

Instituting a barcode system to

track chemical procurement as well as storage and/or
disposal options could be beneficial to the NIEHS Health
and Safety Office.

This would make departments more aware

of their chemical material handling.

The ORNL program

approach would be a drastic measure for the Institute to
take.

A moderate strategy focused on generator awareness

of waste volumes/toxicity might prove to be more effective

in reducing waste flows.

A portable barcode reader could

also be integrated into the inventory database system
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currently used to support the NIEHS Hazardous Material

Communication Program.

This would provide up-to-date

information on chemical storage which may be invaluable to
future health and safety concerns.

In addition, an

internal chemical exchange program could be more readily

implemented if current material users could be easily
identified.

The chemical waste contractor could recycle

unopened bottles of chemicals to researchers, or

individual researchers could quickly locate potential
users.

Research protocol review and substitution have been

and should be enhanced for significant means of minimizing
waste.

The availability of quality products on the market

to replace more toxic chemicals should continue to be

emphasized.

The use of acid/base neutralization to prevent

large volumes of otherwise nonRCRA material from being

labpacked should continue to be incorporated into normal

lab techniques.

Aggregate neutralization by the waste

contractor may be more time-consuming than intra-laboratory

practices.

Substitution of biodegradable solutions for

those scintillation cocktails containing organic solvents

can dramatically reduce the amount of mixed waste

generated.

Eight percent of radioactive RCRA liquid waste

generated in 1987 by NIEHS was characterized as organic
cocktail solutions (Table III).

Efficiency tests have been
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run at the Institute using a variety of the nonRCRA

cocktails on the market.

"Readysafe" was used in place of

organic solvents by researchers during 1987, but to a very
limited extent (<1%) based on waste pick-up reports.

It is

possible that researchers are discarding this material

outside the usual chemical waste pick-up procedure, or have
retained spent solvents in their labs.

If substitutes

improve counting efficiency, they undoubtedly will be more
acceptable.

There is the potential to annually recover at least

1000 liters of waste solvent from the NIEHS Histology
Department (Table VII).

Distillation of ethanol for reuse

would require a change in the Institute's permit to use and
distribute denatured alcohol.

Recycling solvents would

reduce the reliance on incineration.

A five liter

distillation unit could handle this volume, but the added

expense of the twelve liter system is minimal.

The larger

system allows more flexibility for future use if recovery
of other solvent material is warranted and the unit could

be operated less frequently.

B/R Instrument Corporation

offers a path switch option which, as indicated in the cost
analysis, would reduce the ultimate cost of operation (less
manpower).

Pope currently does not market such an item,

but they do maintain two engineers on their service staff
to counsel potential users (Hardin, 1987).

There is a
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question as to who will operate the system.

Resolving this

question will influence the choice of location.

The duties

of the waste contractor could be extended to include

recycling efforts.

Distillation could be done during waste

marshaling periods in Building 103 without placing much

more of a burden on normal practices.

The Histology

Department could also undertake responsibility for its own
solvent recovery if the unit were located in a lab area

nearby.

Spatial constraints might be the limiting factor

if researchers are unable to find a room for solvent
dis t illation.

The list of chemicals incinerated on-site at NIEHS is

almost as endless as the permit requirements.

Thermal

destruction has significantly reduced the volume and

toxicity of waste shipped off-site.

Treatment processes,

though, are no match for waste minimization efforts that
reduce the amount of waste initially generated.

Material

substitution, segregation, recycling, and reducing the

scale of research efforts when applicable should take

priority in management efforts.

The cost of ash disposal

could be cut by 270% if it contained no radioactive

constituents and was shipped by GSX.

If the material

could also be delisted as nonhazardous, it could be sent to

a municipal landfill at even a greater reduced cost.
management should be continually reviewed.

Ash
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The Radiation Safety Office has directed researchers

to use plastic scintillation vials rather than glass ones
unless an exemption is granted.

Reducing the amount of

glass material entering the incinerator should curtail the
problem of glass slag having to be chipped out of the

hearth after a burn.

This also limits the option of vial

crushing if the glass could be taken to a municipal
landfill.

Operating practices have shown that the vial

crusher is sensitive to strenuous use and currently is not
as well ventilated as it should be.

It remains to be seen

whether the increase in plastics will affect air emission
from the incinerator stack.

Off-site energy recovery through the Oldover
Corporation could be a cost effective way to reduce offsite shipment of high BTU/low chlorine content materials if

the NIEHS incinerator is not operational for an extended
period of time.

NIEHS is currently under contract with GSX

for off-site waste treatment/disposal.

Waste sent through

GSX to Stablex for incineration is treated at a cost of $35

per cubic foot.

With a maximum of 8 gallons in a 20-gallon

fiber drum, the cost per gallon is at least $11.93 whereas

Oldover charges about $0.30 per gallon for high BTU/low
chlorinated material (Table XIV).

On-site waste storage

space is often a sparse commodity at NIEHS.

This factor
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may offset the attractiveness of Oldover's price advantage.
One must still weigh increased off-site liability (Figure
VI) with economics and holistic environmental concerns.

Each of these alternatives relies on generator
awareness of waste minimization technologies.

Individual

awareness and responsibility are the cogs by which the

program operates.

Formal procedures and guidelines, on

file in the NIEHS Health and Safety Office, may not be
followed.

Institute researchers often enjoy more work-

related freedom than colleagues in industry.

Researchers

must take some responsibility for limiting waste
production.

Education is perhaps one of the most effective

means to reduce waste generation at the Institute.
Laboratory training sessions should emphasize chemical
handling procedures which augment waste minimization

goals.

Indoctrination of new employees should include

segregation techniques to limit mixing of hazardous and
nonhazardous materials, separation of those targeted for

recycling, and the concept of material conservation.

The Safety and Radiation Safety Committees should
continue to support waste minimization.

Personnel, from

department heads to laboratory technicians and contractors,
need to play active roles in reducing waste production.
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Figure VI
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Implementation of further material substitutions, recycling
efforts, and a semi-comprehensive barcode system will
require a commitment by NIEHS management.

Annual waste

audits conducted in conjunction with other environmental
audits can readily indicate areas in which waste generation
has been reduced, and also reveal to management others

where further gains can be made.

Waste minimization should

not be approached as a burden, but a potential opportunity
to reduce waste treatment/disposal costs, and the impact
NIEHS' waste material has on human health and the

environment, which is one of the goals of all research at
the Inst i tute.

VII.
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b) Chemical Wastes

1) No chemical wastes are to be flushed down the drain except with
specific approval by the Health and Safety Office.

2) All chemical wastes must be clearly identified. If a used
solvent/acid bottle is used for collection of solvents, a new
label indicating the contents must be affixed to the container
and the old label must be removed or crossed out.

3) Whenever possible, solid wastes should be separated into either
the burnable or non-burnable category. Doing this will allow for
incineration of such items as disposable laboratory garments,
paper mats, plastic pipettes or containers, gloves, etc. and
reduce the amount ot material that must be disposed off-site.

4) Pipettes, broken glass or other objects capable of puncturing
plastic bags must be packaged by placing a plastic bag in a
cardboard container (available from the Health and Safety
Office). The pipettes or other items would then be placed
in the container. Once the container is ready for disposal,
the top must be taped shut. On the top of the box--mark
as either burnable items, or glassware.

5; Plastic bags that have been puncturea wiii not be picked-up.

6) In completing the waste pick-up tor special attention should be
paid to the to I lowing:

a) Abbreviations for proper chemical names will not be accepted;
b) It the waste is a mixture (i.e., organic solvents), all
components and approximate amounts of each constitutent must
be listed in order tor that waste to be picked-up;

c) Tf\e
principal user must sign the certification at the bottom
ot the sheet.

J

iMUvjMu,—uecertiOfcir

HFo '

™ ^» - A - J

Biological Wastes (see CDC Safety Manual, referenced in

Section XII)

1) Except as otherwise provided, all laboratory specimens
or materials consisting of, containing, or contaminated
with blood, plasma, serum, urine, feces, or other human
or animal tissues or fluids, as well as inoculated
media, cultures, and other potentially infectious
materials must be either incinerated or sterilized by
autoclaving or by use of a chemical sterilant (in cases
where autoclaving or incineration is not possible)
approved by the Safety Officer before disposal. It is
preferable
that autoclaving be done in the same lab
where the material was used.

2) When there is no reasonable evidence to indicate that
clinical specimens or other materials may contain an
infectious agent, discarding into the sanitary sewer
without sterilization may be permitted. It in doubt,
consult the Safety Officer. Materials that may be
discarded directly into the sanitary sewer include:

a) Uninoculated
liquid mediums, tissue cultures, and
nutrient t luids.

b) Serum, plasma, or blood (provided tnat the specimens
are not believed to contain any etiologic agent
that might not otherwise enter the sanitary sewer
system). See paragraph 3 regarding disposal of
specimen containers.

3) All glassware, pipettes, slides, etc. used in the
examination or testing of biological materials must be
autoclaved or chemically disinfected before being
discarded or prepared tor reuse. Smgle-jse bottles,
tubes, vials, and other biological specimen containers
should not be placed in wastebaskets customarily emr^^icd
by janitorial personnel.

4) Any material sent out of the laboratory tor autoclaving
must be clearly marked for autoclaving.

5) Hypodermic syringes and needles shall be disposed ot
in such a manner as to prevent accidental injection
ot
those Individuals charged with disposal of waste
materials.
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SOLVENT RECOVERY SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS
AND EQUIPMENT
• Vacuum Jacketed/Silvered All-Glass
Distillation Column

• Micro-Processor Controller

• Special Safety Cabinet with Door
• Automatic Reflux Valve
• Lab Jack

• DC Motor

• Efficient All-Glass Condenser
Requirements:

Electrical — 110 VAC, 5 amps
Water — 1 psi pressure, and drain
Capacity:
1 gallon xylene/3 hours
1 gallon ethanol/3 hours

pGpG
POPE SCIENTIFIC, INC.
N90 W14337 Commerce Drive
RO. Box 495

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
Telephone: (414) 251-9300

Represented By:

Mew FROM POPE SCIENTIFIC...

"^RSI5 MENticOVERf^
f

for Recovery of
Tissue Processing
Soivents in

Histoiogy Laboratories
THE NEW POPE SOLVENT RECOVERY
SYSTEM ENABLES YOU TO:

9 Comply with government
hazardous waste regulations

O"^ # Save money on xylene and
^ alcohol purchases
% Eliminate costly storage and
waste disposal

% Control solvent purity in
your own lab

Solvent recovery is the sensible

alternative for the histology laboratory.
The system is simple, safe and
economical. The microprocessor
controller provides ease-of-use for
your technologist.
»

Contact your Pope representative
or Pope Scientific today for a free
cost Justification or demonstration

in your iaboratory.

;

THE SOLVENT SOLUHONl
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for aincostyour benefitcallanalysis,-or
a demonstration

" cinerate them?

lab.

SOLVEIGLRECYCLING
MAKES $ENSE1

B/RTnstfument Solvent
Recycling
Systems
Feature:
• 5 liter capacity (8300)
•• 12Adiabatic
liter capacity
(8400)columns are double
Column—all

walled,
evacuated.
your handsilvered
on a B/Randstill
columnYouat .can
140°Cput_and

detect little or no heat.
• Solvent
and teflon sur¬
faces—nocontacts
chanceonly
for inert
metalglass
contamination.
-•-Vacuum-Capability, (not shown)------------------

ONAmerica's
THE COVER:
The Chesapeake
Ba^jwas,
finest sailing
& seafood waters.
A re¬

cent
15 million
dollar Agency
study conducted
bythatthe Envi¬
ronmental
Protection
concluded
due
toJhe.bay.is_slowlyJjut
chemical contamination,
sewage,
and
run-off,
surely .dying.A.clean up proj::

ectyearswouldwith yield
in an estimated 20
a pricepositive
tag in theresults
billions.

DPROCESSOR
•ROLS:
#iration

tomation

Its Easyl
Pump the

solvent into
the flask

Read LED Display

to Follow Step by Step Instructions
ige
of 8 Recycling Programs (8400 only)
ir\) Backed Memory
ETY

imSti ^I^WfatoWi^'af ^1 •

5r-Temperature
Shutdown—automatically
Its down 15°C above
last programmed cut
iter Pressure
Sensor
shutsfallsdownbelowoperation
if
ndenser
water
pressure
3
PSIG.
!)rounded
motor—sparkless,
long life,
quiet operation
Electric
Heating
Mantle,
lucobond Safety Cabinet.
ent
attachment.
or details
on safety______......_____________
features ask for:

P^:

nt.

Program the
computer, the

still makes the

separation and

iafety First Brochure or
Biibbs,
L.M.,
"Recovery
of Waste Organic
Sol/ents
in
a
Health
Care
Institution,"
/American
Clinical products Review.________________
4he clean
solvent is
collectedl

Advantages
of
Spinning
Band
Technology

B/R Solvent
Recycling System
is B/Rknownusestothechemists
asbandThea spinning
band
distillation
system.
spinning
technology
with
our
solvent
recycling
system
because
_spjnning
band still
is theconsists
most efficient
distillation
method,a The.__
spinning
band
of
a
DC
motor
that
drives
twisted
inside
the glasspumpscolumn.
Thereturning
fittedtefloncondensate.
bandbandrotateswhichThissorotates
that
it
continually
downon thethe
forms
a
thin
layer
of
liquid
walls
ofareathe column
and creates acontact
substantially
increased----surface
for
vapor-to-liquid
inside
the
column.
Glass
and
teflon,
unlike
metal,
are
inert
and
noncontaminating.
Thisofprocess
and purity
the inertsolvents.
materials used guarantee
your lab
clean high

Specifications:
830052"HSolvent
System: Enclosure Cabinet constructed
X 19V2"WRecycling
X 17VV'D—Safety

ottionAlucobond.
5"H1 xAmp13V2"WDC Motor,
x leVz'D—microprocessor
lor 110VAC
opera¬
on
110VAC,
1.7
Amp
DC
Solenoid,
grounded
heating mantle.
Distillation
Column, complete,
constructedelectric
of borosilicate
glass.12"T\wisted
Teflon Spinning
Band.
840075"HSolvent
Recycling
System:Enclosure Cabinet constructed of
X
^QVz•^N
x
19"D—Safety
Alucobond.
5"H1 Ampx 13V2"W
x lOVz'D—microprocessor
for110VAC
operation
ongrounded
110VAC,electric
DC
Motor,
1.7
Amp
DC
Solenoid,
heating mantle.
Distillation
Column, complete,
constructed of borosilicate
glass.24"Twisted
Teflon Spinning
Band.
vjcr

Accessories:

625 Condenser
Pressure
Sensorwith 8400)
(OptionalWater
with 8300,
Standard

automatic
it water pres¬
sure dropsoperation
below 3shutdown
PSIG.______________
*CPG-5 Solvent Handling System includes:
4-5
closedphenolic/epoxy,
head with Rieke
spout,gallon
doublecans,coating
pOT-17Eieg..

1-Rieke Hand Pump
4-Solvent Labels

2-Glass Fume Guards

*not recommended for high purity solvent use
Applications:
Semi-Conductor
Manufacturing
Solvents
Liquid
Scintillation
Wastes
•• High
Tissue
Processing
Solvents •• NMR Solvents
Purity
Solvent
Purification
• HPLC Solvents •

—Callbrochure,us-with^our
Safety Firstt)rochure,AnalyticaV
reprints,applicationrAsk
and solvent Gasfort)ur
Chromatograph
Tracings.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CONTACT OUR LOCAL SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE:

INSTRUMENT

TH2eRP0RAT10N
P.O. BOX 7. Pasadena, Maryland 21122

1 "000-022 0206 (301) 647-2894 (In MD) Telex 3717918
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SOLVENT RECOVERY SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS
AND EQUIPMENT
• Vacuum Jacketed/Silvered All-Glass
Distillation Column

• Micro-Processor Controller

• Special Safety Cabinet with Door
• Automatic Reflux Valve
• Lab Jack

• DC Motor

• Efficient All-Glass Condenser
Requirements:

Electrical — 110 VAC, 5 amps
Water — 1 psi pressure, and drain
Capacity:
1 gallon xylene/3 hours
1 gallon ethanol/3 hours

pGpe
POPE SCIENTIFIC. INC.
N90 W14337 Commerce Drive
P.O. Box 495

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
Telephone: (414) 251-9300

Represented By:

MewFROIVI POPE SCIENTIFIC...

SRS'^5^0"'ENtflEC0VERt^El|
for Recovery of

Tissue Processing

Soiventsin

Histoiogy Laboratories
THE NEW POPE SOLVENT RECOVERY
SYSTEM ENABLES YOU TO:

9 Comply with government
hazardous waste regulations

0 Save money on xylene and
alcohol purchases

0 Eliminate costly storage and
waste disposal

0 Control solvent purity in
your own lab

Solvent recovery is the sensible

alternative for the histology laboratory.

The system is simple, safe and
economical. The microprocessor

controller provides ease-of-use for
your technologist.

Contact your Pope representative
or Pope Scientific today for a free
cost Justification or demonstration

in your laboratory.

THE SOLVENT SOLUTION!
Purchasingwastesolvents
and paying
to dispose
hazardous
is a waste
of rrioney
and re¬of
By Recycling Solvents, Your Lab Will...
• Reduce Solvent Purchases by as much as
sources.

95%

Reduce or Eliminate Disposal Costs
___ •• Recycle
and Reuse the Same Solvent over
& over again
•• Guarantee
the Quality
of your Solvent
Reduce Solvent
Inventories

I

• Protect
against
Future Problems of Petro_____leum
Solvent
Supply---------_--------------• Help to Clean Up the Environment
it ifmakeyousense
to pay fordisposing
your solvents
andpayDoesthen,
are
properly
someone else to put them in a landfill,of them,
or in-to
cine'rate them?

Did you knowendthatup insolvents
put into
a landfill,
or
incinerator
the
water
or
air
anyway?
The B/R Instrument
Solvent
Recycling
Systemsto
j)ffe£_yourJab
a
socially
responsible
alternative
expensive
purchase
andSystems
disposalare ofprogrammable,
solvents. The
B/Rmicroprocessor
8300 and
8400
unitstothatoperate.
take only
seconds
of
your
valuable
time
There
are
no
gauges
to readjoMJials
to_adLust-::::Only_ale\^
piegrammedprompts
to
answer—and
theseoperation.
can be prepro¬
for
simple
one
button
Recycling
with
the
B/R
Systems
also
guaran¬
tees your lab high quality recycled solvents. The

jecycled
solvents,
will
be as^oodjas*jM_better_
than,
what
you
are
currently
purchasing.
Thereevenwill
bebottle
no variation
of
purity
from
lot
to
lot,
or
to B/Rbottlehaveas compiled
with purchased
solvents.
We
at
a
fair
number
of GC
-^tracings,
UV
-spectra,-MMR
spectra
ancLdynanaic—
HPLC
dataIf weto dohelpnotyouhavemakesupporting
a moneydatasaving
de¬
cision.
for
your
application
we canin some
recommend
youperform
to onetheofsepa¬
our
many
users,
or,
cases,
ration
Pleaseandtakedo athepurity
time^:heck
to lookforoveryou-the features
andthe money
specifications
ofallthetheB/Rbenefits
Systems.of recycling.
Consider
saved
and
Then
us at B/R Instrument
Corp.fight
for aincostyour benefitcallanalysis,-or
a demonstration
lab.

SOLVENT RECYCLING
MAKES $ENSEl

T«^ee-9Ec- %>fc.Wsr-^'*^*-

B/RTnstrumem Bblvem
Recycling
Systems
Feature:
• 5 liter capacity (8300)
•• 12Adiabatic
liter capacity
(8400)columns are double
Column—all

walled,
evacuated.
can put_and
your handsilvered
on a B/Randstill
column Youat 140°C
detect little or no heat.

• Solvent
and teflon sur¬
faces—nocontacts
chanceonly
for inert
metalglass
contamination.
_•-Vacuum JCapability. (not shown)-----------------ONAmerica's
THE COVER:
The Chesapeake
Bay was.
finest sailing
& seafood waters.
A re¬

cent
15 million
dollar Agency
study conducted
bythatthe Envi¬
ronmental
Protection
concluded
due
toJhebayiis-slowlyljut
chemical contamination,
sewage,
and
run-off.
surelyresultsdying.^clean
up proji20
ectyearswouldwith yield
positive
in
an
estimated
a price tag in the billions.
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SOLVENT RECOVERY SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS
AND EQUIPMENT
• Vacuum Jacketed/Silvered All-Glass
Distillation Column

• Micro-Processor Controller

• Special Safety Cabinet with Door
• Automatic Reflux Valve
• Lab Jack

• DC Motor

• Efficient All-Glass Condenser
Requirements:

Electrical — 110 VAC, 5 amps
Water — 1 psi pressure, and drain
Capacity:

1 gallon xylene/3 hours
1 gallon ethanol/3 hours

POPE SCIENTIFIC, INC.
N90 W14337 Commerce Drive
PC. Box 495

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
Telephone: (414) 251-9300

Represented By:

^EW FROM POPE SCIENTIFIC...

:SRS-5^™lflEC0VERYptEl|
for Recovery of

Tissue Processing
Soiventsin

Histoiogy Laboratories
THE NEW POPE SOLVENT RECOVERY
SYSTEM ENABLES YOU TO:

9 Comply with government

hazardous waste regulations
9 Save money on xylene and
alcohol purchases

% Eliminate costly storage and
waste disposal

9 Control solvent purity in
your own lab

Solvent recovery Is the sensible

alternative for the histology laboratory.

The system is simple, safe and
economical. The mjcroprocessor

controller provides ease-of-use for
your technologist.

Contact your Pope representative
or Pope Scientific today for a free
cost justification or demonstration

in your laboratory.

^

THE SOLVENT SOLUTION!
Purchasingwastesolvents
and paying
to dispose
hazardous
is a waste
o1 money
and re¬of
sources.

By Recycling Solvents, Your Lab WiU ... —

• Reduce Solvent Purchases by as much as
95%

or Eliminate Disposal Costs
. _, •• Reduce
Recycle
and Reuse the Same Solvent over
& over again
•• Guarantee
the Quality
of your Solvent
Reduce Solvent
Inventories

• Protect
against Future Problems of Petro¬
leum Solvent Supply• Help to Clean Up the Environment
to pay fordisposing
your solvents
andDoesthen,it ifmakeyousense
are properly
of them, to

paycineVate
someonethem?
else^to put them in a landfill, or inDid you knowendthatup insolvents
put into
a landfill,
or
incinerator
the
water
or
air
anyway?
The B/R Instrument
Solvent
Recycling
Systemsto
j)ffeoQurJab
a
socially
responsible
alternative
expensive
purchase
andSystems
disposalare ofprogrammable,
solvents. The
B/R
8300
and
8400
microprocessor
unitstothatoperate.
take only
seconds
of
your
valuable
time
There
are
no
_gauges
to read,to oranswer—and
dials to adjust—only
a fewprepro¬
simplegrammedprompts
these
can
be
for simple
oneB/Rbutton
operation.
Recycling
with
the
Systems
also
guaran¬The
tees
your
lab
high
quality
recycled
solvents.
jecycled
solvents,
willcurrently
be_as^oodL_as»jiLi}etter_
than,
what
you
are
be no variation of purity from purchasing.
lot to lot, orThereevenwill
bottle
with purchased
We attoB/Rbottlehaveas compiled
a fairsolvents.
number of GC

-tracings,
UV-spectra,-NMR-spectra
andsavingdynamic—
HPLC
data
to
help
you
make
a
money
de¬
cision.
If
we
do
not
have
supporting
data
for
your
application we can recommend you to one of our
many users,
or,a purity
in some<:heckcases,for perform
the sepa-ration
and
do
your
Please take the time to look over the features

andthe money
specifications
ofallthetheB/Rbenefits
Systems.of recycling.
Consider
saved
and
Then
us at B/R Instrument
Corp. fight
for a incostyour—
benefitcallanalysis,-or
a demonstration
lab.

_S0JXEKLBECYCL1NG
MAKES SENSE!

B/R Instramem Solvent
Recycling
Systems
Feature:
• 5 liter capacity (8300)

•• 12Adiabatic
liter capacity
(8400)columns are double
Column—all

walled,
evacuated.
can put_and
your handsilvered
on a B/Randstill
column Youat 140°C

detect little or no heat.
• Solvent
and teflon sur¬
faces—nocontacts
chanceonlyfor inert
metalglass
contamination.
-•_yacuum£apability- (not shown)----------------—

ONAmerica's
THE COVER:
The Chesapeake
Bay was.
finest
sailing
&
seafood
waters.
cent 15 million dollar study conducted by theA re¬Envi¬

ronmental
Agencysewage,
concluded
that due
tojhe.bay.is-Slowly
chemicalProtection
contamination,
and
run-off,
but surelyresultsdyir)g.Aclean
up proh20
ectyearswouldwith yield
positive
in
an
estimated
a price tag in the billions.
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Automatic distillations with the 8500 Microprocessor Controller

The 8500 microprocessor controller takes the labor out of your distillations! Platinum resistance
thermometers
continuously
monitor
head
and pot temperatures
during
theprogram
distillation.
Thereandis letno need
to
read
thermometers
or
adjust
dials
and
switches.
Call
up
your
stored
from
memory
the
flexibility
microprocessor perform the run. The microprocessor allows you to edit parameters at anytime for maximum
Microprocessor precisely monitors and controls the distillation
and store
•Program
Equilibration
timeup to 8 distillations — parameters include:
• Up to 14 fractions
• Reflux ratio

• Overtemperature shutdown

• Boil-up rate
• Band speed

ͤ Edit and review parameters during a distillation

ͤ Simple operation and programming

ͤ Easy to read LED display

D Printer capability

0 Microprocessor continuously monitors all distillation parameters
The 8500 shuts down the distillation and alarms if any
preprogrammed parameters are exceeded.
B/R Spinning Bands

The spinning band is the heart of all B/R distillation

systems. The band spins from lOOOrpm to BOOOrpm
inside an adiabatic column. The t>and, eittier Teflon or
metal, is shaped into a helix and designed to rapidly
pump a thin layer of the returning condensate down the
column wall, this pumping action mechanically
increases vapor and liquid contact in the column. Other
columns (packed, vigreaux, but)ble plate, etc.) achieve
efficiency by physically creating surface area for vapor
and liquid contact. The spinning t)and system
mechanically increases contact between vapor and

liquid in the column resulting in:

D The greatest number of theoretical plates with the
shortest possible column length, (low HETP)

ͤ Low column holdup

a Exceptional throughputs
a Minimal pressure drop
12 & 40 bands—tefkxiO-)! metal (r.)

24&36bands—teilon(l.),metal(r.)

B/R Convertible Spinning Bands

Teflon...
B/R!sbreakage.
24 and 36Thespinning
banddesign
columnscannotemployunravel
a unique
one piece
machinedThe helix
Teflon
band
design
that
resists
one
piece
and
lasts
for
years.
12
and
40
spinning
band columns use a ribbon-type band design that resists breakage and maximizes surface area.
...feature
Metal—change
from
Teflonglassware
to metal and
(monel,
stainlessmotor
steel)speedor vice-versa
inthatminutes.
Alla noiseless,
B/R distillation
columns
close
tolerance
a
precisfon
contiuller
drives
spari<less,
tong lasting
DC motor.TheThismotoran-angement
allows
youfrom
to quickly
convert(1000-3000rpm
your Teflon bandfor tothemetal
for40
high
temperature
distillations.
speed
is
variable
1000-6000fpm
12
and
columns). A feature of tiie B/R spinning band system tiiat is important to the engineer is the capability of band

speed adjustinent to achieve a desired theoretical plate value.

-odbiL .spiiiniiiy band Uistillation systems

B/R microstill
Instnjment(See
manufactures
five basic
spinning band distillation systems:
D 800
micro spinning
band literature)

ͤ 24 and 36 analytical systems

ͤ 12 and 40 large capacity systems

Several
of each band
systemdistillation
are availablesystems
to meetcanyourbe laboratory's
budget and needs.
All
B/R versions
t)aslc spinning
easily

upgraded to and
theadapted
8500 microprocessor
controller
for
automatic ^y
distillations
to
appropriate
safety
enclosure
cabinets.
24 and 36 Basic
Spinning Band
Systems

Column

24Basic

36 Basic

8mmbore x 24"long(61cm)

8mm bore x 36'long (91cm)

Prt

50ml

100ml

Receiver

25ml

25ml

Tbeoretical plates

uptone

upto200

Column holdup

0.5ml

0.7ml

Band

annular leflon, or monel

annular Teflon, or monel

When tested in our labs the B/R 24 and

J20t

36 Series 100 Greasefree systems
achieved 118 and 200 theoretical plates
respectively The plate studies were

PLATE STUDY 24T

PLATE STUDY 3ST

conducted with a mixture of 85%

isooctane and 15% heptane with a
band speed of 6000rpm and an
equilibration time of 24 hours. (IXje to

leakage from ground glass joints in the
basic systems efficiency may be less.)

12 and 40 Basic

Spinning Band

Column

70 l«fH

II nil iiiiImiiIimiIhiiIim

TO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 0 10
BOIUIP (DROPS/MIN)

12Basic

40 Basic

21mm X 12" long (30cm)

21mm X 24" long (61cm)

Distillation

Pot

SOOOmI

SOOOmI

Systems

Receiver

500ml

500ml

Theoretical plates

20

30

Column holdup

1.0ml

1.2ml

Band

twisted leflon, or monel

twisted leflon, or monel

EQUIUBRATION TWIE40T

BAND SPEED 407
30t

hDROPS/mm

30-1

29

raOILUP 75 DROPS/mON

O
F
P
L IS
A
r
E

BOIIJUP150 DROK/kUN
>goaoDDODOOonooonnaoaoBBOBooa

BOILUP 300 DROPS/MIN

0
F
P

20

ISODROPS/IVm
15

L
A 10

XODROPS/Hm

^OAOPS/MW

T

I'

s

I ill ill I IhI mImIi I li I In liil

0

3

6 9 121518 2124 2730
TIME (HOURS)

BAND SPEED x 1000

iiiiIiiiiIiiiiImhImiiIiiiiImiiIiiiiIiiiiIiiiiI

1020X40 50 60 70 80 90

BOILUP(DROPSJMIN)

Plate studies were

conducted in our labs
on tfTe40T columns
with a mixture of 20%

methyjcydohexane,
80% toluene and an

equilibration time of 2
hours.

All B/R Basic Systems Feature:
ͤ Adiabatic columns

ͤ Only Teflon and glass components
ͤ Unique band construction
D Convertible columns — Teflon or metal bands
ͤ Precision variable motor speed control

a Versatility—separate a wide variety of materials
Ordering Information

Basic spinning band distillation system

455 Motor Speed Controller

B/Rmotor.
basic Teflon
spinningmanual
band valves,
systems drive
are manually
operated
and
complete
with heating
variablemantle,
motor speed
control,
DCOption
system,
head
and
pot
thermometers,
pot
flask
and
1
receiver

Basic spinning band distillation system and 8500 microprocessor controller.
Dimensions: 8500 Microprocessor: 5"H x 13"W x 16"DAIucobond
Electrical
Option
2 requirements: 110VAC, 50/60HZ., 1 amp or 220VAC, 50/60H2.,.5 amp
Option 1 with B/R safety enclosure cabinet.

Dimensions: 461 safety cabinet: 75"H x 19"W x 19"DAIucobond
463 safety cabinet: 52"H x 19"W x 17"D Alucobond (B/R 12 only)

Consult
800 micro aspinning
band and
Series 100 greasefree
literature for other distillation applications.
B/R manufactures
wide variety
of distillation
accessories.
Popular applications

ͤ Preparation of high purity solvents

ͤ Close tx)iling point separations
D High temperature petroleum distillations
ͤ General solvent recycling

ͤͤ Purification
Teaching aidof solvents used in peptide sequencing
n Flavors and fragrances

ͤ Recover organic phase of liquid sdntillation cocktail

ͤ Separation of isomers

ͤ Coal tar distillations

ͤ Purification of syntiietic intermediates
ͤ Separation of viscous compounds

ͤ Preparation of standards

(301)647-2»M

ͤ Purification of monomers

B/R INSTRUMENT

ͤ Recycle deuteraled solvents for NMR

CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 7

PASADENA, MARYLAND 21122
JEFF L. WELLER
Telex 3717918

Toll Free

1-800-922-9206

0
iryl
P.O. Box 7, f=&sadena, Marvland
21122

Jm

-21
1-800-922-9206 301-647-2894
(In MD) Telex 87770 BAL(

B/R INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION

•
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CORPORATION

P.O. Box 228

Ashland, Virginia 23005

KEN SCAPLEHORN Telephone (804) 798-7981

TYPICAL WASTE MATERIALS WHICH

MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR ENERGY RECOVERY

1. Natural or synthetic liquid flammable/ignitable
organic compounds including dissolved resins and
suspended solids and still bottoms from chemical
recycling operations.

2. Flammable solids which can be melted or crushed.

3. Paint, ink or dye residues or dirty wash solvents
including organic and inorganic pigments and dissolved
resins.

4. Petroleum
products such as gasoline, mineral spirits,
waste oil or lubricants.

Unacceptable materials include inorganic compounds, organic
cyanides, sulfides, lachramates or mercaptans. No PCB's,
insecticides, pesticides, herbicides or poisonous, explosive,
corrosive, reactive or radioactive materials will be considered

A waste data sheet and representative sample must be submitted
to our laboratory for testing.-

Materials will be tested by American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM) or EPA methods at our EPA permitted facilities.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIQUID, BURNABLE MATERIALS
Minimum 90,000 Btu per gallon.
Maximum Specific gravity:
0.95
Halogens:

Maximum 2,0%

Maximum dissolved or dispersed water: 10% - No free water.

Maximum
suspended
1/8" screen
and be solids:
pumpable.15% by volume - Must pass through an
Maximum Parr Bomb unburnable residue: 5% by weight
Viscosity: 100-650 Centipoises
Must maintain combustion in open cup.

Liquid,
materials
having an
ASTM flash
point of less
than burnable
MO^'f will
be considered.
Examples
of acceptable
materials include mixtures of aliphatic and aromatic

hydrocarbons such as alcohols, acetates, ketones, toluene,
xylene, hexane and petroleum distillates.
Unacceptable materials include inorganic acids or caustics,
cyanides, organic sulfides, lachramates or mercaptans. No
PCB's, insecticides, pesticides, herbicides or other
poisonous, materials
toxic, will
explosive,
corrosive, reactive or
radioactive
be considered.

Materials will be tested in our laboratories by accepted American
Society for Testing materials (ASTM) methods before
acceptance. Materials not meeting specifications may be
rejected and .returned to the shipper at the expense of the
shipper.

6/18/86

LABORATORY QUALIFICATION

There
willchlorine,
be a onewater,
time residue,
charge ofand$150specific
to testgravity.
each new stream
for Btu,
DISPOSAL FEES

Specification
billed
the schedule they
below.
If materials domaterials
not meetwill
the be
90,000
Btubyrequirements,
may be
acceptedaccording
at our todiscretion
in limited quantities and will be
billed
the Btu Schedule.
BTU SCHEDULE

90,000 and
89,999 84,999 74,999 -

BULK

PER 1DRUM

higher Btu
.28 per gallon
85,000 Btu .33 per gallon
75,000 Btu .38 per gallon
50,000 Btu .68 per gallon

Nothing accepted below 50,000 Btu *

25 .00
27 .20

29 .95
52 .60

CHLORINE SURCHARGE

If materials have more than 2% chlorine, they may be accepted at

our discretion under the schedule below:
2.3
3.3
4.3
5.3
6.3
7.3
8.3
9.3

-

3.2% chlorine
4.2% chlorine
5.2% chlorine
6.2% chlorine
7.2% chlorine
8.2% chlorine
- 9.2% chlorine
- 10.2% chlorine

.05 per
.25 per
.50 per
1.00 per

2.00 per
3.00 per
4.00 per
5.00 per

gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon

WATER SURCHARGE

If materials
more thanunder
10% the
dispersed
accepted
at ourhave
discretion
schedulewater,
below.*they
11.0 - 14.9% dispersed water
15.0 - 25.0% dispersed water

may be

.05 per gallon
.10 per gallon

*No SI.00
amountper
of free
waterforisany
acceptable.
Therethat
willisbereceived
a charge
of
gallon
free water

accidentally.

RESIDUE SURCHARGE

If materials have more than 5% unburnable residue, they may be

accepted at our discretion under the schedule below.
6 - 9.9% residue

10 and higher % residue

.05 per gallon
.10 per gallon

Transportation charges = §1.90 per mile. Vacuum Truck=§2.10 per
mile. Demurrage on trailer after one (1) hour = $75.00 per hour.
PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Revised 9/15/86. Supersedes all previous schedules.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
FACILITY PERMIT

Oldover
Corporation,
State Route 652, Arvonia, Virginia 23004
I.D. Number
VAD098443443

Pursuantandto regulations
Chapter 6, Article
3, Title
32.1, byCodetheofVirginia
VirginiaDepartment
(1950), asof
amended
promulgated
thereunder
Health, a permit
is issued
tohazardous
Oldover Corporation
(hereafter
called
the
Permittee),
to
operate
as
a
waste
storage
facility
located
Arvonia, Virginia on State Route 652, at latitude 37^42*30" and longitudein

78°19'30".activities:
Hazardous
following

#,

wasteStorage
management
at the above facility is limited to the
in tanks.

The
Permittee
mustof comply
with all contained
terms and conditions
of this those
permit.inThis
permit
consists
the
conditions
herein
(Including
any
attachments)
and
the
applicable
regulations
contained
in
the
Virginia
Hazardous Waste
Management
Regulations
as specified
in the
permit.
Applicable
regulations
are those
which are(VHWMR)
in effect
on the date
of Issuance

of this permit.

(See attached regulations).

This
permit
is based received
on the assumption
that
the information
submitted
in the
permit
application
September
3,
1982
as
modified
by
subsequent
amendmentsreferred
receivedtoJanaury
3, 1983, Julyis 11,
1983 and
and that
August
16,
1983
(hereafter
as
the
application)
accurate
the
facility
will be constructed
and/or
operated asmayspecified
inforthetheapplication.
Any
inaccuracies
found
in
this
information
be
grounds
termination
or
modification
of
this
permit
(see
VHWMR
Section
11.20)
and
potential
enforcementfrom
action.
The Permittee
must inform the
Department
of Health
ofwould
any
deviation
or
changes
in
the
information
in
the
application
which
permit
conditions.
affect the
Permittee's ability to comply with the applicable regulations or
This
permit
is effective
asunless
of February
1,and1984reissued,
and shallorremain
in effect
until
Febuary
1,
1994,
revoked
terminated
in
VHWMR
Section
accordance
with11.02.08.
VHWMR Sections 11.18-11.20 or continued in accordance with
February 1, 1984

1
qiiAM

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Presented to

Oldovcr Corporation
for Outstanding Achievement in
WASTE MANAOEMErrr
during 1085

Vehroiartj 10. i9Sb

Data

Facility EPA ID Numbers for Oldover
Location

EPA ID Nuntier

Ehvirormental Conservation Systems
Industrial E>iviromental Systems
Oldover Corporation

Oldover Corporation
Oldover Corporation
Oldover Corporation

Brooks, KY

Ht.

Marion, M

Arvonia, VA
Cascade, VA

Aquadale, UC

KYD
HYD
VAD
VAD
NCS

000770313
000707665
098443443
077942266
000773655

Green Cove Springs, FL FLD 000737312

Transportation Facilities

Oldover Corporataon
(Richmond, Durham, Mt. Marion, Aquadale, Cascade,
VAD 040159436

Florida)

£> CDA
S!!^Ctjr\

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF NOTIFICATION
OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
ACTIVITY

Tiiis
is to acknowledge
thatat youthe have
filedshown
a Ni)liltc;iti<>n
of lia/ardoiis
W,(sie
Activity3010
for
the
installation
located
addtvss
in
the
box
Ik-Iow
to
comply
with
Section
of thethatResource
Conservation
andtheRecovery
Act (KCRA).
Your
lil'A identification
Number
for
installation
appears
in
box
below.
The
bFA
identification
Number
must
be in¬
cluded
on
all
shi|>ping
manifests
for
transporting
hazardous
wastes;
on
all
Annual
Reports
that generators
of hazardous
waste,
and owners
and onoperators
of hazardous
waste
treatment,
storage
and
disposal
facilities
must
llle
with
bi'A;
ail
applications
for
a
Federal
Hazard¬
under
ous WasteSubUtleC
Permit,ofandRCRA.
other hazardous waste management reports and documents requiret
•

KPA I.O. MUMSKII

^

VAD

040159436

OLDOVrP

CORP

»0

77211

BOI

ITCIIROiD
IMSTALUATION AOOMKSS

^

7 32f1

VA

23230

2301 Dabney Road

Richmond
EPA Fenii tTOO-IZA I4-«I

fl

Appendix VI

NIEHS Chemical Procurement List
for Central Warehouse

(Calendar Year 1987)
Acetic acid
Acetone

Acetonitrile

Acrylamide
Ammonium acetate

Ammonium hydroxide
Ammonium persulfate
Amyl-alcohol
Aquasol

Atomlight
Benzene

Biofluor

Bis-acrylamide
Boric acid

Calcium sulfate
Cesium chloride
Chloroform

Cupric Sulfate
Dichlorodifluoromethane
Dichloromethane

Dimethylsulfoxide
Ecolume

Econofluor
Enhancer
Ethanol

Ethyl acetate

Ethylene glycol
monomethyl ether
Ethyl ether

Formaldehyde
Formaide

Formic acid

Gentamcin sulfate
Glycerol

Glycine

Guanine hydrochloride
Guanine thiocyanate

Heparin sodium
Heptane
Hexane

Hydrafluor

Hydrochloric acid

Hydrogen peroxide
Isopropyl alcohol

Ketamine hydorochloride

Lithium chloride

NIEHSforChemical
Procurement List
Central Warehouse*
(Calendar Year 1987)

Magnesium chloride
Methanol

Methylene chloride

Metofane

N-butyl alcohol
Osmium tetroxide
Perchloric acid
P-Dioxane
Phenol

Phosphoric acid
Potassium chloride

Potassium phosphate
Pyridine
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

acetate
bicarbonate
borate
chloride
citrate

Sodium hydroxide
Sodium phosphate
Sodium sulfate
Sucrose

Sulfuric acid

Tetrahydro furan
Toluene

Trichloroacetic acid

Trihydroxy methylamino
methane

Ultrafluor
Urea

Water-HPLC grade
Xylene

* Does not include Blank Purchase Orders
of individual researchers
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Appendix VII

N.

C.

OCP»«T>«KT OF

HUMN

RESOUKCtS

DUISIM OF Hr*LTM SEBVICE5
N. C

19B7 HAZUDOUS WASTE GENERATOR
THAT DOES ON- SITE

TREATMENT,

STO«*GE.

»

OISPOSAl. TSD FACILITY

ANNUAL (PAST B)

REPORT*

Four Digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) No. For Operations In Tour Covsarw That Generated The
yaste 19' 11 91 9|
I.

Installation EPA ID Nimber:

N

11.

Nane of Installation:

HI.

Location of Installation:

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

c

2

0!8

7

111 Alexander Drive,

91 0

P.O.

0

Box

0

4

12233

(Street or Route N«t)er)

Research

Triangle Park,

(City or Town)

Durham

N.C.

(County)

Installation Contact:

27709

(State)

(jlo Code)

John M. Dement, Ph.D.

(919)___541-7933

(Naae)
V.

(Area Code)

Waste Identification:
A.

EPA

B. Description of Waste/

Waste

Chenlcal

C. Quantity

NMe

Generated

No.

1. Re-

n.

Aanunt of Waste by Handling Method

1. Hindiing

Stored**/Treated

Code

Disposed, or

Action

WASTE

2. Quantity

Method

ͣediai

Waste

(Phone Numner)

(LRS)

Shipped to off-Site Treatment,

Disposal, or Recovery Facility
3. Handling

Recovered

Method

On-Slte

Code

(LBS)

4. Quantity

5. Facility EPA I.n.
Nudber / Recovery

Facility nme
I'LBS)

REPOR r ATL lCHED

10
11

'

12

(If More space Is needed check

^'

and coaelete attachnent 1)

CER'''If;CATION: I certify as penalttM a proqra»i Is In place to reduce the volmw and toxicity of haiardous "aste generated to the deqree to se
economically practicable, and the proposed ͣethod of treatnent, storage or disposal Is that prKtlcabl* ••tnc currently available to fe pe'^ttee

»hic^ m^Rimizti the present and future threat to hij«n health and the envlrotwent.

John M.

Dement.

Ph.D.

(Print or Type Naae)

DMR 3037 (Revised 1-88) Doc No. 0352A
Hazardous waste Management Branch

1/22/88
(late Signed

VM.

CEaTIPICATIOM: I certify under penalty of law that I h.TVe personally examined and am familiir with the i-if nrmat i .-in
submitted in this and all attached docianents, and that haaed on «y inquiry of those individuuls iirnned i ate ly r<-.ipon5>h)
for obtaining
the information,
I believe that the submitted information is true, accurati:, and complete. I im swirt- ;
there
aie signifi««Qt
pe
mitting false information, inclurfin>; the poBsihilicy of fine antt ;ir.,'ri sinment.
John M. Dement. Ph.D.
^i ^nat ure)

(Print

*ReiI instructions bcfort.- completing form

5!S

"11137

(Revised

1-88)

Mazirdous Waste Management

Iranch

**^s

or Type

of December 31,

Name)

1987

2/23/88
(ͣlate

Siijnf:.'
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V. Haste Identification:
A. EPA
Maste
NO.

B. Description of Waste/
Chenical Naae

C. Quantity

«^unt of Maste by Handling Hethod

Generated 1. Handling 2. Quwtity

Shipped to Off-Site Treatment

Method
Disposed, or Disposal, or Recovery Facility
Code Stored 3. Handling 4. Quantity 5. Facility

On-Site Method EPA I.D.
Code

US.

U22«
U209
U108

1 1 1-Trichloroethane
112 2 -Tetrachloroethane
1 4-dioxane

DOOl

1 5-Dinitronaphthalene

Ufl31

1-Butanol

DOOl
DOOl

DOOl
0001
P048

U082
0001
U005
U359
DOOl
0002/DOOl
D001/D002

0001/0002
F003

.

U002

)

U002
U003

UMi3
M04

0001
0001
UOOS
U079
U007
U006

UOOS
DOOl

P004
DOOl
DOOl
0001
DOOl

POOS
U117
0003
0002
UOll
DOOl
D002

l-Chloro-2 4-Oinitrobenzene
2 4 6-Trinitrobefizene-sulfonic Acid
2 4 7-Trinitro-9-Fluorenone

2 4-Oichlorobenzoyl Peroxide
2 4-OJnitrophenol
2 6-Dichlorophenol

2 6-Dichloroquinone-4-chloriMide
2-AcetylMinofluorene
2-Ethoxyethanol

3A20 Counting Cocktail
Acetic Acid
Acetic Acid

0.02643
56.66520
17.54190
0.04405

T03

6.28194

T03

0.02643
SOl

T03

(0.00001

T03
T03

8.81057
45.33920

0.22026

Acetonitrile
Acetonitrile

626.56300

T03

469.72600

1.06828

T03

2.25330

T03

1.06828
1.21145

Alkylsubstituted Decane
Alkylsubstituted Hexanc
Alkylsubstituted Nonane
Alkylsubstituted Octane
Allyl Alcohol

Allyl Hagnesiun Bromide in Ethyl Ether
AlMinun Chloride

Aminemethylpropanoi Buffer
A«itrole

Amoniun Acetate

Amoniun Hydroxide

D001/D003 Anmonium Sulfide

0,03965
0.00220
15.69380
15.69380
15.69380
15.69380

0.00022
2.20264
0.07342
0.44053
0.00018
2.21476
11.01320
13.09690

6.26872

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

142.34700
7.92511

NCD000648451
NCO000648451

SOl

5.57836

NC0000648451

SOl

156.83700

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl

1.04185
0.00020

0.00967

NCO000648451
NCO000648451
NCO0O0648451

Sfll

0.68172

NCD000b48451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
T07
SOl

1.10133
0.03965
0.00220
15.69380
15.69380
15.69380

NCO00D648451

T07

T03
T03

Aldrin

SOl

T07
T07

296.49836

Acrylanide
Acrylic Acid
Acrylic Acid
Activated Carbon

NCTMP0001392
fCTMP0001392
NCTW0001392
NCTMP0001392
NCTMP0001392
NCO000648451
NCWO001392

T07

T07

Acetone
Acetone

0.00020
0.00967
0.68172
1.10794

SOl
T07

0.00012
0.00551
0.00661
0.00006
0.22026
0.77093
0.25330

T07

7.92511
0.22026

Acetylaninofluorene
Acetylene Dichioride

NCD000648451
NCTMP0001392

T03

NC0000648451

6.28194

Acetic Anhydride
Acetone (Spent)

Acetophenone
Acetyl Acetone
Acetyl Acetone

56.66520
17.54190
0.04405

SOl

0.00012
0.00551
0.00661
0.00006
0.22026

0.77093
0.2S330
<0.00001
6.26872
8.81057
187.6862

Nate

290.92000

0.00661

SOl
SOl

SOl
SOl
SOl

15.69380
0.00022
2.20264
0.07342
0.44053
0.00018
2.21476
11.01320
13.09690

NCO000648451

NCO000648451
NCO000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCDOO0648451
NCTMP0001392
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCM00648451
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V.

Haste Identification:
A. EPA
Haste

B. Description of Haste/
Chcaical Naw

C. Quantity

D.

Generated

AMunt of Haste by Handling Method

1 , Handling 2. Quantity
Method
Stored,
Code
Disposed, or

Shipped to Off-Site Treatment,!

Disposal, or ftecowery Facility!

3. Hoidling

Recovered
On-Site

*

4. Quant ity 5. Facili

Method
Code

LBS.

DOOl
DOOl

^lify

0001

Amylanine

U012

Aniline

(tn^l Acetate

UOIO

Antiinycin A

DOOl

Aquafluor

DOOl
P012
P012
DOOl
D005

Aquasol
Arsenic Oxide
Arsenic Trioxide

Atoniight
Barium Chloride

D005
BariuB Hydroxide
U018
6enz(a)anthracene
D002/D003
Benzene Sulfonyl Chloride
U019
Benzene
U019
Benzene
U021
Benzidine
U021
Benzidine
U022
Benzo(a)Pyrene
U022
Benzo(a)Pyrene
DOOl
DOOl
DOOl

DOOl
D002
D003

Benzoyl Peroxide
Benzoyl Peroxide
Benzyl Alcohol
Benzyl Alcohol
Benzyl Brocide
Benzyl cyanide

D002
DOOl

Benzylaaine

D002

Biolyte
Biosolve Scintillant

0001
U028
U028

D002/D003
D002

Biofluor

U13£
me

0.00441

T03

26.43180

T03

1993.46000

T03

0.27533
85.04070

T03

44.17400

0.01152

T03

0.00005

0.00085

T03

0.00064

0.00201

T03

<0.00001

28.41409

T03

27.75330

0.05507
1.10132
0.16520

T03

4.40529

T03

Boron Tribroaidt

0.55066
(0.00001
0.11013

(0.00001

Broaine

0.31828

Bis-2-ethyihexylphthlate
Bis-Ethyl Hexyl Phthalate

BroawsucciniRide

Butyl Benzene
Sutylaiine
Butyraldehyde
Butyric Acid

ButyroyI Chloride
Cacodylic Acid

CadniuB Acetate Hydrate

0.05507

NCD0006484S:

801

0.00011

NC000064845:

SOl
SOl

0.00177
0.07381

NCO000648451
NCO000648451

SOl
SOl

0.00038
0.24793

SOl
SOl

0.00009
0.27533

NCD000648451
NC0000648451
NCO000648451

SOl

40.86670

NC0000648451

SOl

0.01147

NCD000648451

SOl

0.00021

NCD000648451

T07

0.00200

NCTMPO001392

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

0.66079
0.05507
1.10132
0.16520

M:D000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.04405

NCD00Q648451

SOl

0.55066

NCO000648451

SOl

NCO000648451

T03

1.10132

0.44053

T03

0.44053

T03

0.27533

6.08943

NCO0006484S1

SOl

0.11013
0.31828
0.22026
0.12225

SOl

1.39427

NCO000648451
NC0000648451
NCO000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

6.08943

NCO000646451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

2.20264
1.87225
0.22026
0.37749

NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

0.22026
0.12225
1.39427
1.10132

0.27533
2.20264
1.87225
0.22026
0.37749

SOl

1193.86000

4.40529

Butanol
Butanone

D002/D003

T03

425.68400

U031

DOOl
0002

1993.46000
0.00177
0.07381
1193.86000
0.00038
0.24793
0.00009

2.20264
3.52423

T03

Bromoaethylpropane

DOOl

0.05507
0.00441
0.00011
26.43180

T03
T03

425.68400
0.04405

DOOl
0002
U159
0001

2.20264
3.52423

EPA I,
Nane

NCD000648451

V.
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Haste Identification:

A. EPA

8. Description of Haste/

Haste

ChMical Naw

NO.

C. Quantity
Generated

?' u .., '^""^ "^ "***• ^ Handling Method
*thod Stored.Treated
Disposal, or Recovery Facility
Code Rfcovered
Disposed, or Method
3. Handling 4. Quantity 5. FacUi

ZPA I.

On-Site Code

LBS.

D006

Ca<kiiuB Chloride

D006
0001

Cadiiua Salts

Carbon (Decolorizing)

P022

Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Carbon Tetrachloride

P022
U211

uai

0001

Carbosol
Carbosorb

DOOl
0001

Charcoal soalted with Xylene

DOOl

Charcoal

DOOl

Chempeel
Chenpeel

(0.00001
0.00044
3.30396
5.53326

T03
T03

10.35240
48.17180

79.51543

T03

6.27753

T03

0.00044

U037

Chlorebenzene

0.44053

U044
U044

Chloroform
Chlerefori

D002/D007
0002/D007

Chroaerge

D007
UOSO
U050

ChroaiuB Chloride Hexahydrate

U052

Cresol

P030

Cyanide Salts

U246

Cyanogen Bromide

U056

Cydohexane

U056

Cyclohexane

0001
DOOl
U059

Cyclopentane

U124

DOOl
U221

U063
U066
U067
U069

DOOl
DOOl

li022
U077
U078

Cythion 5

Daunoaycin

Oi-chlorophenoxy acetic acid (SALT)
SALT)
Diacetone Alcohol
Oiaaino toluene
Oibenzanthracene

Dibroaochloropropane
DibroMMthane
Dibutylphthalate
Dichloroacetic Acid

DichlorodiMthylsilane
Oichloroethane
Dichloroethane
Dichloroethylene

T03

10.35240
48.17180
0.55066
126.98200

0.00044

0001

3.30396

T03

Chloro-Methyl Propane

0001

T03

13.63067

Chloroacetylchloride

Chrysene
Chrysene
Collodion Flexible
Contact Cenent

<0.00001

5.50661
10.41850

DOOl
DOOl
0002/0003

Chroaic Acid

T03

0.00399
419.70600
1.21145
0.96366
0.84306
0.00004
0.00004
1.04626
98.34800
3.14471

0.02203
0.45292
84.49342
1.10132
8.37004
0.00004

T03

T03

<0.00001

T03

1.04626

m

8.10572

T03

1.10132

T03

0.00004

T03

T03

SOl

0.82599

NCD00064845:

SOl

3.21317

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

0.55066
126.98200

NCD000648451
NC00006484S1

SOl

73.23790

NC00006484S1

SOl
SOl

0.44053
0.00399

NC0000648451
NC00006484S1

SOl

298.79200

NC0000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl

1.21145
0.96366
0.84306

NC0000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.00004

NCO000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

98.34800
3.14471
0.02203
0.45292

NCD000648451
NCO000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

76.38770

NCD000648451

SOl

8.37004

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

4.18502
0.35242

NC0000648451
NCOO00648451

SOl
SOl

0.00022
0.00220

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

1.10132
0.01542

1.10132

29.86908
T03

NCOO0064845

0.00397

1.10132
0.01542
0.73789

0.02144

0.00044

120.91400

4.18502
0.35242
0.00397
0.00022
0.00220
1.10132

SOl

NC0000648451

NC0000648451

NC0000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.73789

SOl

0.13338

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.02144

NCD000648451

29.73570

V.
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Haste Identification:
A. EPft

Haste

B. Description of Haste/
Chenical Hmt

NO.

Quantity
Generated

tmomx of Haste by Handling Method

1. Handling 2. Quantity
Method
Code

Shipped to Off-Site Treatment

Storedjreated
Disposed, or
3

Disposal, or Recovery Facility
Handling 4. Quantity S. FaciliJ
Method EPA J J

Recovered
On-Site

Code

LBS.

DOOl

Dichloromethanol

U124

Dichlorophenoxyac«tic Acid
Diesel Lubricating Oil
Diethyl Azodicarboxylateh

DOOl
0001
U089

P043
U094

0002
U102

U093
U094

0001
0001
DOOl
DM1
0001
0002
U102
0001

D002/D001
DOOl
DOOl
DOOl
DOOl
D002
U359
U112

U112
U113

Diethylstilbestrol

Diisopropylfluorophosphate
i'lmethyi Benz(a)Anthracene
'..-r'~jj. ^ormanide
Dimethyl POPOP
Dimethyl Phthaiate

DiMethylaoinoazobenzene
Diaiethylbenzanthraeene
Diaethylbutane
DiMthylforunide
Oimethylheptane
Diitethylhexane
DiMthylhexanol
DiiMthyloctyl«ine
Dimethylphthalate
Econofluor
Enhance

Epoxy Gel
Ethanedithiol
Ethanol
Ethanol
Ethanolmine

Ethoxyethanol
Ethyl Acetate
Ethyl Acetate
Ethyl Acrylate

UU3

Ethyl Acrylate

DOOl

Ethyl Benzene
Ethyl Carbanate
Ethyl CarbflMte
Ethyl Ether
Ethyl Ether
Ethyl Ether
Ethyl Kexanol

U238
U238
U117

U117
U117

DOOl
U119

Ethyl Methane Sulfonate

D002/D001

Ethylene Diamine

U077
DOOl

Ethylene Dichloride

DOOl
DOOl
U115

Ethylene Glycol Bis-Aminoethyl ether
Ethylene Glycol Monowthyl Ether
Ethylene Glycol Monoaethyl Ether
Ethylene Oxide

O.S50€£
0.22206
1925.1100

T03

0.55066
801

0.05507

0.00441
25.11010
<0.00001
1.10132
2.20264
17.62110
0.00111
0.00215
0.00022
2.77533
0.33480
0.25110
0.08370
1.10132
0.34405
29.51550
41.40970
1.10132
0.27533
1222.7210

SOl

25.11010

T07

T03

<0.00001

T03

17.6ai0

SOl 2.20264
SOl

NC0000648451

SOl
SOl

1.10132
0.27533

NCt)000648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

165.02700
4.40529

NCO000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

SOl

T03

29.51550
41.40970

1057.69400

T03

0.03304

223.1789

T03

176.02410

4.57048

T03

0.11013

0.00107

0.55081

T03

0.00015

89.44626

T03

70.72380

T03

T03

35.68280

3.30396

T03

3.30396

NC0000648451
NC0000648451
NC0000648451

NC0000648451
NC00006484S1
NC0000648451

NC0000648451

NCD000648451

SOl 4.46035
SOl 0.00107

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl 0.55066

NCD000648451

T07 0.22026
SOl 18.50220

NCTMP0001392
NCO000648451

SOl 0.00308
SOl 2.64317

NCD000648451

SOl 0.24229

NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl 0.20485

NCO000648451

SOl 0.00022

35.88765

NCD000648451

SOl 47.15480

1.15749

0.00022
0.24229

NCD00Cb4845.

SOl

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

T03
T03

NCD00064845
NCD00064845.
.';CTr»D00139;
NCD000648451
NC0000648451

0.00111
0.00215
0.00022
2.77533
0.33480
0.25110
0.08370
1.10132
0.34405

SOl

4.40529
0.03304

1.15749
0.00308
2.64317

SOl

0.22206
1925.1100
0.05507
0.00441

SOl

V.
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Haste Identification!
A. EPA

B. Description of Haste/

Haste

Cheaical Hme

NO.

C. Quantity
Generated

f" u ^, '^""' '^ "**^* ^ Handling Method
Jthod St.red.Treated
Disposal, or Recovery Facility
CO*

On-Site Code

LBS.

U113

Ethylmethanesulfonate

DOOl

Filtron X

DOOl
D002

Fio-Scint

U122

U122
U122

D002
DOOl
U124

N02
MOi
0001

Fluoroacetic Acid
Fomaldehyde
Foraalin
Forualin

Forsanide

Furan DiiMthanol
Furan

Heptafluorobutyric Acid
Heptane
Heptane

0002

Heptylaaine

U128

Hexachlorobutadiene

DOOl
DOOl
DOOl
DOOl
DOOl
D002
D002
0002
DOOl
DOOl
0001
0002
DOOl
0001
0002
0001
0001
0001
0001
0001
DOOl
0001
U117

DOOl
DOOl

Hexane
Hexane
Hexanol

Hi-Salt Scint
Hionic Fluor

Hydrazine Hydrate
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrofluor
Hydrofluor

Hydrogen Peroxide(30X soln)
Hydroiodic Acid
Instafluor

Instagel
lodoacetic Acid

Ion Exchange Resin
Iso-Anyl Alcohol
Iso-m^l Alcohol
Iso-Anyl teine
l5o-6utyl Aainc
Iso-Paraffin
Iso-Pentane

Isoanyl Nitrite
Isooctane
Isopentane

DOOl
DOOl

Isopropanol

U142
OOOS

Kepone

0008

Lead Acetate

0.28893
8.37004

T03 0.28893
T03 8.37004

1013.35000

T03

1013.35000

2.64317
4.28084

1124.13000

T03

765.31300

2.20264
0.05507
0.00140
0.77093
48.34361

T03

2.20264

T03

0.00140

0.01652
0.00220
547.14700

1307.27000

SOl

2.64317

SOl

4.28084

NCO000648451
NC0000648451

SOl

358.81700

NCO000648451

SOl

0.05507

NCO000648451

SOl

0.77093

NCD000648451

6.71806
SOl
0.01652
SOl 0.00220

NCD0006484S1

NC0000648451
NC0000648451

SOl 111.69600
SOl 2.20264

NC0000648451
NCD000648451

SOl 0.55066

NCOO00648451

SOl 31.74520
SOl 6.60793

NC00006484S1
NCOO00648451

SOl 13.98680
SOl 1.54185

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

0.33040
0.22026

NC00006484S1

SOl

38.57070

NCOO00648451

T03 41.62555
SOl

T03 435.45100

2.20264
8.37004

T03 1307.27000
T03 8.37004

0.55066
31.96546

T03 0.22026

4248.93793

T03 4242.33000
13.98680
1.54185
0.55066
24.33320

T03
T03

0.55066
24.33920

0.33040

0.22026
48.61480
0.66079
3.30396
1.44714
0.05507

T03
T03

10.04410

T03
T03

0.66079
3.30396
1.44714

T03

0.05507

0.44053
0.11013
0.00022
47,93720

Isopropanol

Lead Acetate Trihydrate

Disposed, or 3. Handling 4. Quantity 5. Facil

Recovered Method fpa i

0.05991

0.40941
0.00007

T03

NCOO00648451

T07 0.44053
SOl 0.11013
SOl 0.00022

NC7^f>0001392
NC0000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

NCO00Q648451

24.37440
23.56280
0.05991
0.40941
0.00007

NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCOO00648451
NCO000648451

V.

Page fi

Haste Identificat ion:
A. EPA

B. Description of Haste/

Haste
NO.

ChcBical NaM

C. Quantity
Generated

Awunt of Haste by Handling Method

1. Handling 2. Quantity
Method
Code

Shipped to Off-Site Treat»ent

Stored.Treated
Disposed, or

Disposal, or Recovery Facility
Handling 4. Quantity 5. Facih
Method £Pft J

Recovered
On-Site

Code

US.

D008

Lead Citrate Solution

OOOa/DOOl
D008
DOOl

Lead Nitrate
Lead

0001

Lutidine

DOOl
0002
0009

Magnesiu* Nitrate

msi

MOl
UU9

fm

Liquifluor

Mercaptoethanesuifonic Acid
Hercuric Chloride
Mercury
Mesitylene

Methanesulfonic Acid Ethyl Ester
Meth«)ol

Methyl Cholanthrene
Methyl Cyclohexane
Methyl Cyclopentane

U159

Metr^l Ethyl Ketone

Ulfil
U138

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

U161
POM
0003

0009
U162
U162
U163
Ul 77

DOOl
DOOl
0001
DOOl
DOOl
U157
DOOl

DOOl

Methyl Iodide

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone
Methyl Isocyanate
Methyl Isothiocyanate
Methyl Mercuric Chloride
Methyl Methacrylate
Methyl Methacrylate

Methyl Nitro Nitroso Guanidine
Methyl Nitroso Urea
Methyl Pentane
Methyl Pentane

Methyl-T-8utyi Ether
Methyl-T-9utyl Ether
Hethylaaine

Methylcholanthrene
Methylcyclocntane
Methylcyclohexane

0001
FOOl

Methyldecane

U080

Methylene Chloride
Methylene Chloride

U080

0002
U163
U163
DOOl
UOIO

SOl 0.01101
SOl 0.24670
SOl
0.00022

T03

Methylene Chloride (Spent)
Methylheptylaine

Methylni troni trosoguanidine
Methylni troni trosoguanidine
Mini-Scint

MitODycin C

40.30840
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

0.22026
1.17893

0.07822

SOl
SOl
SOl

1.65198

0.05507

Methanol (Spent)
Methanol

Ui54
U1S7
0001
0001

0.01101
0.24C70
0.00022
40.30840
2.34581
0.74835

1501.60800
0.00009
0.11013
0.11013
9.85705
0.61564
4.27312

0.00022
0.12115
0.04405
0.65006
0.00002
0.00008
0.24251

T03
T03

15.19820
1096.13000

T03
T03

T03

0.00009
0.11013
0.11013

T03

9.85683

T03

4.27312

T03

0.09912

TG3

0.00002
0.00008

T03
T03

18.19412

T03

0.24229
18.19390

0.26432

T03

0.26432

0.00024
0.00022
0.00022
12.55510
0.66079
206.32880
0.02203
0.00010
0.00009
0.22026
0.00004

T03
T03

T03
T03
T03

2.34581
0.74835
0.22026
1.17893
0.07822
1.65198
0.05507

NCOO00648451
NCD000648451
NCO000648451
NCD000648451

NCD000648451
NCO000648451
NCOO00648451

SOl

405.47800

NC0000648451

SOl

0.00022

NCD000648451

SOl

0.61564

NCOO00648451

SOl 0.00022
SOl 0.12115
SOl
0.04405

NCOO0064845I
NCDG00648451
NC0000648451

SOl 0.55094

NCOfl00648451

SOl 0.00022

NC0000648451

SOl 0.00022

NCO000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

0.00024
0.00022
0.00022
12.55510

NCD000648451
NCO000648451
NCDfl00648451

SOl 73.56410
SOl 0.02203

NCD000M8451
NCD000648451

SOl

NCO000648451

0.66079
132.76475

<0.00001
0.22026
0.00004

NCO000648451
NCD000648451
NCDflG0648451

0.00009

NCO000648451

Pase 7

Haste Idefttification:
A. EPA

B. Description of Watte/

Haste

Chemical N«e

NO.

Quantity

D.

Generated

1. Handling
Method
Code

On-Site Code

L8S.

DOOl
0001

Honophase

U165

Morpholine
Nap thaiene

D002

Nitric Acid(<40«)

0001/0)002 Nitric Acid
D002
Nitric Acid(40X)
0002
Nitric Acid(70X)
DOOl
Nitrocellulose /Anyl
DOOl
Nitronethane
U170

Nitrophenol

U174
U174

Nitroso OiBethylaaine
Nitroso-Diethylaiine

DOOl

Nitrosobenzene

U174

Nitrosodiethylanine

D002
DOOl

Nonylaiine

DOOl
DOOl

Octane
Octane
Octanol

0001
DOOl

Oxosoi-C

U182
DOOl

Paraldehyde

0001

mi
0001
0001
0001

Acetate

Pentane
Pentane
Pentanol
Pentanone
Pentanone

Perchloric Acid

D001/D002
D001/D002

Perchloric Acid(40X)
Perchlorid Ac:d(70X)
Periodic Acid
Permount

Petroleum Ether
PetroleuK Ether

U188

Phenol
Phenol

U188

D001/D003 Phenyl Hagnesiua
P095
Phosgene

0.33040
16.74010
4.40529
0.00220
6.86123
0.22026
33.48017

Perchloric Acid/Ethanol

DOOl

26.65200
SOl

6.25110
0.00110

NCO00064845
NCO00064845

37.24670

NCD00064845

1.54185
6.82819
0.00125
0.55066
0.66079

NCO00064845
NCO00064845]
NCTMP000139i
NCTWOOOlSg^
NC000064845i

0.02203
0.00903
0.02203
0.04626

NCTW0001392

NCD000648451
NC0000648451
NCD0006484S1

SOl 0.33040

NCOO00648451

SOl 0.00220

NCO000648451 i

SOl 6.03524

NC0000648451

SOl 2.64317

NCOO00648451

T07 0.82599

NCTMP0fl01392

SOl

T03

2.09251
SOl
SOl
SOl
T07
T07
SOl

T03

T03

0.08811
(0.00001
T07
SOl
SOl
SOl

V«*M

PCS Solubilizer Scintillant

DOOl

T03

T03 1.10132

D0u2

DOOl

26.65200
6.2S110
0.00110
2.09251
37.24670
1.54185
6.82819
0.00125
0.55066
0.66079
0.08811
(0.00001
0.02203
0.00903
0.02203
1.14758

AKunt of Waste by Handling Method

2. Quantity Shipped to Off-Site Treati^n
Stored.Treated Disposal, or Recovery Facili
Disposed, or 3. Handling 4. Quantity S.Faci
Recovered Method EPA I

D002/D001

Phosphoric Acid

0003

Phosphoric Anhydride

0.82599
14.56830
0.27533
0.55066
O.Oii:?
56.98240
0.11013
21.58592

0.22952
2.20264
11.43630
0.82599

D002

Phosphorus Acid

D002
0001

0.55066

Phosphorus Standard Solution

0.66079

D001/U122

Picric Acid in Formaldehyde

Pieoline

T03 0.82599
T03 0.22026
T03 30.83700

495.00500

Bromide

T03 16.74010
T03 4.40529

2.20264
8.37004

SOl 14.56830
SOl 0.27533
SOl 0.55066

NCO000648451

SOl o.:.£:59

NC0000643451
NCD000648451
NCD000646451

SOl 1.10132

NCO000648451

T03 56.98240
T03 0.11013

T03 20.48460
T03 43.75000
SOl

451.25500

SOl
SOl

0.22952
2.20264
11.43630
0.82599
0.55066

SOl

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
T07

0.66079
2.20264
8.37004

NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCO000648451
NCD000648451
NC0000648451

NCD000648451
NC0000648451
NCD000648451
NCTMP0C01392

V.
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Maste Identification:
A. EPA

B. Description of Haste/

Maste

Cheaical Hme

NO.

C. Quantity
Generated

D.

1. Handlinc

Amount of Haste by Handling Method
Method

On-Site

D001/D003

Picric Acid(OILin"E)
Picric Acid

M01/D002
DOOl
M07

Potassium Chroaate

P058

Potassium Cyanide

D007

Potassium Dichromate

P030

Potassium Ferricyanide
Potassium Hydroxide

D003/D002
DOOl

Potassium Nitrate

DOOl
DOOl

1

Piperidine
Potassium Chlorate

Potassium Nitro-Disulfonate

DOOl

Propanol
Propanol

DOOl
D002

Propionaldehyde
Propionic Acid

D002/D003

Proprionic Anhydride

DOOl
DOOl
U196
U196
DOOl
DOOl
U200

sm
DM2
DM1
DOOl

DOll/DOOl
D004
D004
P105

Propylene Oxide
Prosil 28

Pyridine
Pyridine
RPI Scintillator
Readysolve
Reserpine
SOA 3A Alcohol

Schiff Reagent
Scint-Verse
Silanes

Silver Nitrate
Sodium Arsenate
Sodium Arsenate
Sodium Azide

D001/D003

Sodium Borohydride

D004

SodiuD Cacodylate Buffer
Sodium Cyanoborohydridf

D001/D003
D007
0007

Sodium Dichromatc

Sodium Dimethylarsinate

D001/D003 Sodium Dithionite
Dfl01/D003
D002
D002
D003
DOOl
D001/D003

Sodium Hydrosulfite
Sodium Hydroxide Soln.
Sodium Hydroxide Soln.

Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium lodate

Sodium Hethoxide

D001/D003

Sodium Methylate

0001

Sodium Nitrate

0.22297
2.35683
0.64229

SOl

2.49670
0.00022
9.47137
0,74835
0.00551
78.10572
2.20264
0.02753
2.31278
2.86344
0.52863

T03
T03

2.86344

28.88322

T03

1.10132

10.46260
22,90747
<0.00001
4.18S02
1.21145

T03
T03
T03

10.46260
22.90747
(0.00001

118.50200
0.35242
0.24890
0.00309

T03

1.10132

NCD00064845

SOl
SOl

0.00551
0.00008
2.49670
0.00022
9.47137
0.74835

NCD00064845
NCD00064845

T03

0.00551
1.10132

SOl
SOl

0.02753
2.31278

NCO000648451
NCD0006484S1

SOl

0.52863

NCD000648451

SOl

27.78190

NCO000648451

SOl
SOl

4.18502
1,21145

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

0.35242
0.24890

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

NCD000648451
NCD000648451
NCOO00648451

SOl

0.00168
0.10497
1.32159
0.74339
0.04075
0.55066

SOl
SOl
SOl

0.01101
3.08370
0.82599

NCD000648451
NCOfl00648451
NCDOfl0648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl

260.08800
7.22137
0.00022

NCO000648451
NCD000648451
NCO000648451

SOl
SOl

0.00022
1.10132

NCD000648451
NCD00064a451

SOl

SOl
SOl

SOl

T03

4.40529

7.22137
T03

NCD00064845

NCD0006484S]
NCD000e4845i
NCTfffOOOlSSi
NCD000648451

0.00141

0.55066
0.01101

NCD0006484!
NCTMP00013?

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
T07
SOl

118.5020C

0.10497
1.32159
0.74339
0.04075

0.00022
0.00002
0.00022
1.10132

SOl

77.00440
2.20264

T03

3.08370
0.82599
264.49329

SOl

0.22297
2.35683
0.64229

T07

1.10132
0.00551
0.00008

EPA

Code

LBS.

DOOl

|

2. Quantity
Shipped to Off-Site Treatment!
Method' StOTM,'Treated
Disposal,
or Recovery Facilit
Code
Disposed, or
3. Handling 4. Quantity 5. Faci
Recovered

0.00002

NCO00064845
NCD00064845

NCD00064845I

NCD000648451

P»9* 3

V.

Haste Identification:

A. EPA B. Description of Haste/
Haste Chemical Naae
NO.

C. Quantity
Generated

D.

AMunt of Haste by Handling Method

1. Handling 2. Quantity
Method
Code

Shipped to Off-Site Treatment
Disposal, or Recovery Facility
3. Handling 4. Quantity 5. Facil

Storedjreated
Disposed, or
Recovered
On-Site

Method EPA I
Code

LBS.

DOOl

Sodium Nitrite
D001/D003 SodiuB Sulfide
DOOl
D002
0002

Styrene

Sulfuric Acid in Verniculite
Sulfuric Acid

mzmoi

Tetra-Acetic Acid

D002
U210
D002

Tetra-Ethyl AnMnium Hydroxide

D002
U213
U213

0002
mi
0002
m4

U2I9
U220
U220
U393
D002

Tetrachloroethylene

TetraethylaMoniuK Hydroxide
Tetrafluoroboric Acid

Tetrahydrofuran
Tetrahydrofuran
Tetranethyl Guanidine
Tetranethyl Hydrazine

Tetranethylene Diamine
Thiophenol
Thiourea
Toluene
Toluene
Toluidine

D002

Trichloroacetic Acid Soln
Trichloroacetic Acid Soln.

D002/D003

Trichloroacetyi Chloride

U22£
U228
U228
DOOl
DOOl

Trichloroethane

Trichloroethylene
Trichloroethylene
Triethylamine
Triethylanine

D002/D003 Trifluoroacetic Acid
Dfl02/D003 Trifluoroacetic Acid
DOOl
DOOl

0001/D002
DOOl
D003/D001
U^jy

Trinethylanine
Triaethylpyridine

Tris-Ethylenediaine
Ultrafluor

Uinyl Magnesiui Bronide
Xylene

2.32737
16.51980
2.20264
<0.00001
37.86260
4.1ffV)2
36.94930
0.012S1

S.50661
0.82599
41.53800

801
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
T03
T03

T03

T03

487.65864

T03

3S.68280

0.00022
35.68280
1.54185
0.27533
0.01649
4.56123

T03

3.76652

10.41189

T03

0.55066

17.74892

146.25600
0.22952
1261.0265

NCDO00648451

NCD000648451

SOl

0.01251

SOl
SOl

5.50661
0.82599

NCOO00648451
NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl
SOl

26.89050
0.13216
0.00022
0.33040
0.55066
0.11013
15.18370

NCD000648451
NC00006484S1
NCOO00648451
NC0000648451
NCD000648451
NCD0006484S1
NC0000648451

SOl

0.00022

NCO000648451

SOl
SOl
SOl

1.54185
0.27533
0.01649

NCD000648451
NC0000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.79471

NCD000648451

SOl
SOl

9.86123
17.73570

NCD000648451
NCD000648451

SOl

0.22026
0.72687

NC0000648451

SOl

SOl

0.22952

NC0000648451

SOl

47.04390

NCD000648451

0.01322

0.22026
0.72687

4.18502

<0.00001

14.64750

502.84234

T03
T03

4.18502
146.25600

T03

1213.9826

NC0000648451
NCD00064845I
NC0000648451

37.86260

4.18502
36.94930

0.13216
0.00022
0.33040
0.55066
0.11013

T03

2.32737
16.51980
2.20264

NCD0006484S1

Page 10

Haste Identification:
A. EPA
Haste

B. Description of Haste/
Chnical Nan*

NO.

C. Quantity
Senerated

n
1/ •

fmwx of Haste by Handling Method

1. Handling 2. Quantity
Method
Code

Stored.Treated

Disposed, or
Recovered
On-Site

LBS.

F027

2,3,6 Trichlorophenol
Hastes

F027
li232
Ul 27

Pentacholrophenol Hastes

2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxy Acid
Hexachlorobenzene

U232

Crypern/Mercuric Oxide

Dfl01/D003

Haste Hater with Organics

D009/U122

0002/D009

and Mercuric Chloride

U108

D009
D007

U022/U089/
D004

SOl

116.6340

SOl

0.10200

SOl

SOl

0.05510
0.02200
1.05600

22.55100

SOl

22.55100

33.49500

SOl

33.49500

Corrosive Liquids and
Tetrachieronercurate

D00lyD009/

116.6340
0.10200
0.05510
0.02200
1.05600

Lab Hastes Contaminated with
Dioxins

Mercury Haste
PotassiuR DichroMte Haste

SOl

104.253

SOl

104.253

4.40200

SOl

0.51000

SOl

4.40200
0.51000

0.00100

SOl

0.00100

Mixed Benzo(a)Pyrene, DCS
Sodiun Arsenite and Asbestos

Shipped to Off-Site Treatnent

Disposal, or Recovery Facility
Handling 4. Quantity 5. Facil
Method
. EPA 11
Code

OMB#
BEFORE COPY
OR ENTER:

NG FORM. ATTACH SITE IDErfTIFICATION LABEL
National

SITE hJAME

20500024 Exp4r*s 12.3!

NORTH CAROLINA
HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT BRANCH

Institute of

Environmental Health Sciences

1987 Hazardous Waste Report
FORM

N: C, 2' 7 5 0;8 |9 ,0;0i 0, 4'

EPA ID NO.

IDENTIFICATION AND
CERTIFICATION

WHO MUST COMPLETE THIS INSTRUCTIONS:
FORM? Form IC must be completed by every site that received this package.
Please readbooklet
the detailed
Instruction
tjefore instructions
completing thisbeginning
form.

on page 4 of the 1987 Hazardous Waste Repor

Complete Sections
IV and theSections
Vt through
certification,
after Iyouthrough
have finished
full report
package.IX immediately.
SEC.

Complete Section V

Site name and physical location which may differ from the mailing address. Complete items A through G.

I.

Mark X^ for items A, B, C. D, F, and G if same as label, if different, enter corrections, (f label is absent, enter information.

A. S'le/company nmrsm

%Mrrm mi i&&«I

\~\

S. EPA 10 ^to.
Sam«aiiat

o,— National Institute of Envir. Hlth Sciences

|N,Ci2:7 5 0 ,8 .9 0,0.0

C. Sama
Addrnta> laoai
numb*r and__'sir»«< name </ phyiteal Kxaiion ͣ if not inotm. tnutr induDnaJ pan, buiMng name or othar phyitcai locitian daacriplion
»—

111

Alexander Drive

0 C'ty. tow^, viilaQ*. ate.

E. County

Sa'^v as laoai

F. Slata

Samaailabal

— Research Triangle Pcrk

Durham

G. Zip Coda

~

Samaasla&ai

o- — ! N C

2 7 ͣ 7 0,2.-_.

Mailing address of site.

SEC
II

4

Mark IT for A. B, C. and 0 if same as label; if different, enter corrections.

A. Nurrib*' and uiaai nama o* mailing addraas
Sama as >abai

ͣ

'

— Ill Alexander Drive, P.O. Box 12233

6. Ciiy. iowr>. villaga. ale
Sa/na as labai ' '

C.Suia

Samaaalafial

o' — Research Triangle Park
SEC. Ill

D. Zip Coda
Sama at II

ͣ— iNiC

2 , 7 I-iLi-' - .

Name, title and telephone number of the person who should be contacted if questions arise regarding this report.

A. Pleaaa pnn;

fir%i nama

B ruia

C. Talapnona

Health & Safety
Dement,

John

9i 1

Manager

M.

9i

5i4;li-

7 9 3 3

Extension

SEC.

Enter therendered
StandardatIndustrial
Classification
(SIC)EnterCodemorethatthandescribes
theCodeprincipal
products
group ofdescription
products, includes
produced theor distributed,
or ine
services
the
site's
physical
location
one
SIC
only
if
no
one
industry
comtimed
activities
of the Site SIC codes are listed beginning on page 1 of the 1967 Hazardous Waste Report Codebook.

IV.

c.

9,19

SEC
V

9

0.

J___L

I certify
underonpenalty
of lawof that
I individuals
have personally
examinedresponsible
and am familiar
with the theinformation
submitted
in thisthatandtheallsubmitted
attachedinformati-r
documents
and
that
based
my
inquiry
those
immediately
for
obtaining
information,
I
believe
and
IS trueimprisonment.
accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possiDiiity of d.^e

A. Piaaaa prnl. uaai nama

Fif« nama
M.I.

ement, ^,^

John

B Sign iJra

M.

TWia

Health and Safety Manager
D«i« ol sign«lur*

lO ,2

2 ,3

88

Day

Page 1 of

EPA Form 8700 - 13H (5-80) (Rev. 11-85) Revised (12-87)

OVER ->

FORM I c

SEC I Does this site's EPA ID authorize hazardous waste generation?
j—]

NO ------- SKIP TO SECTION VII.

lYl YES------- DM thif »ite generate any hazardous waste during 19677

rrn YES____ ACUTE
READAPPUED
DETAILED
INSTRUCTION
THE TO1987THEHAZARDOUS
INSTRUCTIONS
THAT
TO THIS
SITE DURING
1967.
AND >^CCUMULATION
UMITSON PAGE
MARK 5[SOPNEXT
HAZARDOUSWASTE
WASTEREPORT
GENERATION
QUANTITYBOOKLET
CATEGOnvFC=
(3 Catefloryl: More than 1000 kg (2.200 lb) in one or'more months

Category 23: NoMoremorethanthan100100kg kg(220(220lb)lb)but inno anymoresingle
than 1000
ͤͤ Category
monthkg (2,200 lb) m any single month

ͤ Mark 3]'' this site changed from Category 1 to Category 2 or 3 due to waste minimization activity conducted during 1986
------- CONTINUE BELOW, MARK 3] NEXT TO ALL THAT APPLY.
or 1987.

ͤ NO

Q

Generated, excluded or delisted wastes

n Generated
waste ewent(s)
prior to(eg.1967spills,
but do remedial
not expectactions,
to generate
ͤ Waste washazardous
from one-time
etc.) in the futjre - MARK XIPOR REASON IN ONE BOX BELOW
minimization
ͤ nOutWaste
of business

activity undertaken during 1986 or 1987

QQ Never
Generated
hazardous
and expect
generate in the future
generated
beforewastebut prior
expecttoto1987generate
in thetofuture

ͤ Neverͤ Protective
generated notifier
and do notonlyexpect to generate in the future - MARK [S FOR REASON IN ONE BOX BELOW
Q Misunderstood the requirements

Q Notified to secure transportation services

ͤ Other EXPLAIN REASON FOR GENERATOR NOTIFICATION IN COMMENTS

SEC.
VII

Does
this site have RCRA Interim Status or a RCRA permit to treat, store, or dispose hazardous waste?
NO ------- SKIP TO SECTION Vlll
r^ YES------the siteSKIPtreat,
store,Vlllor dispose (T/S/D) hazardous waste in RCRA-regulated units during 1987?
[2 YES Did
------TO SECTION
[—]

[—I ͤ T/S/Dexcluded
NO -------CONTINUE
BELOW, MARK 3] NEXT TO ALL THAT APPLY
waste during 1987
ͤ T/S/D hazardous waste in exempt units during 1987

ͤ T/S/Dͤ T/S/D
hazardous
1987 but did not T/S/D waste during 1967. MARK X IN ONE BOX BELOW
will waste
resume prior
in thetofuture
Q Have notified of planned closure
ͤ Site is in closure or post closure

ͤ Never T/S/D hazardous waste prior to 1987 but: MARKS IN ONE BOX BELOW
ͤ Expect to T/S/D hazardous waste in the future

SEC.
Vlll

ͤ Do not expect to T/S/D hazardous waste in the future - EXPLAIN REASON FOR INTERIM STATUS OR PERMIT IN COMMENTS
Do you wish to withdraw this site's generator notification or EPA Part A permit application?
Withdraw generator notification ͤ Yes [^ No
Withdraw Part A permit application

SEC
IX.

ͤ y,, (3 No

Does this site have an area not requiring a RCRA Part A or Part B permit that is used exclusively for the short term

accumulation of hazardous waste?
CD NO

ͤ YES -------DOES THE AREA HAVE:

Tanks I—] ͤ No
Containers
No ͤ i—iYes Yes _« ENTER THE NUMBER OF TANKS AND THEIR TOTAL CAPACITY IN GALLONS
___________________________________________________L__l__: Number j . ' I I ' I i ^ Gallon capacity
N.I.E.H.S. changed from Category 2 to Category 1 OlOOO kg/mo} in December 19S7,

Comments:

Page 2 of

NORTH CAROUNA
HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT BRANCH

BEFORE COPYING FOHM, ATTACH STTE ll5ENnRCATI0N LABEL

OR ENTER:
SrrENAME

National Institute of

Environmental Health

1967 Hazardous Waste Report

Sciences

EPA 10NO I N|C| 2| 7|5i0i8i9i0i0|0|4|

WHO MUST COMPLETE THIS FORM?

FORM

WASTE MINIMIZATION

WM

PARTI

^°"^ ^^^ '''^
'• describing efforts undertaken to implement waste minimization programs, must
be completed by all generators required to file an Annual/Biennial Report. This requirement was
established
in 1964
response
to statutory provisions included in the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments of
(HSWA).

INSTRUCTIONS:

NOTE: Generators shipping hazardous wnstt off site are required to certify, on item 16 of the
Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest, that they have a program in place to reduce, to the degree
determined economically practicable, the volurr>e and toxicity of hazardous waste generated. A
similar certification must alao be made by generators who have obtained a RCRA treatment.
storage, or disposal permit. Conaittent with tfMse certification requirements, generators must
report, on Form WM Part I, the efforts undertaken to implement waste minimization programs.
Please read
detailed this
instructions
booklet
beforethecompleting
form. on page 8 of the 1967 Hazardous Waste Report Instruction
Answer questions 1 through 10. Throughout this form enter "DK" H the information requested is not

known or Is not available; enter 'NA' if the information requested is not applicable.

Did this site create or expand a source reduction and recycling program?
1987

Yes

No

S

D

1986

Yes

Prior Years
Yes No

No

Create

Expand

ͤ

D

Did
this siteof hazardous
have a written
poiicy or statement that outlined goals, objectives and methods for source reduction and
recycling
waste?
1987 1986 Prior Years
Yes
No

n

D

D

What
was theanddollar
anxjuntofofhazardous
capital expenditures
reduction
recycling
waste? ENTER(plant
ZERO and
(0) equipment)
IF NONE. and operating costs devoted to source
1987

1986 Prior Years

Capital expenditures $_0_________ $_2_________ $ 7000
Operating costs

$

DK

DK

S

DK

this siteandhave
an employee
or provideopportunities
incentives and
(bonuses,
awards, personal recognition, etc)
toDididentify
implement
sourcetraining
reductionprogram
and recycling
activities?
1 987

Yes

Training
Incentives

X

1

986
No

Yes

No

S

1

n

Prior Years
Yes No

D

D

D
Page i of
OVEB->

FORM WM - PAR"

Did this siteor audit
conductis aa source
reduction
and/or recydir^
opportunity
assessment
ortoaudit?
Note:
an opportunity
assessment
procedure
that
Identifies
practices
that
can
be
Implemented
reduce
the
generation
of
hazardous waste or the quantity which must subsequently be treated, stored or disposed.
1987

igRf>

Yes

No

Yes

No

lil

u

Prior Years
Yes
No

Site-Wide

ͤ

Process-Specific

D

Didhazardous
this sitewaste
identify
or implement
new SOURCE REDUCTION opportunities to reduce the volume and/or toxicity
of
generated
at this site?
1987

1986

Yes

No

Yes

No

3
3

D
C

a
S

D
D

Identify
Implement

Prior Years
Yes
No

B
S

D
D

What factors have delayed or prevented implementation of SOURCE REDUCTION opportunities. MARK S NEXT
TO Aa THAT APPLY.

11

a.

11

b.

1

c.

11

d.

a

e.

Technical limitations of the production processes.

f.

Permitting burdens.

g

Other (SPECIFY) Lab
wasteswastes.
are composed of small quantities of a large number
of RCRA

1

|x

practices. capital to install new source reduction equipment or implement new source reduction
insufficient
processes.
Lack
of technical information on source reduction techniques, applicable to my specific production
Sourcenotreduction
not economically
will
recover theis capital
investment. feasible: cost savings in waste management or production

Concern that product quality may decline as a result of source reduction.

Did thisgenerated
site identify
or implement
new RECYCLING
to reduce
waste
at this site
or subsequently
treated, opportunities
stored, or disposed
of on thesitevolume
or offand/or
site? toxicity of hazardous
1987

Yes

Identify
Implement

D

1986

No

Prior Years

Yes

No

Yes

D

E

D

No

S
X

\1

Page

of

FORM WM - PART

What
NEXT factors
TO Aa have
THAT delayed
APPLY.or prevented implementation of on-site or off-site RECYCUNG opportunities. MARK H
u

a.

n

b.

D

c.

CD

d.

1 1

e.

U
m
m

f.

n

i.

UJ
11

i-

1 1

1.

g
h.

k.

Insufficient capital to Install new recycling equipment or Implemerrt new recycling practices.
Lack of technical Information on recycling techniques applicable to this site's specific production
processes.
Recycling
is nottheeconomically
feasible: cost savings in waste management or production
will not recover
capital investment.
Concern that product quality n^y decline as a result of recycling.
Requirements to manifest wastes inhibit shipments off site for recycling.
Financial liability provisions inhibit shipments off site for recycling.

Technical limitations of product processes inhibit shipments off site for recycling.
Technical limitations of production processes inhibit on-site recycling.
Permitting burdens inhibit recycling.
Lack of permitted off-site recycling facilities.

Unat>le to identify a market for recyclable materials.

Other (SPEClf^________________________________________________________________

10. recycling
Has this site
requested or received technical information or financial assistance on source reduction and/or
practices from any of the following sources? MARK E NEXT TO ALL THAT APPLY.
1987

Technical
a.

b.
c.

1986

Financial

Technical

Prior Years

Financial

X

State government

K

Federal government

X

e.

f.

g
h.

i.

Trade associations

D
r

Ji

X

X.

Ji

X

X

Other parts of your firm

X

r ͣ 1

Other firms/consultants

K

Educational institutions

Suppliers

Fir^ancial

ͣ~

Local government

L_
d.

Technical

c

D
n

D
D
a

U
c
n

JL
X

U

1

3

1

1___

ͤ
J

No request made
i_

J-

Other (conferences, literature,
etc.)

—

X

i1

_x

J

Comments: A detail waste minimization study was undertaken in 1987. Prior efforts have
focused
on volume
and toxicity
through on-site incineration and volume/toxicity
reduction
through
research reduction
protocol review.

t
Page_____of

BEFORE COPYING FOPM. ATTACH SITE IDENmRCATION LABEL

OR ENTER

€)

SrTE NAME

EPA ID NO

NORTH CAROUNA
HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT BRANCH

1987 Hazardous Waste Report

FORM

WASTE MINIMIZATION

WM

PART II

1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

WHO MUST COMPLETE THIS FORM? Form WM Pan ll must be completed only by generators that engaged in an activity during 1987 that
resulted in waste minimization.

Waste minimizatiori means:

(1) reduction in the volume and/or toxicity of hazardous waste generated as a result of source
(2) reduction
in theof volume
toxicity
of hazardous waste subsequently treated, stored, or
disposed
as a result
on-sit* ar)d/of
or off-aKa
recycling.
reduction: and/or,

I Mark JS ͣ"<^ do "<»• complete this form if ng waste minimization resutta were achieved during 1987.
INSTRUCTIONS: Pleasebooklet
read tt>e
Instructions
beforedetailed
completing
this form. on page 10 of tt>e 1967 Hazardous Waste Report Instruction
Make and complete a photocopy of this form for each hazardous waste minimized in 1967.

Complete Sections I through IV. Throughout this form enter "OK" if the information requested is not

known or is not available: enter 'HA' if the information requested is not applicable.

ft]

K EPA r^v*^dou• <«an ooa»

1

1 1 1 11 1 1 1

Sut* nazardoui ««ta cod*
P^alt

0. Product or —nncm
SIC cod.

till

E

a.

InftruetMxi Pig* 11

Pag* n

1 1 1 t 1 1

III!

WutaUmcod*
p^« It

f. UOM

1
c

Pig* 12

1

1

1

1 1 1 1

1

Omey

Pie* 12

1. Sourcacoda

P.8»'2

P^a 12

1 1 1
Sec.
II

A. 1 MS quantity gaocnMd
Inaructlon Pag* 13
1

1

1

1

1

1

...

1

as:'

D.

, i

B. <8a7c|u«iU(ygwi«a«d

C.

Pie* 13

1

1

1

PfOdUCTOn fwO

0. Tciidclty cnang* coo*

P^«13

1

1

1

1

1

1

.

1

.1 ,

P^alS
Codi

1. U
Sec.

OuanMy laeydad

a. U

1

t

1

Cod*

1

1

1

1

1

1.U

2.U

3.U

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A. NaiT«llvadaac/1pHona(««alamlnlmtz«lonpro)*eloraclN«yandmuni
Inalrueiloo PagaZS

*
Page i of
OVEB_>

FORM WM . PART
OvC*

InttruCtiona:
4. Marie [£ naxt to ttta affacta produoad by tha aouroa raduction and/or racycJir>g activity
raportad on thiaAnawar
form inquaationt
Scctiona 1I through
through IN.

IV.

What
effectbydidhazardous
this site'swastesource
reductionprocesses
and/or recycling
produced
generation
during activity
1967? have on tlie quantity of water effluent
( 1 a. Increase in the quantity of water effluent
I I b. Decrease in the quantity of water effluent
I I c. No effect on the quantity of water effluent
I I d. Don't krx>w

What
effect didwaste
this generation
site's sourceprocesses
reductiondurir>g
arxi/or1967?
recycling activity have on tiie toxicity of water effluent produced
by hazardous
a

D

a.

Increase in the concentration of hazardous constituents
Decrease in the concentration of hazardous constituents
No effect on the concentration of hazardous constituents
Don't know

What
effectbydidhazardous
this site's
reductkyiprocesses
and/or recycling
activity have on the quantity of air tmiaaiona
produced
wastesource
generatk>n
during 1987?
I 1 a. Increase in the quantity of air emisskjns
I 1 b. Decrease in the quantity of air emisskxis
I I c. No effect on the quantity of air emisskxis
I 1 d. Don't know

What
effectbydidheuardous
this site's
source
reductkKiprocesses
and/or recycling
produced
waste
generatton
during activity
1987? have on the toxicity of the air emiaaiona
I I a. Increase in the concentratkxi of hazardous constituents

[~] b. Decrease in the concentratkxi of hazardous constituents
I 1 c. No effect on the concentratkxi of hazardous constituents
ͤ d. Don't know
Comments

SiWOrtant;

READ

INSTRUCTIONS

Purpose:
MalHnq:

BEFORE

COMPLETING

THIS FOIW.

This fonr will provide N. C. with infonutlon needed for EPA reports and to aani^e hazardous wastes.
One copy to - Hazardous Waste »1anaq««ient Branch
N. C. Oepartaent of Huwn Resources
P. 0. 8o« 2091

Raleigh, HC

27602

Be sure to cowplete the proper fprn.
PH5 FORM 3036

(Part A):

GENERATOR ONLY ANNUAL REPORT - For generators i*o ship their waste off-site.

store or dispose of waste on site) ,

(Excludes generators that treat,

OHS FORM 3037

(Part B):

GENERATOR AND 0N-5ITE TSO FACILITY ANNUAL REPORT - For genemtors and owners or operators of on-slte facilities
that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste. (Facility owners or operators that treat, store, or dispose of

hazardous waste froai off site sources should coi^lete OHS for 3038.)
OHS FORM 3038

(Part C):
OHS FORM

OFF-SITE TSO FACILITY mWK. REPORT - For owners or operators of facilities that treat, store, or dispose of

hazardous waste froB off-site sources.
3038

(Part D):

UNMANIFESTED HASTE REPORT - For facility owners or operators who accept for treatntent, storage, or disposal any

hazardous waste fron an off-site source without an accompanying nanlfest.

DH5 FORM 3037

(Part B Form)

SECTION IV. Installation Contact:

Enter the naae and telephone niaber of the person who may be contacted regarding Inforvatlon contained in
this

report.

,

.

SECTION V. Waste Identification:

All
Information In this section wst be entered by line nui*er.
annual anount of each waste.

Each line entry will describe the total

SECTION V-A EPA Hazardous Haste Number:

For
listed wastes, enter the EPA Hazardous Haste Nijuher from 40 CFR Part 2fil. Suboart D, which Identifies
the waste.
For a mixture of mre than one listed waste, enter each of the applicable EPA Hazardous Haste Nunbers.
If
more space is needed, continue on the next 11ne(s) and leave all other Infomatlon on that line blank.
For unlisted hazardous lastes, enter the EPA Hazardous Haste Numbers from *0 CFR Part 261, Subpart C,
applicable to the waste. If ͣore space is required, follow th* procedure described above.
SECTION V-B Description of Haste;

For hazardous wastes that are listed under 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart D, enter the EPA listed name, abbrevi¬
ated If necessary. Where mixtures of listed wastes were shipped, enter the description which you believe
best described the waste.

For unlisted hazardous waste identified under 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart C, enter the description which you
believe best describes the waste. Include the specific manufacturing or other process generating the waste.
(e.g., green sludge from widget manufacturing) and, if known, the chemical or genflc chemical name of
waste.

SECTION V-B-1. Identify all mtte generated as a result of remedial action with an (R) in the section TNCGS 130A-294.l(d!

Hazardous Haste generated as a result of any type of remedial action shall not be subject to a tonnage fee

under subsection (a) of this section.!

SECTION V-C Enter total mwunt generated in reporting year.

OHS
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SECTION

V-D.l.

Handling

Method:

Entur the or handling
listed below
recover codeCs)
the hsrsrdous
waste.that most closely represent the tfcchniqoe( «) used tn credit, stort-,
Enter one EPA handling code for each waste line entry. Where several handling steps have occurred durim;
the
only the handling code repreaenting the waste's status at the end of the reporting year ,
its year,
final report
dispoaicion.
dispose,

Storage

(Ind icate volume j in LB'g) remaining at your aite December 31. 1997.)

sni Containers (barrel, drum, etc.)
502 Tank

503 W.iste

Piles

304 Surface

SOS Other
,

specify______________

impoundment -•'

Trentment

TO I Treatment

TO2 Trtratment

in

a

in

tank

a

surface

TO6

Biological Treatment
Examples

impoundment

'Activated sludgeAerobic lagoon

TO 3 Tnc ineracion

Aerobic

Thickening filter
Trickling filter
Waste stabilization pond

Adsorption
Chemical fixation
Chemical oxidation

Chemical precipitation

TO7

Chemical reduction
Ch1 or i nat ion

Other

specify

Oi sposal

Cyanide destruction
Segradat ion
Ton exchange
Neutralizat ion
TOS

tank

Anaerobic lagoon
Compost ing

T04 Chc-mical
Treatment
Examples

D80

Landfill

D84

Other

Resource

Physical Treatment
Examples

ROl

Ce nt ri f ugat ion

specify

Recovery

Resource

recovery

Clarification

Coagulation
Decanting

llncapsu lat ion
FiItrat ion

Flocculation
Flotat ion

Foaming
Sed iraentat ion

Thickening

Absorption-molecuLar
Act ivated

sieve

carbon

R1 e nd i ng

Crystal liiat ion
Di stiUation

"l^c trolys is
Evaporation

High gr^Hient

magnetic

separation

Leaching

Liquid

ion exchange

Liquid-liquid extraction
Stripping
Sand

S'^CTION' V-D.2.

filter

Quantity Stored, Treated, Disposed, or Reci->vered:

Enter the amount of waste you treated, disposed, or recovered on-site as indicated by han-ilin^ method.

HSD

3037
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SECTION

V-D.3 Handling

method:

Enter handling
method from V-D. 1 that represent the techniques use'l to treat store, dispose or recover the
waste.
hazardous

SF.CTION

V-D.4.

SECTION

V-0.5.

Quantity

Shipped;

Enter the amount in LBS of waste you thipped off-aite to TSD or recovery facility.

#

TSD Facility EPA Identification Number/Resource Recovery Facility Name:

Enter the EPA identification number of the facility or Resource Recovery facility name to which you sent t'w
waste described in V-A. (A tpparate linf aust he used for each facility to which you sent h.izir.lous w,ͣ^^te.^
Add an (X) to end of IP Wuaber iC this is 3 company/corporat ion owned facility (F.XAMPI.K: NCmKh'^'i^ll 2 (X).
SECTION

VI.

Certification

for voliiae and toxicity

reduction:

The owners or operator or his luthorized representative must sign.
SECTION

VII.

Cert i fIcation;

The owner or operator or his authorized representative oust sign the report.

DHS
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Appendix VIII

GSX Serwces, Inc.
PO. Box 210

Watlington Industrial Road
Reidsville. Norm Carolina 27320
(919) 342-6106

(919) 272-2222 (Emergency FlesfXinse)

June

23,

1987

Dear Customers:

Effective August 1, 1987 GSX Chemical Services, Inc. will
implement transportation
a price change.
increase
materials,
and This
disposal
costs. will effect labor,

The enclosed schedule, Attachment "A", outlines the new charges
for services rendered. As you will note, charges for disposal of
certain waste categories are increasing more than others, while
some waste streams will continue to be priced on request. This
is due to the
unknown
effect
that theoptions.
upcoming
"California
List"somewhat
Landfill Ban
will have
on disposal

GSX strives to provide the best quality service and most
environmentally sound disposal options available in the industry.
We
look forward
providing continued hazardous waste management
services
to your to
company.
If I may answer any questions, please call.
Sincerely yours,

Regional Sales Manager
DLS/nfr

Enclosure

ATTACHMENT A-1

GSX FEE SCHEDULE - JULY 15, 1987
WASTE TYPE

SIZE

Lab Pack - Landfill

55 gallon
30 gallon
5 gallon

$150.00/Driim
$140.00/Drum
$
65.00/Drum

Lab Pack - Treatment*

55 gallon
30 gallon
5 gallon

$385.OO/Drum
$250.00/Drum

Lab Pack - Incineration

DISPOSAL

$150.OO/Drum

Priced on Request

Solids - Non-IgnitadDle
- GSX Facility

85 gallon
55 gallon
30 gallon

- Other**

$215.OO/Drum
$165.00/Driim
$142.OO/Drum

Priced on Request

Liquid - Landfill
-GSX Facility

85 gallon
55 gallon
30 gallon

-Other**

Priced on Request
Priced on Request
Priced on Request

Priced on Request

Liquids - S\ib-Surface Injection
-<10% Solids

85 gallon
55 gallon
30 gallon

$235.OO/Drum
$190.OO/Drum
$190.OO/Drum

Organic Liquids

-Recoverable - Fuels, Halogenated Liquids

-Non-Recoverable - Chlorinated
Reactives***
Incineratables
PCB Wastes

Priced Case by Case
Priced Case by Case
$49.00/Pound

Priced on Request
Priced on Request

*Group includes inorganic acids, bases, cyanides, solid metal
salts
and solutions. consult the Facility Material Routing
Supervisor.

**Other refers to GSX approved landfills and aqueous treatment
facilities that are not operated by GSX Corporation. Other also
refers
special containers/packages (pallets, boxes or
fixtures,toetc.)
***Reactives:
There is
container
for reactives.

a minimum charge of our pound per

ATTACHMENT A-2

LABOR CHARGES

Chemist Technician
$

MATERIALS

85 Gallon Salvage Drum (New)

55 Gallon 17C, 17H, 17E Reconditioned Steel
55 Gallon 34M (New)
30 Gallon 17H (New)

$155.00/each

Drum
$
$

SliJcwiJc (Corn Cobs) 20 lb. bag

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
S
$

Reactives Bags

$

30 Gallon
Gallon 34M
17H,(New)
17E Reconditioned
30
30 Gallon Fiber (New)

Steel Drum

20 Gallon Fiber 21C (New)

5 Gallon 50
Paillb.37E,
Absorbent
bag37A

(New) 34-5, 35-50

Vermiculite 19 lb. bag

Drum
Use & Decontamination Charge
4 MilPLunp
Liners

$
$

Protection Gear:

$

Sample Bottles

Drum Thief

3 7.00/each

55.00/eacn
45.OO/each

37.00/eacn
45.00/each
22.00/each
22.00/each
10.50/each
9.50/each
9.50/each
9.50/each

$115.00/day

DOT Labels
EPA Labels
- Level I
- Level II

50.00/man/hour

$
$
$

2.50/each
1.50/each
.50/each

1.00/each

15.00/man
25.00/man
4.50/each
4.50/each
17.00/each

Disposal Coliwassa

$

Waste
Stream Evaluation Charge:
- Incineration

$

- Sub-Surface Injection

$300.00
$250.00
$200.00

- Treatment

Sample Analysis

Priced on Request

m^-

1. Labor
beof charged
on all jobs.
Overtime onwillholidays,
be charged
after
8 hours
art a site.
at a will
rate
$65.00/man/hour
for weekends,
and
2. Final
into anySupervisor.
waste category will be determined
by theacceptance
Material Routing
3. A assessed
cancellation
charge
equalcancelled
to the byminimum
charge will
bea
for
any
pickup
the
customer
after
truck,to has
beenstream.
dispatched. This
his/her
waste
due
misrepresentations
madewill
by ainclude
clientcancellations
concerning
4. A within
minimumthecharge
of $500.00
will
be assessed
forwillpickups
0-50
mile
radius.
A
$1,000.00
minimum
apply
from
51-500
miles.
A
special
minimum
of
$2,000.00
will
be
chairged in the New England area.

ATTACHMENT A-3

5. A obligates
subscription
service
will
be
offeredcharge
whichatcontractually
the
client
to
a
minimum
a Adecreased
rate,
regardless
of
whether
a
pickup
is
made.
properly
executed
agreement
must
be
on
file
and
signed
by
the
client
before
a
subscription
agreement
will
be
considered
effect. Please note that these are minimums not maximums.in
0-50 miles = $300.00/quarter or $1,200.00/year
51 - 300 miles = $750.00/quarter or $3,000.00/year

There
no subscriptions
of
300 will
milesbefrom
the facility.

offered to clients in excess

6. Off-Specification Charges = $150.00/container

In addition to paying this charge, the client will have the
option
of having
the waste
returned
his expense
or having
GSX pursue
disposal.
If the
clientat elects
disposal,
the
off-spec
charges,
sampling
charge,
analysis
charges
(if
necessary), and the applicable disposal charges will be
levied. Client waivers the right to designate disposal

sites on off-spec wastes.

7. Safety
Equipment
- Levels
ofonprotection
necessary
will be
determined
by
the
chemist
site,
according
to
company
health and safety policies.
Level I is generally for lab packs. It consists of work
uniform, safety shoes, boots, safety glasses/goggles, dust
mask,
gloves (mechanical/chemical), and hard hats, if
necessary.

Level
II is worn
for handling
liquids
and opening
containers.
It
consists
of
poly
coated
Tyvek,
faceshields/goggles,
safety
shoes/boots/polyboots,
gloves
(chemical/mechanical),
half/full-face/disposable
air
purifying respirator, and hard hats, as necessary.
TRANSPORTATION - the
Includes
transportation from the client site to
transfer station and then to the disposal
facility.

Per Dnun (55 gallon and 30 gallon)

Mileages computed
from the GSX 50
Service
Centers:
55/60 Gallon
0 - <
miles $20.00/drum

51 - > 100 miles $23.00/drum
> 101 200 miles $27-00/druni
> 200 500 miles $30,00/<3rtim
>
500
miles
85 gallon overpacks - 3\dd $5.00/drum $37.00/dnjm

3 5-gallon pails - 1 55-gallon drum

Note: Terms - Net 30 days - ' ͣ'r.r.^:..i:.:^^..::^^J---:~^.:zz:^.^^

RSO,
INC.
711 Gorman Avenue /P.O. Box 1526

Effective:

Laurel, Maryland 20707-0953

Radioactive
Catalog
Number
DN-4

DN-30-H
DR-30-H
DR-SO-T
DN-55-H
DR-55-H
DN-85
DRC-1

SC-5

February 10,

Waste Disposal Supplies

Description
Cost

4 gallon steel drum, mil spec,
new
30 gallon steel drum, DOT 17H, new

23.00
28.50
25.00

30 gallon steel drum, DOT 17H, reconditioned
3055 gallon
steel drum, tighthead, reconditioned
gallon steel drum, DOT 17H, new
55 gallon steel drum, DOT 17H, reconditioned
85 gallon overpack steel drum, new

24.00
37.50
22.00
125.00

Replacement drum closure ring, 30 or 55 gallon

4.00

Step Can, 5-gallon
30.00

JMW-l
CUB-1
CUB-4

SCL-5
DL-30
DL-55

SL-55

C-94
LH-50
FD-25

Plastic container, molded, wide mouth, 1-gallon

2.25
0.75
1.75

Plastic container, collapsible, 1-quart
Plastic container, collapsible, 4 quan

Step Can Liners, 4 mil, 5-gaIlon capacity.
Drum Liners, 4 mil, 30-gallon capacity,
Drum Liners, 4 mil, 55-gallon capacity.
Solidification Liner, 55-gallon capacity,

each

0.25
0.20
0.80
0.65

case lots
each

case lots
each

1.05

case lots

0.80
12.00

each

Concrete, 94 lb. bag

8.00
5.00
11.00
8.00
70.00

Lime, hydrated, 50 lb. bag

Floor-Dry, 25 lb. bag

Z-4

AQS-50

Vermiculite, grade #4,4 cu. ft. bag
Aquaset, 50 lb. bag

ENV-100
ENV-EMS

Envirostone, 100 lb. bag

100.00
Call

Envirostone emulsifier, 1-gallon container
*

Prices listed
these over
sheetsthearetelephone
subject toarechange
without
prior notice.
Pricesonquoted
finn for
30 days.
Please verify the current prices when placing an order. '

1988

JVOvJj IJNLx, Effective: February 10,1988

711 Gorman Avenue / P.O. Box 1526

Uurel, Maryland 20707-0953

Transportation Costs

RSO utilizes a zone system to determine charges for trips in excess of 200 miles (roundtrip) from
Laurel, MD. The charges are based on the number of containers picked up and on the actual
mileage driven. Within a zone, the mileage charge will be shared by the customers served, based
oncharged
the number
of containers
at the fixed
trip rate.picked up at each customer's site. Emergency or special trips will be
Zone
Round Trip Mileage
Surcharge (per container)
Rate (per mile)
Fixed Trip Rate

A
200

No Charge
No Charge
No Charge

B

G

201-300

301-600

$1.50

$3.00

0.195

$150.00

A $25.00 delivery
charge will
in addition
delivered
and no radioactive
wastebe isassessed
picked up.

D
601-1000
$4.50

0.195

$300.00

0.195

$500.00

to any mileage charges if supplies are

Discount Schedule

RSO provides a discount to its customers based on the number of containers that are picked up.
This
is showndiscounts
as a line are
itemshown
on thebelow:
invoice, reflecting a credit off the list price of the
waste.discount
The available
3-5 containers 2.5% 10-19 containers 7.5%
6-9 containers 5.0% 20-29 containers 10.0%
30+containers 12.5%

Burial Surcharge for Waste Generated in Unsited States

As of January 1, 1988, the surcharge doubled for radioactive waste generated in a state that does
not
belong below:
to the Regional Compact in which the disposal site is located. The current surcharges
are listed
One Cubic Foot $20.00 55 gallon drum $150.00
30 gallon drum $80.20 85 gallon drum $232.00
Surcharges are shown as a line item on the invoice.

All prices listed on these sheets are subject to change without prior notice.

#

Prices are subject to RSO's General Terms and Conditions of Sale.
Page 3

RSO, INC.

Effective: February 10,1988

711 Gorman Avenue/P.O. Box 1526
Laurel. Maryland 20707-0953 _____

Radioactive

Waste

Price

Schedule

Liquid Scintillation Vials, Shipped for Processing
30 gallon drum 55 gallon drum
Deregulated
Mixed

Regulated

238.54.
259.39
300.78

Deregulated

307.55

Mixed

346.55
423.96

Regulated

Bulk Liquid Scintillation Fluid, Shipped for Processing
Deregulated
1-5 gal liquid

6-10 gal liquid
11-20 gal liquid
21-30 gal liquid

Regulated

413.34
667.42

424.00
688.74

1175.59
1683.76

1747.72

1218.23

Incinerator Ash, Shipped for Stabilization
30 gallon drum

NOTE:

369.40

gallon drum

570.12

Waste
pricesfoot.preceded with an astcrick (*) will be assessed the current burial site surcharge of S20.00
per cubic
Prices for processed or stabilized waste include the burial site surcharge.

:#

See Page 3 for the Discount Schedule and other rate information
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RSO, INC.

Effective: February 10,1988

711 Gorman Avenue /P.O. Box 1526
Laurel, Maryland 20707-0953

Radioactive

Waste

Price

Schedule

Dry, Solid Waste, Shipped for Processing
2 cubic foot box

30 gallon drum

236.99
315.12

85 gallon drum

610.14

Dry, Solid Waste, Shipped for Processing, 55 gallon drums only
<175 pounds
175-224 pounds
225-274 pounds
275-325 pounds

States in the Southeast Compact

Unsited States

392.28
406.90
426.40
462.48

452.73
488.80
523.71
596.93

Non-processable, Solid Waste, Shipped Directly to Burial
BurialatBamweII.se

for Southeast Compact States

Burial at either Richland, WA
or at Beatty, NV

Burial at Richland, WA

NOTE:

30 gallon drum, solids 331.88
ͣ^55^allon drum, soUds
ͣ 495.98
85 gallon drum, solids 688.77
55 gallon drum, biowaste 512.46
85 gallon drum, biowaste 714.25
* 30 gallon drum, solids 326.55
* 55 gallon drum, solids 460.85
* 85 gallon drum, solids 618.62

* 55 gallon drum, biowaste 478.99
* 85 gallon drum, biowaste 646.67
* 30 gallon drum. <50ml vials 362.73
* 55 gallon drum, <50ml vials 528.52
* 30 gallon drum, absorbed liquid
326.55
* 55 gallon drum, absorbed liquid
460.85

Waste
pricesfooLpreceded with an asterick (*) will be assessed the current burial site surcharge of S20.00
per cubic
Prices for processed or stabilized waste include the burial site surcharge.

m

See Page 3 for the Discount Schedule and for other rate information.
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